Cruising America’s Great Loop Script
00 Introduction
(Note: MVO = Male voice over)

Code

Voice Over

Photo Description

NA

MVO: Welcome to “Cruising America’s Great Loop” with
Bob and Mavis Duthie.

Title screen

NA

MVO: You are about to embark on the greatest
recreational boating adventures in North America.

Route map

NA

MVO: This interactive program contains over 2,000
photos and more than 6 hours of commentary, illustrating
Bob and Mavis’s adventures on the Great Loop. Their
cruise of the Loop began in October 2003 and was
completed in July 2005.

Map with photos

NA

MVO: If you’re the type of traveler who insists on
surprises and loathes planning, then this program may
not be for you…

Map with photos

NA

MVO: …but if you enjoy knowing what to expect -- or if
you simply want to learn more about America’s coastal
towns and inland waterways – then, “welcome aboard!”

Map with photos

NA

MVO: You’ll be traveling on Bob and Mavis’s boat, the
Katy Leigh, a 36-foot 1981 Grand Banks single-engine
trawler, equipped as shown on this screen.
MVO: This program is arranged into legs and segments.
The menu structure will allow you to start your tour
anywhere along the route.
MVO: Most Great Loop cruisers travel the loop
counterclockwise taking advantage of the downstream
currents on the Illinois, Mississippi, and Tombigbee
Rivers. Accordingly this program also follows the loop
counterclockwise.
MVO: To avoid summer hurricanes and winter ice, most
loopers head north in the spring, spend the summer in
the Great Lakes region and head south in the fall arriving
in Florida after the beginning of November.
MVO: Now, I would like to introduce the Katy Leigh’s
First Mate, Mavis Duthie.

Katy Leigh photo &
statistics

NA

Mavis: From time to time, on our tour I will describe
some of the things that interested me the most.

Mavis photo

NA

Bob: I’ll describe what we did from day to day, offer
some boating safety tips, and give our opinions on some
of the facilities we encountered.

Bob photo

NA

NA

NA

Map illustrating leg and
segment
Map of route

Map showing seasons

Mavis photo

NA

MVO: This program describes what Bob and Mavis saw
on a particular route during a particular period. It can be
viewed as an introduction to the Loop or utilized as a
supplement to the guidebooks and charts one must also
consult in preparing to cruise the Loop.

Katy Leigh lower helm

NA

MVO: It’s now time to begin. You may choose any
segment of the journey as a starting point -- just click on
the map a video segment to start your cruise.

Katy Leigh lower helm
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Voice Over
MVO: Stuart, Florida, is a town that was hit by two
devastating hurricanes in a single month, September
2004. Five months before, however, at the end of March,
the weather had been perfect. The Katy Leigh docked at
the Marriott Hutchison Island marina.
MVO: The Marriott resort includes meeting rooms and
many condominiums.
Bob: We chose this location because the Southern
Grand Banks Owner’s Association Rendezvous was
being held here starting the following day. Several Grand
Banks had already arrived when we did.
Bob: This beautiful Fleming trawler was moored here. I
have learned since that it was destroyed by the hurricane
storm surge that lifted it above the piling and then
dropped it on the pile.
Bob: We used the rest of the day to walk though the
park-like setting to the Atlantic Ocean beach.
Bob: The rendezvous setup on the dock was sponsored
by Marlow Marine. There were lectures on watermakers,
interior decoration, cruising to the Bahamas, and engine
maintenance.
MVO: Whether you travel to them via boat or car,
rendezvous provide great learning opportunities for
boaters, including the chance to direct questions to
experts.
Bob: Rendezvous are also a lot of fun. Marlow Marine
puts on outstanding events -- in this case, a costume
party. The man with the stuffed parrot won the contest
for the best outfit. The next screen shows why.
No audio
Mavis: We rented a car at the hotel and spent the
afternoon at a crafts fair in Stuart.
MVO: Stuart was billed as "The Chrysanthemum Capital
of the World" until 1968, when the slogan was changed
to "The Sailfish Capital of the World."
MVO: Here are some of the wares that were on sale that
day.
Mavis: Tents were set up for many of the exhibitors
MVO: The post office arcade contains shops and
restaurants.
MVO: This fountain celebrates Stuart's status as "The
Sailfish Capital of the World."
MVO: The 80-year-old Lyric Theatre was built as a silent
movie house in 1926. Now, the restored Lyric offers a full
slate of concerts, shows, and cultural events.
Mavis: The musical Gypsy was advertised on the
marquee that night.
Bob: In our return to Hutchison Island, we drove south to
the tip of the island and the St. Lucie inlet. There are

Photo Caption
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03a16
03a17

03a18

03a19

several points where access to the beach is provided.
Bob: The attraction at this access point is the view of the
worm rock reef.
Bob: The reef just off the beach is built by millions of 1to 2-inch-long worms that catch plankton in their
tentacles and use bits of sand stirred by waves to build
tube-like homes, which they glue together to create the
reef.
Bob: At another stopping point, Gilbert’s Bar House of
Refuge, a wedding party was using the setting for
photographs.
MVO: The house of refuge had been built in 1875 to
provide shelter for shipwreck survivors.

03a20

MVO: This lookout tower is beside the house of refuge.

03a21

MVO: Press "Pause" to read the marker.

03a22

Bob: It is just 30 miles in the Intracoastal Waterway from
the marina at Hutchison Island to Vero Beach. We left at
11:00AM
Bob: A bright sunny day, the water was a pale blue. Just
past the Route A-1 bridge we spotted this beautiful
brigantine flying the Canadian flag.
Bob: There was lots of traffic in the ICW on a the Sunday
when I took this picture around mile 977 near Fort
Pierce.
Bob: We choose the Moorings residential development
at Vero Beach as our next stop in order to visit friends
we had cruised with on the Kentucky Lake to Mobile
Alabama trip in the fall of 2003.
MVO: The Moorings has many beautiful homes on the
ICW and waterways dug into the barrier island.
MVO: Homes that are both beautiful and large. . .
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MVO: and with places to keep a large yacht in the front
yard.
Bob: Our friends home had a dock that could handle
their 42 ft Grand Banks as well as our smaller 36 ft. We
were taken on a tour of Vero Beach which is the 7th best
place to live in the country according to USA Today.
Everything is just about perfect. The weather is perfect
from November to April with no need for air conditioning
and rarely any need for heat. It rarely rains. We had
dinner at the house just 30 feet from the dock.
Bob: The next morning breakfast was on board followed
by the dreaded job of changing all fuel filters. True to
form when I was finished the engine wouldn’t start
because air had entered the fuel line. Consulting the
engine manual I learned the location of all the bleed
screws and after short while the engine started. Our
friends wished us farewell at 10:28AM.
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Bob: As we were late leaving it was decided to go no
farther than Melbourne and to spend the night on the
hook. On the way out of the Moorings a group was
sailing their model boats in the canal.
MVO: These gorgeous homes are in North Vero Beach.
Bob: The stretch from Sebastian to Melbourne is wide,
pretty straight and great for cruising. We set the autopilot
and relaxed.
MVO: This Osprey lives on marker number 49 at mile
928.5 just north of Sebastian
Bob: A number of sailboats were going in both directions.
Bob: This is one of my favorite photos. A few minutes
after we passed the sailboat in the previous photo a fast
trawler, the Victoria, came up between the two sailboats.
Bob: and soon passed the Katy Leigh. The bridge in the
distance is at Indialantic at mile 918.4.
Bob: The anchorage we choose was just north of the
Route 518 bridge at Dragon Point. The ruins of a painted
concrete dragon cover the point on the left.
Bob: we were soon joined by a sailboat and before dark
two more sailboats dropped anchor here. Although not
well protected from the weather the water is a good
depth and you are well out of any channels.
Mavis: It was a great place to watch the pelicans diving .
..
Mavis: and the sun setting in the west. We had a very
quiet night and slept well.
Bob: Our destination today was Daytona Beach a
distance of 84 miles or about 10 hours. The cruise took
us north on the Indian River past the Kennedy Space
Center.
MVO: We could see the rocket assembly
building from 25 miles away but there were no lift offs
scheduled for today unfortunately.
This NASA facility is on the west side of the Indian River.
A space shuttle can be seen on the right side.
Bob: Dolphins love to play in the bow wave. You worry
that you are going to run into them. There is not a
chance. One flip of their tail and they are flying out of the
way.
Bob: Jazz, a classic looking Pilgrim trawler from Ottawa
Canada was heading south.
Bob: The Indian River dead ends just north of Titusville.
A cut takes you to the Mosquito Lagoon
Bob: Thousands of manatee warning signs are
everywhere in the Florida waters. Apparently the
Manatees can read as the some signs post dates
between which speeds must be cut. This sign is at the
cut.
Bob: There are shoals on the port side as you exit the
cut. Mosquito Lagoon is one of the most beautiful
cruising places on the loop. Naming it after the mosquito
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was a mistake.
Bob: I think Mosquito Lagoon is one of the most beautiful
cruising places on the east coast of the loop. Naming it
after the mosquito was a mistake.
Bob: Traffic in the lagoon was very light considering what
a gorgeous day it was.
Bob: We were now about 15 miles south of Daytona
Beach. It was easy to get confused even with all our
navigation instruments and paper charts. The black line
in the inset shows our track where we headed out the
inlet and then turned back to the proper route.
MVO: The river narrows with many docks and no wake
zones.
MVO: This home appears to have its own celestial
observatory.
MVO: The Pete and Queenie commercial fishing boat.
MVO: High rise condos line the beaches south of
Daytona
MVO: This 158 foot high red lighthouse marks the Ponce
de Leon inlet from the Atlantic.
Bob: we were now in the Halifax River running against a
2 mph current. It was slow going with many no wake
zones. I debated with Mavis whether you can resume
speed when you see the resume sign or whether you
have to wait till you get to the sign. I decided that it was
OK to speed up in sight of the sign. A few minutes later
while testing this assumption a boat coming our way
turned on its blue lights. It was the sheriff. He set me
straight but did not issue a ticket. A lesson I won’t forget.

Bob: We tied up at the Halifax Harbor Marina just before
closing. We ate dinner at the marina restaurant.
Bob: We walked to the downtown which is just across
the road from the marina. It was good to see how many
old buildings have been preserved.
Bob: Breakfast was in this unique coffee shop.
MVO: The Halifax Historical Museum is located in the old
Merchant’s Bank building with the columns.
Bob: Today’s cruise will take us 78 miles to St.
Augustine.
MVO: This commercial fisherman just north of the Halifax
marina has attracted a large number of a pelicans.
MVO: These unique tile paintings surround the base of
each column on the Carlton Blank Bridge.

03c08

MVO: Caribbean Jack’s Marina looks very attractive and
is just a mile north of Halifax Harbor.
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MVO: The ICW route is relatively narrow all the way to St
Augustine.
MVO: A palm tree forest lines the ICW at about mile 820.
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MVO: Hammock Dunes marina at mile 801.5 is a favorite
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MVO: There are miles of docks like these lining the ICW
at about mile 796. A constant watch must be maintained
for boats in the water to avoid damage from your wake.
Bob: The Barrier Island B&B and restaurant at about mile
792 looked interesting but we did not stop.
Bob: This interesting house is at about mile 786
Bob: At red marker number 12 we were 1 mile from our
destination and could see the skyline of St Augustine
and the bascule bridge.
Bob: At the same point a view to the east shows the
black and white striped 161 ft high St Augustine light.
Bob: A few minutes later we entered the St Augustine
Municipal Marina.
MVO: St. Augustine is the oldest city in the United
States.
Bob: Shortly after we arrived at the municipal marina, we
were invited to a wine and cheese party on the dock. The
fete was sponsored by the Colonial Spanish Quarter, a
living museum, in hopes of attracting visitors.
Bob: Our host was this pirate -- one of the museum tour
guides. He was convincing enough that we indeed
decided to visit the museum the following day.
Bob: This gorgeous 80-foot sailboat, registered in the
Cayman Islands, was also at the dock.
MVO: Its mast was so high that the boat could not cruise
on the Intracoastal Waterway, where the bridges only
allow for 55 feet of clearance. Large sailboats can travel
the Loop only on the outside, and are limited to docking
in harbors accessible from the ocean inlets.
MVO: This is the marina entrance from the city side.
Bob: We walked across the street to O.C. White’s
restaurant for dinner. The food was very good and not
too expensive.
Bob: The following day, we took a day off from cruising in
order to tour the city.
MVO: The city center is just a block from the marina.
Directly across the park is the Cathedral, which was
rebuilt after a fire in 1888.
MVO:Press "Pause" to read the historic marker.
MVO: The entrance to the cathedral. The white sign
invited visitors to attend mass at 7:30 PM on Holy
Thursday.
MVO: Just past the Cathedral is this imposing office
building.
MVO: The Government House Museum shows the
history of St. Augustine. First discovered in 1513, the
area's rulers have included the Spanish, the French, the
English, and Americans.
MVO: There are number of antique stores just a block
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from the marina.
MVO:This mall, closed to vehicles, is the main tourist
area.
MVO:The Spanish influence on architecture can be seen
everywhere.
MVO:This is the entrance to the Colonial Spanish
Quarter living museum.
MVO:The living museum shows life as it was in the
1700s. The apothecary shop provided medicines.
Mavis: We walked among the various exhibits.

03d18

MVO: Social life included visits to the tavern.

03d19

Mavis: This was a very interesting exhibit. In the 1700s,
very few people could read or write. The church hired
scribes primarily to keep records. This scribe showed us
how to make quill pens and executed some beautiful
calligraphy.
MVO: One of the gardens.
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Bob: This fellow manufactures powder horns out of cows'
horns. In addition to working in St. Augustine, he and his
wife travel around the country, demonstrating their craft
at various historic fairs.
Bob: His wife works in the residence. In addition to
sewing, her duties also include feeding the museum staff
with 1700s style food.
MVO: The Tolomato cemetery was established in 1777.
MVO: Press "Pause" if you wish to read the marker.
Mavis: I really liked this tiny house on the street across
from the cemetery.
Bob: The last stop on our walking tour was the Castillo
de San Marcos National Monument, a fort was built by
the Spanish.
MVO: Fabricated of coquina, a virtually indestructible
limestone comprised of broken sea shells and corals, the
walls of the fortress remained impenetrable throughout
300 years of enemy shelling and the pounding of violent
storms.
Bob: That night, we had dinner in a small open- air
restaurant across from the fort, and returned to our boat
via the mall.
MVO: The route north to Fernandina Beach follows the
Intracoastal Waterway past Palm Valley and
Jacksonville.
Bob: Leaving early in the morning, we passed by the
Castillo.
MVO: Just north of St. Augustine, the Intracoastal
Waterway -- also known as the ICW -- is narrow and
lined with fine homes.
MVO: Docks line the east side of the ICW for miles,
making for slow going.
Bob: This boat left was high and dry -- possibly by a
hurricane.
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MVO: Many developments line the canal at Palm Valley.

03d34

Bob: With the market for scrap iron at an all-time high,
you would think someone would mine the rivers and the
ICW for sunken barges like this one.
MVO: The ICW runs along the St. John’s River for half a
mile before heading north again to Fernandina Beach.
MVO: There is a busy dry dock on the St John’s River
with downtown Jacksonville a few miles upstream.
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Bob: Cruising north, we passed through an enormous
marshland. Looking back, the buildings in the photo are
about sixteen miles southwest in Jacksonville.

Cruising to Fernandina
Beach, April 9
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MVO: This cottage was on an isolated island in the
marshland beside the ICW.

Cruising to Fernandina
Beach, April 9

03e01

Bob: We docked in good deep water at the city marina in
Fernandina Beach on Amelia Island. The tides run 9 ft
high here, so one needs to be careful. The beach is over
2 miles across the island, but the town is right beside the
harbor.
Bob: It was a short walk along the dock into town. I was
impressed to see the multicolored hotel building on the
waterfront -- although it was new, it was also obviously
designed to be compatible with the historic nature of the
town.
MVO: The old railway station is now home to the
Chamber of Commerce.
Mavis: The main street has many interesting shops and
a good ice cream shop.
Mavis: The post office is impressive for a small town.

Fernandina Beach, April
9
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MVO: There are fine shops and apartments on Main
Street.
Bob: I think this is the courthouse.
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MVO: The antebellum Lesesne house is one of the
oldest in town.
MVO: Press "Pause" to read the marker.
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MVO: A shrimp plant decorates the front of this home.
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Mavis: The flowers of the shrimp plant bush do resemble
shrimp.
Bob: When we returned to the marina, the water looked
kind of strange under the south side docks. If you look
closely, you will see it is mud. All of these boats were
sitting in mud at low tide, and there were many empty
slips. One lesson I learned is that, when there are very
few boats at a dock, there may be a good reason.
Mavis: This catch of red snapper had just arrived.
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Mavis: The scraps from cleaning the fish were fought
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over and enjoyed by the pelicans.
Bob: The view northward from the dock showed the
fishing fleet and the cranes at the paper mill.
Bob: We got a fine view of the sunset from the boat.
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Bob: Cumberland Island is the large 16 mile long island
beside Cumberland Sound. We wanted to visit this
National Park as we had heard it had wild horses. Our
plan was to spend part of the day there and then anchor
in the marsh at New Teakettle Creek.
Bob: We left Fernandina Beach at sunrise.
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Bob: The fishing fleet was still at the docks.
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Mavis: The paper mill looked like it was on fire.
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MVO: Crossing Cumberland Sound, just north of Amelia
Island, this towering range marker can be seen.
MVO: The Captain D.A. Cook Senior was trolling in the
sound.
MVO: At Cumberland Island, docking is not allowed, so
visitors are required to anchor out and dinghy in to the
small dock provided for that purpose. It is not a well
protected anchorage and could be pretty bumpy in
almost any wind.
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MVO: Cumberland Island is almost uninhabited. Only a
few campers are allowed to stay overnight. The first step
in doing so is to deposit $4 per person in the slot.
Bob: Odds are good, however, that there won’t be any
envelopes, so you may want to bring one if you need to
prove that you paid.
MVO: This facility is provided for day visitors and
campers to wait for the ferry from St. Mary’s, Georgia.
Bob: We walked about ¾ of a mile across the island,
past live oaks with Spanish moss hanging down. It is
almost a surreal place -- quiet and lush.
Bob: Approaching the beach, we spotted a wild turkey on
the dunes, but no wild horses.
MVO: A boardwalk will take you across the dunes.
Mavis: The beach is unbelievable. It goes for miles in
both directions and it is all yours.
Mavis: Looking north, we did spot two other people, but
no wild horses running along the beach.
MVO: Andrew Carnegie built his Dungeness Mansion on
this island, which was occupied until about 1917. His
heirs donated most of the island to the government and it
became a National Seashore in 1972. There is a small
museum exhibiting photos of what life was like on the
island. This picture shows the mansion and the elaborate
ironwork of the main gate.
MVO: The gates and ironwork still exist.
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MVO: Unfortunately, the mansion burned down.
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MVO: Steamboats used to bring visitors to the island.
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MVO: This building remains near the ruins of the
mansion and has a unique fountain in the center.
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MVO: Here's a close-up view of the fountain.
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Mavis: A pergola in one of the former gardens. Still no
horses.
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Bob: We finally sighted a horse on the Cumberland
Sound side of the island, on the path on our way back to
the dock.
Bob: The horses seem to like the Muddy Sound side of
the island best.
Bob: It was hard to leave Cumberland Island, so we
shortened our next stop, changing it from from New
Teakettle Creek to Jekyll Island on Jekyll Creek.
Bob: Soon after pulling up anchor in Cumberland Sound,
we were passed by the American Eagle cruise ship.
There are now several small cruise ships that travel the
ICW.
Bob: At the north end of the island, we saw more horses.
The cruise ship moved close to the shore so its
passengers could see them.
Bob: There are two marinas on Jekyll Island. The first
was at the bridge, but I elected to try the one close to the
Jekyll Island Club Hotel. We had it all to ourselves -- and
that should have been a warning. The tide is 8 feet high
here, so as it dropped, we wondered if we would be on
the bottom. Although the guidebook we consulted said
there might be 11 feet of water at low tide, I measured it
to be more like 5 feet. We had just 1.5 feet under the
keel at low tide, and the mud came up on the inside of
the dock.
MVO: The island was acquired by New York industrial
tycoons in the early 1900s. They used it as an escape
from New York winters. It is now owned by the Georgia
state government, which leases it out to various
businesses.
Bob: There was a nice-looking restaurant on the dock,
but the wait was 45 minutes, so we settled for pizza on
the boat.
MVO: The marker lists the tycoons and their boats. Click
"Pause" to read the details.
MVO: This schooner is the kind of boat that was used to
ferry the wealthy from New York to the club on the
Island.
MVO: The Jekyll Island Club hotel was restored in the
1980s and is very grand. Jackets and ties are still
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required at dinner.
Bob: The grounds are well kept. Some of the trees are
enormous.
[No sound]
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[No sound]
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MVO: The cottages are part of the Jekyll Island Museum
and thus open for tours.
Bob: The Museum includes an interesting exhibit on the
lives of Club members.
Mavis: When we visited, a wedding dinner was being set
up on the grounds.
MVO: The bridge, 5 miles away in the distance, crosses
the Brunswick River to Brunswick, Georgia.
Mavis: An egret took advantage of the low tide beside
the dock to scavenge for food.
MVO: This shows the sunset across Jekyll Creek.
Bob: It was Sunday, Mother's Day -- a good time to get a
closer look at the hotel and order breakfast.
Bob: The world leaders attending the G-8 Conference
walked these very corridors not long after us.
Bob: We enjoyed an elegant yet reasonably-priced
breakfast in the hotel dining room.
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Bob: I had planned to cruise to Savannah on April 11th,
but we left late, so I had to change our destination to
Delegal Creek instead.
Bob: As we left Jekyll Island, this disabled trawler under
tow came by.
Bob: This rock pile beside the channel looked like
dredgings -- a good reason to stay in the channel at high
water. The bridge at Brunswick, Georgia, is in the
distance.
MVO: This photo shows a 32 ft Grand Banks Trawler
heading south.
MVO: The two red dots on the shore are the markers
that form the range at Altamaha Sound.
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MVO: The route crosses several more sounds.
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Bob: This crab boat appeared to be sinking. There was
no one around.
Mavis: A crab fisherman was checking one of his pots.
There were crab pots everywhere.
Bob: It was late in the day as we neared Delegal Creek.
There was no question we would not get to Savannah
today.
Bob: Delegal Creek is 20 miles south of Savannah.
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Bob: The paper charts showed a marsh just south of the
shallow buoyed entrance to Delegal Creek. I could not
find that marsh anywhere and later learned that it was
washed away in a storm. It was very confusing and
shallow, so we called the marina operator. He was very
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helpful and guided us in by radio. The next morning he
and I went out in his Boston Whaler and took soundings.
MVO: Delegal Creek Marina is relatively new. The view
from the tower is magnificent.
MVO: This panoramic view was taken from the tower
looking south to the mouth of the creek.
MVO: A property development surrounds the marina.
This is the club house.
Bob: From Delegal Creek, it took about an hour to get to
the marina in Savannah. Thunderbolt Marina was
formerly called Palmer Johnson. The shipyard has the
capacity to work on large pleasure craft.
Bob: We got to the marina before lunch and decided to
ride the city bus to downtown. It is about a mile walk to
the bus stop down a pleasant street.
MVO: Savannah is an old Southern town that was left
untouched in the Civil War. It was founded in 1733 by
James Oglethorpe, who brought a plan for the city from
England. The streets are based on a grid, with homes
and buildings surrounding a square set every few blocks.
MVO: This is a typical home in the old city.
MVO: Beautiful iron work and a sculpture decorate the
entrance to this home. The gate on the right opens . . .
MVO: to a narrow entrance to additional residences.
MVO: Another grand home on one of the squares.
MVO: The Savannah College of Art and Design has
restored many of the old buildings, using them for
classes, offices, stores, restaurants, and residences.
MVO: As you head toward the Savannah River, you will
find interesting shops and restaurants. Many of the
riverfront buildings are antebellum.
MVO: A brick walk lines the Savannah River. The River
is not recommended as place to tie up, as the current is
strong and the river industrial.
MVO: Tour boats tie up at city docks.
MVO: A steep ramp takes you from the docks back up to
the town.
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Bob: The dock of Daufuskie Island is just twenty miles
north of the marina in Savannah. Our friends Alan and
Ginny took the ferry from Hilton Head in order to meet us
there.
Bob: The Cooper River separates Daufuskie Island from
the mainland. It was windy and cold, so we ran the boat
from the lower helm.
Bob: The transient docks are located on the south side of
the main pier that runs ashore. I should have known
better. When there is an almost empty dock, there is a
reason.
Bob: The ferry boats come in on the north side of the pier.
Alan and Ginny arrived on time and we finalized our plans
for the next day. Alan was keen on acquiring property on
the island and wanted my opinion. I rented a golf cart at
the dock, as cars are not available on the island.
Bob: Sitting at the dock we watched this cruise ship
following the ICW past Daufuskie Island.

Cruising to
Daufuskie Island,
April 13

Bob: As the sun set, the wind came up from the south. It
got very cold and the waves slapped against the dingy,
which was on the weaver davits at the stern. The lines
creaked and groaned as the wind pounded the boat
against the dock, and the support for the canvas top
banged on the roof. Our guests almost froze, because we
forgot to show them how to turn on the heat. It was our
worst night on the entire loop.
Bob: The next morning, we headed out on the golf cart to
tour the Island.
MVO: Cotton and oysters have been farmed on
Daufuskie Island since the 1700s. In 1974, the motion
picture Conrack was filmed here. It was , based on Pat
Conroy’s The Water is Wide, his award-winning account
of teaching African American children at this one-room
schoolhouse.
MVO: Today, the main industries are golf and spa
resorts.
Bob: I was impressed with how far the simple golf cart
has evolved into a luxury vehicle.
Bob: This is the entrance to the inn at the Daufuskie
Island Resort & Breathe Spa.
Bob: The inn and a large convention hall are on the
property.

Daufuskie Island,
April 13
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MVO: There is a small grocery in this building on the
island.
Bob: We toured this model duplex home. It was priced at
over $300,000 in 2004. As the weather had not improved,
we decided to head for Hilton Head rather than spending
another night at the dock. Ginny came with us, but Alan
took the ferry so he could retrieve his car.
Bob: It is a very short ride across the Calabogie Sound
from Daufuskie Island to Hilton Head. The marina offering
the most shelter is Harbor Town, which also has floating
docks. I called them on the phone and got the good news
that they had space. The bad news was that the price
was $10 per foot per night; a PGA golf tournament was
being held, and the 18th hole was right beside the marina.
I decided instead to go to Skull Creek Marina. As it turned
out, I should have paid the $400 and stayed at Harbor
Town.
Bob: We passed this work boat on the way. I had a very
peculiar problem steering the Katy Leigh from the lower
helm. My first thought was the wind the night before had
somehow damaged the rudder. The wheel would turn
freely to starboard but was very stiff steering to port.
Later, I discovered a deck chair had slid up against the
upper wheel and was restricting movement. Grand
Banks use cable steering so both wheels turn together. It
was a simple fix to move the chair out of the way.
The Skull Creek harbormaster helped us tie up to the
outside face dock. Then Alan took us on a tour of the
island.
MVO: This view looks north from Skull Creek Marina

Bob: The development of Hilton Head started in 1970.
There are a number of developments called “plantations”
that were designed under strict rules. The homes, while
very nice, all look very much alike.
MVO: Press “pause” to read the Fort Walker marker.
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MVO: Pine trees line the shore at this park near Fort
Walker.
MVO: Azaleas are in abundance here.
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MVO: A beach on the Atlantic side.
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Bob: When we got back to the marina, I decided that we
would be better off if we moved to an inside slip. This was
a bad decision. There is very little room between the rows
of slips, and with the current and wind working against
our single engine trawler with no bow thruster, I wound up
crosswise against the piles. Unfortunately, Mavis used
two fingers on her left hand for a fender against the bow
rail of this cruiser. When this happened, we gave up and
returned to the face dock. Mavis’s fingers were mashed
badly and we spent the rest of the day in the Hilton Head
hospital getting her stitched up. It was 11:00 p.m. before
we got back to the boat and managed sandwiches for
dinner. The wind died down that night, however, so we all
got a good sleep.
Bob: By lunchtime, Mavis was feeling better. We ate at a
fish restaurant that looked out over the marsh and then
headed for Harbour Town.
MVO: A panoramic photo showing the harbor and
lighthouse. Most of the boats belonged to corporations
and were there for the entertainment their customers.
Bob: I climbed the steps to the top of the 89-foot-high
lighthouse, which had been built in 1970. The history of
the island is featured on panels surrounding the stairs.
MVO: This view is to the northeast.

MVO: These two mega-yachts occupied the face dock,
paying the $10 per foot rate to be beside the 18th hole of
the PGA Heritage tournament.
MVO: A celebration was being held on the sport fishing
boat.
MVO: An antique tour boat, the Mystique takes visitors
around the harbor. The Savoir-Faire, a 1994 112-foot
long Westship yacht, is listed as available for charter.
Similar vessels are advertised for over $4 million each on
the Yachtworld website.
MVO: The South Carolina Yacht Club brought this elderly
wooden motor yacht to the party.
Bob: We had dinner aboard the Katy Leigh that night.
Bob: Alan and Ginny left for home after breakfast, and we
left Skull Creek for Beaufort, a distance of 21 miles.
Bob We crossed Port Royal Sound and headed up the
Beaufort river. The current in the river was very strong,
leaving a wake behind the buoy.
Bob: The river passes this building on Port Royal.
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Bob: We arrived at the city dock at 11:00 a.m., with most
of the day available to see the town. The Grand Banks
Europa trawler at the left is named Worth Doing, and it
belongs to Bill and Gerda from Michigan. We first met
them in St. Augustine. We made a dinner date to meet at
Emily’s Tapas restaurant that night.
MVO: The tides at Beaufort run seven feet high, resulting
in a very steep ramp at low tide.
Mavis: The shopping in Beaufort is great, and in this little
mall across the road from the marina, there’s a great ice
cream shop called Southern Sweets.
Mavis: We caught a horse-drawn carriage at the docks
and toured the city. It offered quite a contrast to Hilton
Head, where everything was new. Beaufort was one of
the richest cities in America during the 1700s and early
1800s. The Rhett House Inn faces the water.
MVO: St. Helena’s Episcopal Church was established in
1712. The cemetery next to the church contains graves
going back to 1724. Some familiar expressions are
reputed to have originated here. In the 1700s, to avoid
accidentally burying a person alive, a string would be tied
around a finger of the body and threaded up to a bell on
the surface. A watchman would then stay up all night in
case the bell rang. This custom gave rise to the
expressions “dead ringer” and “graveyard shift.”
MVO: The Beaufort museum is in the old arsenal...
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MVO: ...and looks like this from the street.
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MVO: Press “pause” to read the marker.
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MVO: The streets in the residential areas are lined with
many antebellum homes that were spared from being
burned by the Union in the Civil War. All are lived in and
well maintained.
MVO: Some of the homes face the river.
MVO: This house, Tidalholm, is on the river. It has been
featured in major movies such as The Prince of Tides,
Great Santini, and The Big Chill.
Mavis: Our tour guide, a history major, was very
knowledgeable and entertaining. The carriage rides are
the best way to see and learn about the town. You can
then retrace the tour on your own, as everything is close
to the marina.
Bob: Dinner was at Emily’s Tapas restaurant with Bill and
Gerda. It was one of the best meals of the trip. This
immense dessert easily fed the four of us.
Bob: Sunset occurs around 8:00 p.m. in April.
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Bob: It is 67 miles to Charleston from Beaufort. We left in
time to make the 8:00 a.m. bridge opening.
Bob: Just around the corner from the bridge, we saw
Tidalholm. The long pier appears in The Big Chill.
Bob: Soon we were on the wide Coosaw River, heading
east into the sun.
Bob: Traffic on the Coosaw was quite heavy but polite.
Bob: This 28-foot Bertram passed us on the South Edisto
River.
Bob: On the North Edisto River, we were followed by this
twin tug convoy. It was hauling a Navy landing craft.
Bob: Farther up the river, at Yonges Island, we found the
landing craft’s final destination . . . the scrap yard.
Bob: The remaining way to Charleston follows the Stono
River. The three-mile Elliott’s Cut and Wappo Creek
route, just before the Ashley River at Charleston, saves
30 miles.
Bob: This appears to be an antebellum plantation house
on the Stono River. A great book to read when in this
area is John Jakes’s historical novel Charleston. The
author uses homes like this one as settings for the story.
Bob: It takes a long pier on the Stono River to get to the
water at low tide. The tides here run 6 feet.
Bob: Nearing Charleston, the river gets very busy. We
were waked by a new Carver whose captain apparently
had no clue about how to pass another vessel safely.
Bob: This is the first sailboat I have ever seen on a lift. It
was on Wappo Creek.
Bob: The American Eagle, which we’d last seen at
Cumberland Island, was tied up to the dock on the Ashley
River in Charleston.
Bob: We tied up at the Ashley Marina, which is not far
from downtown and the West Marine store.
Bob: A 42-foot Grand Banks was tied behind us.
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Bob: This was a rest day. We got up late, did some work
on the boat, and plotted courses for the next seven days.
A shuttle van from the marina took us downtown to the
market where we had brunch at Minstrel’s Restaurant.
Their eggs Benedict were excellent. Then we walked
around the town.
MVO: The customs house is on the waterfront.
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MVO: The streets are lined with palms.
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MVO: Narrow alleys run between the streets. The sign
reads Magnolia’s Upper Level Dining Room.
MVO: Charleston has done an excellent job of preserving
its historic buildings.
MVO: This fountain is at the start of a waterfront park that
runs along the east side of the peninsula that forms the
old city.
MVO: A view of the park.
MVO: At the south end of the peninsula, you can look out
over the marsh to Fort Sumter. Sumter is the island just
to the right of the photo’s center.
MVO: Here are some additional photos taken from the
streets.
No audio
No audio
No audio
MVO: This is a classic southern antebellum city house. It
is long and narrow with a porch on the north side. The
large windows allow cool air to blow across the rooms,
and the porch and balcony are in the shade.
Bob: One of the three oldest buildings in Charleston is the
Old Exchange. It was finished in 1771, and it contains a
hall, museum and former jail on the ground floor.
Bob: This is the hall on the second floor. George
Washington walked on this floor in 1791.
Mavis: Our last stop of the day was to buy groceries at
the Harris Teeter grocery store, which utilizes an old
waterfront warehouse. It was impressive to see such a
store in the downtown area.
The Ashley marina van picked us up at the store and
brought us back to the marina, at no extra charge. A very
convenient service!
Bob: We left at 7:15 a.m. for the run to Georgetown,
South Carolina, a distance of 70 miles.
Bob: Passing the City Marina, just below Ashley’s, we
saw Intuition II. At 194 feet, it was number 81 on the list
of the 100 largest yachts in the world in 2004. It belonged
to a New Yorker, Pat Malloy.
Bob: The Charleston skyline from the water is much as it
was hundreds of years ago, and as described in John
Jakes’s novel about Charleston.
Bob: Ever since my first visit to Charleston years ago, I’d
wanted to visit Fort Sumter, where the American Civil
War began. It is situated on a shoal 2 miles from the
downtown peninsula.
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Bob: The fort looked impressive in the early morning light. Fort Sumter,
Cruising to
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Bob: Another view shows the tour boat dock. The inset
Fort Sumter,
engraving is from an 1861 copy of Harpers Weekly, and
Cruising to
shows how much larger the fort was at the time of the
Georgetown, April
civil war.
19
Bob: The route takes you northeast through miles of low
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Bob: This is a beautiful plantation on the river at
Awendaw Creek,
Awendaw Creek. Another home that could have been in
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the novel Charleston.
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MVO: This boat was crossing the Santee River.
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MVO: The Esterville Minim Creek Canal connects the
Santee River to the Waccamaw River.
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MVO: The South Island Ferry was just around the bend.
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Bob: The Waccamaw River is the last stretch before
Waccamaw River,
Georgetown. It was windy the day we cruised on it, with
Cruising to
waves around 1-2 feet. Just when we had the town in
Georgetown, April
sight, we were hailed by the Coast Guard to pull over for
19
an inspection.
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Bob: A Coast Guard training facility is at Georgetown,
and the new recruits needed practice boarding.
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Bob: I slowed right down to idle speed and they rafted out
to us. The inspection was quick, as we had our Coast
Guard Auxilliary inspection certificate and sticker.
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Bob: Mavis was pretty concerned about their boots
marking up our teak decks, but no damage was done.
Bob: A mile or so later, we spotted this Bluewater named
Looken Good hard aground on a shoal. It didn’t look so
good as the tide was going out. If you are going to run
aground, you want to do it when the tide is coming in. It
took TowBoatUS four hours to get her off the shoal and
tow her to the dock at Georgetown Landing Marina.
MVO: This chart shows how easy it is to run aground at
this point in the river. The ICW channel splits at this point
with the ICW channel on the right and the marina channel
on the left. The buoys are all red so it is easy to confuse
the marina channel buoys with the ICW buoys. It is
imperative to study your charts before encountering
situations like this.
Bob: We tied up at Georgetown Landing Marina beside a
125-foot sailboat, Snow Goose, from New Jersey.
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Bob: The Snow Goose crew was busy fixing blisters in
the fairing covering the aluminum hull. A little while later,
Worth Doing joined us on the dock. Bill and I decided we
would travel together the next day.
Bob: Georgetown is another old town first settled in the
1700s. We walked a mile or so to the downtown area,
past the commercial docks.
Bob: This fish shop is beside the docks
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MVO: One of many historic homes, this house dates back Georgetown, April
to 1765.
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MVO: The downtown area has a number of restaurants
Downtown
and shops.
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MVO: A boardwalk provides entrances to some shops
Downtown
from the river side of the downtown area.
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MVO: A classic Lowcountry home on a street inland from Georgetown, April
the downtown.
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MVO: A 1734 home.
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MVO: A live oak estimated to be over 500 years old is
situated between two homes.
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MVO: Press “pause” to read the marker.
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Bob: Shortly after leaving at 8:00 a.m., we heard over the
radio that another Bluewater, Marcom, ran aground in the
same place that Looken Good had run aground the day
before. Our destination this day was Myrtle Beach, a
distance of 57 miles. The first 30 miles were on a natural
river, the Waccamaw.
Bob: While traveling together, Bill and I decided over the
VHF radio to take photos of each other’s boats at this
spot. This is my photo of Worth Doing.
Bob: Bill took this photo of the Katy Leigh.
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Bob: The Waccamaw is very much like the Cumberland
River in Tennessee, except for the cypress trees on the
banks. Some say it is the most scenic waterway on the
east coast.
MVO: The Wacca Wache Marina at ICW mile 383.5 is
reported to be an excellent stopping place.

500 Year Old Live
Oak, Georgetown,
April 19
500 Year Old Live
Oak, Georgetown,
April 19
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach, April 20

Worth Doing,
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach, April 20
Katy Leigh, Cruising
to Myrtle Beach,
April 20
Waccamaw River,
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach, April 20
Waccamaw River,
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach, April 20
Waccamaw River,
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach, April 20

Bob: At Bucksnort, the river was blocked for a time by
search boats looking for a man who had drowned the day
before. Apparently he had been running down the river at
a very high rate of speed in a go-fast boat that had flipped
over. We were glad to have missed that event.
Bob: This strange craft was tucked into a cove on the
Waccamaw River,
river.
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach, April 20
Bob: The cypresses grow close to the channel.
Waccamaw River,
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach, April 20
Bob: The ICW continues northeast past Myrtle Beach.
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach, April 20
Bob: A good deal of time on the Loop is spent waiting for Socastee Bridge,
bridges to open. The Socastee swing bridge only opens
Cruising to Myrtle
at 15 minutes and 45 minutes past the hour.
Beach, April 20
Bob: We got lucky at this swing bridge, because the
Socastee Bridge,
bridgemaster had to open it for this commercial tow.
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach, April 20
Bob: Many fine new homes line the channel near Myrtle
Cruising to Myrtle
Beach.
Beach, April 20
Bob: A rather strange and top-heavy tour boat passed by Cruising to Myrtle
us.
Beach, April 20
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MVO: The Barefoot Landing complex boasted a new
bridge.
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MVO: A new marina was under construction just before
the bridge.
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MVO: The new bridge has interesting details.
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MVO: More construction was underway just north of the
new bridge.
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MVO: The Barefoot Landing shopping complex at mile
354 has a free dock beside the ICW.
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MVO: A fraction of a mile north of Barefoot Landing,
cable cars are used to take golfers from the oceanside
club house to the first tee on the mainland side
Bob: I had thought we’d see many alligators in the the
south, but this one, swimming across the channel, was
the third and last we saw.
Bob: I was impressed with this high-tech dredge.
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Bob: Although it looks like a flying saucer, this is the
antenna for Vortec, which is used to help pilots navigate.
It is beside the Grand Stand Airport at mile 347.
Bob: Many people and guidebooks had warned me about
the Rockpile at mile 347. The banks of the canal at this
point are not mud but solid rock. At high tide, they are
below the water level.
Bob: You don't want go down the wrong side of one of
these markers. Running aground on sand or mud is one
thing. Solid rock is much worse. Every mile or so, there
are signs advertising tow and propeller repair services. It
is best to stay in the middle of the channel!
Bob: We passed many fine-looking marinas before finally
deciding to stop at Cricket Cove Marina, near Little River.
Bob: We tied up behind an old friend, Looken Good -- the
Bluewater that had run aground at Georgetown. It now
supported a big “For Sale” sign. We all had dinner at the
marina restaurant and went to bed early.
Bob: Our goal for the 21st was to make the thirty-mile
cruise to Bald Head Island, crossing into North Carolina
for the first time. We cruised with Bill and Gerda on Worth
Doing.
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Cruising to Myrtle
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The Rockpile,
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Cruising to Bald
Head Island, April
21
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Bob: The Southern Elegance offers casino cruises from
its dock at Little River, South Carolina.

Southern Elegance,
Cruising to Bald
Head Island, April
21
Bob: The Crab Catchers restaurant is tucked in behind
Crab Catchers,
the Southern Elegance.
Cruising to Bald
Head Island, April
21
Bob: 138-feet long, the ship is a recreation of a steamSouthern Elegance,
powered riverboat.
Cruising to Bald
Head Island, April
21
Bob: The Little River inlet is an area that had silted in,
Little River Inlet,
with many boats reporting groundings. The tide was up,
Cruising to Bald
however, so we didn’t have any trouble. The Coast Guard Head Island, April
put a high priority on dredging this area in 2005.
21
Bob: We had to wait with several other boats at the
Pontoon Bridge,
pontoon bridge. A 48-foot Krogen named Tapestry waited Cruising to Bald
with us. We met Tapestry several more times and joined
Head Island, April
21
the owners later at their home port in Solomon’s Island,
Maryland.
Bob: Worth Doing waited ahead of us.
Pontoon Bridge,
Cruising to Bald
Head Island, April
21
Bob: The pontoon bridge is the only one of its kind in
Cruising to Bald
North America. The roadway sits on top of a barge that
Head Island, April
swings through 90 degrees pulled by cables. The
21
bridgemaster’s office is on the barge.
Bob: As with many marine facilities, the pace is very slow. Pontoon Bridge,
The bridgemaster in the red hat relaxes between each
Cruising to Bald
swing. The bridge only opens once per hour.
Head Island, April
21
Bob: I once met a roads engineer from the state of North Pontoon Bridge,
Carolina, and he said that the locals refuse to let a bridge Cruising to Bald
be built to replace the pontoon bridge.
Head Island, April
21
Bob: Tapestry and several sailboats followed us through
Pontoon Bridge,
the bridge opening.
Cruising to Bald
Head Island, April
21
Bob: Many boaters stay at Southport at the entrance to
Cruising to Bald
the Cape Fear River. I had heard a great deal about Bald Head Island, April
Head Island from a friend and wanted to see it.
21
Bob: Crossing the river, we were passed by one of the
Cruising to Bald
high-speed catamaran ferries that serve Bald Head
Head Island, April
Island.
21
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Bob: We got to Bald Head Island at lunch time. The
harbor is well protected, but the piles are close together
on the southeast side. Worth Doing had a tough time
getting in.
Bob: A friend, Caron, greeted us in a large golf cart that
took us to lunch. Cars are not allowed on the island.
Caron worked with the Bald Head development company.
The view from outside deck of the restaurant was very
pleasant.
Mavis: Our first stop was the area around the lighthouse
Old Baldy.

04c17

Mavis: A small church is on the property.

04c18

Mavis: I think it would be hard to concentrate on the
services there, what with the view over the marshes from
the windows at the front of the church.
Mavis: The azaleas beside the church were in full bloom
and were gorgeous.
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MVO: Bald Head Island has its own zip code and post
office.
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MVO: The oldest lighthouse in North Carolina is Old
Baldy. It was built in 1817 and is on the historical
register.
Bob: We drove around the island to the Atlantic beaches.
On the way we shopped at a large and well-stocked
grocery.
Bob: This photo shows Bill, Caron, Mavis, and Gerda
looking out . . .
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Bob: at this magnificent beach. Note the waves breaking
on the shoals far out in the Atlantic.
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Bob: This is the graveyard of the Atlantic. It’s named
Cape Fear for a good reason.
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Bob: The terrain is much more interesting than Daufuskie
Island and Hilton Head, which are very flat. It is
somewhat like Cape Cod.
MVO: Each home is different. This one looks out over a
marsh.
MVO: Indian paintbrush grows on the island.
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MVO: A Victorian style home is beside the harbor
entrance.

Bald Head Island,
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Bald Head Island,
April 21
Bald Head Island,
April 21
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MVO: The berries run almost non-stop.
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Bob: Something you are not supposed to do when
cruising the Loop is to set a schedule. However, we'd
done so anyway: we planned to meet a friend who would
come aboard in Norfolk and ride with us to Washington,
DC. At this point, we had one week to get to Norfolk by
April 28th. We would need every day to make it on time.
The weather was good, so we headed up the Cape Fear
River for Swan Point at Sneads Ferry.
MVO: This is the Masonboro Inlet.
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MVO: Wrightsville Bridge was a busy spot. An antique
runabout was out for a spin.
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MVO: The channel is narrow, there is current, and there
are boats everywhere. It is best to stay well back until the
bridge is ready to open.
MVO: Condos and beach homes are crowded together at
Surf City.
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Bob: This large ornate summer home is built on a shoal
at Watersbay.
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Bob: Swan Point is at the New River Inlet about 34 miles
from Wrightsville Beach.
Bob: I regret to say that in April 2004, Swan Point Marina
was in bad shape. I plugged in the shore power cords
and turned on the air conditioning. Sparks flew out of the
units. I quickly disconnected and started the generator. I
then found that the water was not working on our pier.
Walking up the dock, I found a man who appeared to be
homeless, sitting at a picnic table with his dog. He
seemed anxious to talk, so I sat down. It turned out he
and his wife had been stranded at this marina due to
severe damage to a prop and shaft on their brand new
Mainship yacht. I will call him Fred. He was not homeless,
in fact, but a retired military physician from south Florida.
He proceeded to tell me a horror story.
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Bald Head Island,
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Swan Point Marina,
April 22
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Bob: It seems that local fishermen illegally stretched nets
across the channel at night to catch everything that
swims. The nets were held in place by concrete anchors
with an iron bar that sticks up and holds the net in place.
Fred’s boat and 2 others had hit the same obstruction
about 150 feet north of marker #9 within the past few
weeks. Fred and his wife had been living on the hard for
3 weeks while waiting for the repairs to be completed. His
wife spent the days making cookies and she brought
some to our boat for cocktail hour.
Bob: The marina did have a courtesy car and we went
shopping in Snead’s Ferry. Much of the Swan Point
harbor was filled with fishing boats
Bob: We went to bed at sundown so we could get up
early and make the Onslow Bridge opening at 7:30 a.m.

Swan Point Marina,
April 22

Bob: Onslow Beach is about an hour from Swan Point.
Our destination for the day was Oriental so we needed an
early start.
Bob: It was a beautiful morning as we left Swan Point.

Onslow Bridge,
Cruising to
Beaufort, April 23
New River Inlet,
Cruising to
Beaufort, April 23
New River Inlet,
Cruising to
Beaufort, April 23

Bob: Crossing the New River Inlet this view looks west.
We arrived at the Onslow Bridge before 7:30 only to learn
that it would not be opening until 12 noon, a five-hour
wait.
Bob: The reason why? The Navy practices shelling with
live ammunition across the ICW. Thus, we ended up with
5 hours to kill. We dropped the anchor and spent some of
the time plotting the route. By noon, there were 5 other
boats waiting.
Bob: I also used some of the time to try out a kite I had
been given for Christmas.
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Bob: It flew very well.
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Bob: At noon, the bridge opened, but then over the VHF
radio came a warning from Warship 58 that they had had
a casualty: there was a shell stuck in the barrel of a gun
facing south. As they were steaming east at 25 knots out
into the ocean, and they urged any vessel within 15 miles
south to get out of the way in case the shell went off. The
Navy patrol boat was returning to base after blocking the
north end of the hazardous area.
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MVO: Tiera yachts are manufactured at this modern
factory at Swansboro at the Bogue Inlet.
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MVO: The Bogue Sound is very wide from Bogue Inlet to
Morehead City and excellent for sailing. There are
numerous small islands near the Inlet.
MVO: Passing the sailboat, one could see it was doing
hull speed with just the jib sail up.
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MVO: Bogue Sound continues to Morehead City and
Beaufort. Both of the routes into Beaufort are rather
roundabout, but the harbor is more sheltered than the
marinas at Morehead City. Fort Macon guarded the
Beaufort Inlet to the sound. The ship of Blackbeard the
pirate lies in 20 feet of water beside the fort.
Bob: The city docks at Beaufort are excellent and very
popular.
Bob: We backed into a slip and tied up to a floating dock.
Soon afterwards, a sailboat was packed in front of us. We
left our concern as to how to get out for the next day. It
was now 9 days since Mavis had her accident and time to
have the stitches removed. We booked one of the loaner
cars provided by the marina and got directions to a clinic
that would be open on a Saturday.
MVO: Beaufort is the third oldest town in North Carolina,
dating back to 1709. The historic area provides for very
pleasant walking.
MVO: The Victorian style Ann Street Methodist Church is
a short distance from the city marina.
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MVO: Azaleas flower in the cemetery known as the old
burying ground.
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MVO: Press "pause" to read the marker.
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MVO: This fine home was built in 1852.

04d19

Mavis: The marina’s loaner car was an old Pontiac. It
should have been here and not on the streets, but it did
get us to the clinic just across the bridge in Atlantic
Beach. There was a lot of waiting around at the clinic to
have the stitches removed from my finger, and it was
almost noon before we got back to the marina.
Bob: The 30-mile route to Oriental takes you north along
Core Creek, the Adams Creek Canal, and across the
Neuse River.
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Bob: Soon after leaving Beaufort, we ran aground for the
first and only time on the Loop. I had planned to take the
main channel to Oriental and the chart clearly showed a
channel. However, I failed to open the tiny note symbol
on the electronic chart. The note warned that the channel
had been closed in 2002. Just as Mavis was reading a
warning sign to me, the bow rose up with a thump and we
were hard aground. Tow BoatUS was there in 20 minutes
and hauled us off. While helping us, he warned at least
two more boats not to go through. I checked the sea
strainers and they were clean so we continued without
further incident. This location will be a guaranteed
revenue source for the towing services until the charts
are updated. The bill was about $600 and completely
paid for by the very low cost BoatUS towing insurance.
Bob: We passed this sailboat in the wide bay just before
crossing the Neuse River.
Bob: There is good shelter in the Oriental harbor. We
stayed at the Oriental Marina on the left side of the photo.
Bob: There are some interesting shops in Oriental, a few
steps from the marina. I was impressed by this kayak, as
it can be towed behind a bicycle.
Mavis: There is a garden chair shop that sells a variety of
lawn chairs, including the alligator version on the right.
Bob: There was a boat show at the public park. The 21foot Ranger tug on display was the smallest trawler style
boat I'd ever seen. It had a 30 horsepower diesel engine
and it sleeps 2. I wonder who will be the first to complete
the Loop in one of these.
Bob: This fine summer style home is on the Neuse, a
block north of the marina.
Bob: The Carolina Sailing School is headquartered in this
home behind the azaleas. We returned to the boat and
had dinner.
Bob: We were dreading the possibility of wind as we
prepared to cross the wide-open Neuse River and
Pamlico Sound. Northeast winds can generate towering
waves.
Bob: We left at 6:15 a.m. … and ran into 3-4 foot waves
for 3 hours.
Bob: It remained cold and nasty as we entered the Bay
River.
Bob: Another open stretch on the Pungo River was much
tamer, however, and the wind stayed below 10 miles per
hour.
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Bob: It was about 4:00 p.m. when we got to Dowry Creek
Marina. Ted & Mary Klapperich retired from corporate life
in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and bought this marina a few
years ago. They were visited by three hurricanes during
their first four years. Isabel, the most recent, caused
extensive damage to the pool area on the left. Their
home is on the right. Ted loaned us his courtesy car to go
two miles to Belhaven. There was a great hardware store
in the downtown.
Bob: On our return, Ted & Mary invited a number of
boating friends over and put on a great party in the
clubhouse. They served barbequed beer-can chicken. It
was incredible. Dowry Creek is one of the friendliest
marinas on the Loop.

Dowry Creek
Marina, April 25

Bob: On the 26th, the plan was to get to the Alligator River
Marina, 49 miles away.
Bob: We left at dawn, hoping for a smooth ride up the
Pungo River. We also wanted to beat the thunderstorms
that had been forecast for the late afternoon.
Bob: A sailboat was also out early, heading in the same
direction.

Cruising to Alligator
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Bob: The clouds cleared as we passed another sailboat.
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Bob: The Alligator River - Pungo River Canal is very
straight and quite wide. I don’t recall encountering any
commercial traffic in the entire 25 miles of canal.
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Bob: When you get to the Alligator River, you face a long
bay with a fetch of 35 miles across the Albemarle Sound.
In a north or south wind, it can get very rough. The real
problem is the swing bridge, as it shuts down when the
winds exceed 35 miles per hour. There is no good way to
know if it will be open, and nowhere to anchor out of the
wind in the river south of the bridge. The nearest
sheltered anchorage is 19 miles back to the canal.
Bob: In the Alligator River, there was a south wind
blowing, with waves running 2 to 4 feet on the stern. The
bridge opened after a bouncy 10-minute wait, and we got
to the Alligator River Marina ahead of the storm.
Bob: We had the marina to ourselves. It is very sheltered.
The highway is on the other side of the restaurant and
service station building.
Bob: True to the weather forecast, a dandy thunderstorm
soon blew up. The striped lighthouse makes the marina
very easy to find.
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Bob: The storm cleared the air. The Alligator bridge is
over two-and-a-half miles long and just about disappears
over the horizon. We had a good, low-cost dinner at the
restaurant and went to bed early.
Bob: Albemarle Sound is another body of water to be
treated with respect, as in high winds the waves can be
frightening. There is a choice of route to be made here.
You can get to Norfolk through Coinjock and the
Albemarle and Chesapeake Canal, or you can travel
inland via Elizabeth City and the Great Dismal Swamp
Canal.
In 1974, I'd been given a National Geographic book
called America’s Inland Waterway, which depicted the
Great Dismal Swamp route. The choice for me was easy:
I wanted to see the swamp.
Bob: We left early, as usual, in order to take advantage of
the lighter early morning winds. It was cloudy with a light
rain, but the water was calm and we crossed the sound
without any problems.
MVO: Crab fishermen check their traps in boats like this
one. A stack of traps is on the stern.
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MVO: During the Second World War, two colossal
dirigible hangers were built out of wood on the south side
of the Pasquotank River. They were said to the largest
wooden buildings in the world. Only one of them now
remains; it is used to manufacture blimps.
Bob: We took a break at Elizabeth City, where the
famous Rose Buddies remind people to smell the roses
they offer and host wine and cheese parties. The harbor
had the smallest dock we'd seen, but one of the buddies
was there to help us tie up in spite of the weather. The
rain held off for a while and we walked around downtown.
MVO: Downtown Elizabeth City has some interesting
buildings. This is the Virginia Dare Apartment, named
after the first child to be born of English parents in what is
now North Carolina.
MVO: This grand home is just a few blocks from the
waterfront.
MVO: This is an old waterfront building, partially restored.
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MVO: A restaurant now occupies part of the building.
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MVO: Elizabeth City is actually built on the Great Dismal
Swamp, so the Duthies were already in the swamp. The
route to the canal winds along the Pasquotank River.
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MVO: Great clumps of floating weeds line the sides of the
river.
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MVO: Care must be taken to avoid snags.
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MVO: The water is very dark from tannin. Sailing ships
used to stock up on the water here, as it would not spoil
during long voyages.
MVO: The river narrows as you approach the Great
Dismal Swamp Canal, South Mills Lock.
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Bob: We arrived at the lock early for the 4:00 p.m.
lockage. The locks only operate 3 or 4 times a day, so it
was important to make this opening; otherwise, we would
have had to spend the night on the river. There was no
place to tie up except these bollards.
Bob: I don’t recommend tying up in this way.
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Bob: The South Mills Lock opened on time. We were the
South Mills Lock
only boat.
,Great Dismal
Swamp Canal, April
27
Bob: The brown sign reads “pets ashore must be on
South Mills Lock,
leash and along fence.” Apparently the lockmaster's dog
Great Dismal
can’t read.
Swamp Canal, April
27
Bob: There is a lift bridge at the north end of the lock. The South Mills Lock,
lockmaster operates the lock and then hops in his truck
Great Dismal
and drives to the bridge to get it open before we can get
Swamp Canal, April
there .
27
Bob: George Washington and some of his associates
www.dismalswamp.
helped build the canal. The objective was to drain the
net, Great Dismal
swamp and then sell the timber. He first visited the site in Swamp Canal, April
1767. By 1796, 10 miles had completed. It is now the
27
oldest continually used canal in the United States, but it
may not retain that record for much longer: the Corp of
Engineers annually threatens to close it down due to lack
of funding for maintenance. More information is available
at the website shown.
Bob: Trees line the banks. At times the trees can form a
Great Dismal
canopy over the canal.
Swamp Canal, April
27
Bob: These mile markers show one's position.
Great Dismal
Swamp Canal, April
27
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Bob: This fine dock is located at the North Carolinia
tourist center. US Highway 17 is on one side of the
center, and the canal on the other.
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Bob: This C-dory joined the Katy Leigh and a sailboat on
the dock.
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Bob: There is a walking trail beside the canal at the
tourist center.
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Bob: We spent a quiet night. In the morning, we headed
for Norfolk, just 23 miles away.
Bob: It was a beautiful day, but cool enough that we
chose to cruise from the lower helm. Some people might
see the canal as boring, but I loved the still water and the
wilderness. After a few minutes of cruising, we crossed
into Virginia.
Bob: We caught up to these sailors just before the Deep
Creek lock at the north end of the canal, which is still
several miles away.
Bob: The Deep Creek lock keeps the same operating
schedule as the South Mills lock.
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Bob: After a few more miles, we were on the Elizabeth
River. The vast industrial area offered an enormous
contrast to the peaceful canal. This yard appeared to be
the end-of-life place for retired naval vessels.
Bob: The river has sharp bends with poor visibility. This
fast-moving and very long tow appeared quite suddenly,
and there was no time to get instructions as to how to
pass. I just got out of the way as fast as I could.
MVO: This lift bridge frames a picture of storage tanks
and a grain elevator.
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MVO: Nearer to Norfolk, there is the beginning of a vast
naval base.
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MVO: Countless Navy slips line the shore of the river.
Each has a brick warehouse and guard tower. Many of
the warehouses also have barracks for the sailors to stay
when in port.
MVO: A floating barracks is situated next to this ship.
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MVO: In downtown Norfolk, the harbor is lined with office
buildings and apartments or condos.
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Bob: We headed into the Waterside Marina at mile 0.4 in
downtown Norfolk. The long blue roof is behind the
marina. We'd reached our destination one day ahead of
the friend we expected to meet there.

Waterside Marina,
Cruising to Norfolk,
April 28
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Bob: Since we arrived in Norfolk at noon, we were able to
tour the city during the afternoon. The Waterside Marina is
right beside the downtown area. It was one of the bestlocated marinas we saw on the entire Loop.
MVO: This large wood sailboat, the King Andersen, was
made in Denmark. It is kept at Waterside Marina and is
available for charter.
MVO: Mermaid sculptures decorate the waterfront.
MVO: This sculpture is entitled The Tourist and occupies a
prominent position in front of the Waterside Festival
Marketplace. The marketplace has several restaurants and
shops
MVO: Norfolk has become a port for cruise ships. The
Norwegian Majesty was in town at this time.
MVO: The Naval Museum and Nauticus, the National
Maritime Center, are both located just a couple of blocks from
Waterside Marina.
MVO: The battleship Wisconsin is preserved for active duty
and is docked at the Naval Museum. You can tour the decks
but you will not be allowed below.
MVO: The revitalization of downtown Norfolk is impressive.
This marker provides details. Click "pause" to read it.
MVO: There are free electric buses that circle around the
downtown on a frequent basis. They pick up passengers from
outlying parking lots and take them to the various buildings.
MVO: Just a few blocks from the marina, past various
banking centers,…
MVO: you will find the MacArthur Center Mall, which hosts
the Nordstrom and Dillard's department stores…
MVO: …as well as over 125 other mall-type shops and a 70foot atrium.
Bob: We had supper here in the food court and saw a movie
in the theater.
MVO: The NorVa theater is across the street from the mall,
and the Roper Performing Arts Center is just a block away.
th
Bob: April 29 was a day off. Our friend Corin was not
arriving until 4:00 in the afternoon, so we headed downtown
again and toured the General Douglas MacArthur Memorial. It
is located in the old Norfolk city hall. There is a very
interesting exhibit of the gifts the MacArthurs received from
Japan, Korea, and the Philippines at the end of the Second
World War.
Bob: It was a very pleasant walk back to the harbor
No audio
Bob: When we got back to the Katy Leigh, a sailboat was
docked next to us. It was flying the flag of South Africa. The
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couple aboard had sailed across the Atlantic and was taking
their boat to Annapolis to sell. Apparently this is a way to get
money out of South Africa. We had dinner at Joe’s Crab
Shack in the Norfolk Waterside Marketplace and went to bed
early.
Bob: The next day, we left early for Deltaville to take
advantage of the light morning winds on Chesapeake Bay.
The track file for this part of the trip was not saved. The red
line is the plotted course line.
Bob: It seemed like it took an hour to pass the Naval Base
and the container ship docks.
Bob: A Navy patrol boat followed us the whole way, watching
us until we had passed this container ship and were well out
into the bay.
Bob: On large ships, not all lifeboats are mounted on davits.
Sometimes you can just push a button and the lifeboat will
slide down a ramp into the water.
Bob: Our course took us close by the 56-foot high Thimble
Shoal Lighthouse that went into service in 1914.
Bob: Looking back at the lighthouse, we wondered what the
strange appendage on the side was for. We found out when
we got to the museum on Solomons Island, Maryland. Note
also the crab-pot buoy in the foreground. You'll have to
maintain a constant lookout for these: if the line from the buoy
to the pot gets wrapped around your propeller, your boat can
suffer a lot of damage.
Bob: The remainder of the trip to Deltaville was uneventful.
We docked at Dozier’s Regatta Point Marina, which we found
to be very good. In addition to running two marinas, Jack
Dozier publishes the popular Waterway Guides to cruising.
Bob: This well-maintained classic yacht was in one of the
covered slips. It is featured on the brochures for the marina.
Jack provided us with a courtesy car, and we bought
crabcakes at a small market in Deltaville. On our returnm we
met Bob and Ginny on Oil and Water. We had not seen them
since Aqua Yacht Harbor on the Tombigbee Waterway. We
all got together on the Katy Leigh and enjoyed the best crab
cakes of the entire trip.
Bob: The next stage of our plan was to cruise to Washington,
DC. We had arranged to conduct some business there in
tandem with our son Andrew. Accordingly, our next stop was
at Kinsale on the Potomac.
Bob: On open water, it is always wise to leave early, and we
were on the bay before 7:00 a.m..
Bob: Although it was 4 miles from Kinsale, Oliverson’s Lodge
Creek Marina looked like a good place to stay. It is located on
the Yeocomico River.
Bob: We arrived early and soon struck up a conversation with
the friendly ex-Coast Guard living aboard this motor sailor.
The owner of two large sailboats, he planned to convert this
one into a "Boat and Breakfast." Apparently people will pay a
lot of money to spend a night just sleeping on a boat.
Bob: The striped bass fishing at Oliverson’s that day was very
good.
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Bob: Corin took us to dinner at Hughlett's Tavern in
thHealthsville. The building is the last surviving 18 century
structure of its kind in the Northern Neck region of Virgina. It
was restored with state funds as an economic development
project. The food was excellent. Freddy Oliverson loaned us
his big old Cadillac to drive to the restaurant. Freddy is so
well-known in the area that most of the people in passing cars
waved to us.

Hughlett’s Tavern,
Heathsville, April 30
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Bob: The next stop was Colonial Beach, an easy 35-mile trip.
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Bob: The Colonial Beach Yacht Center suffered a lot of
damage from Hurricane Isabel. There were a lot of piles
sticking up with no docks attached. It was nerve wracking
coming in, as we had been warned that we might find
obstructions under the water.
Bob: This crab boat on the dock was our first opportunity to
see one close up. The hoist is used to pull the pots up from
the bottom.
Bob: The sky cleared in the afternoon, and Mavis and I
decided to walk the mile and half to downtown. This view of
the Potomac shows how vast the river is 50 miles from its
mouth.
Bob: We passed this sign at the road entrance to the marina.
The “Safe Year Round Harbor” claim was a bit of a stretch,
given that Hurricane Isabel visited in 2003 – and, two years
before that, a fire wiped out 55 boats.
Bob: Colonial Beach is a town right out the 1950s. The
cottages along the river are small and unpretentious.
MVO: This cottage was hit by Hurricane Isabel.

Cruising to Colonial
Beach, May 1
Colonial Beach Yacht
Center, May 1
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MVO: Larger summer homes are closer to the town center.
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MVO: This 1883 house was one of Alexander Graham Bell’s
summer homes. It is now a bed and breakfast.
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MVO: The deck of the town pier had been washed away by
the hurricane the previous fall.
MVO: The town hall is the building on the right side.
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MVO: The town museum is housed in this building. You can
read about the crab wars that took place on the river. 400
years ago, colonial charters granted both Maryland and
Virginia the entire river. This was disputed until 1877, when
Maryland won crabbing rights but could not interfere with
navigation. When the Marylanders tried to prevent the
Virginians from crab-fishing, a shooting war broke out.
Bob: We had dinner at the dockside restaurant at the marina.
It had just been restored just after the hurricane, and the food
and service were very good.
The weather the following day was overcast, rainy and windy.
It was rough. To top things off, we had no sooner left the
harbor when a range boat approached: the river was closed
because the Navy was firing into the river from the Naval
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Proving Grounds at Dahlgren. After some discussion, we
learned that we could keep going if we followed the course
shown on the map.
MVO: The yellow buoys mark the corners of the hazardous
area of the river. This range boat was patrolling the northwest
corner.
Bob: Once you pass under the US 301 bridge, the river
settles down and is much more sheltered. Note the location of
Mallows Bay.
Bob: The rain continued as we headed southwest up the
Potomac.
MVO: The relics of Mallows Bay include the remains of a fleet
of wooden steamships built during World War One but never
used: 152 vessels, each 240 to 300 feet long, were burned
and sunk in this bay by the salvage company that had
purchased them. The full story is on the Internet at the URL
shown.
Bob: After Mallows Bay, we steered north towards Alexandria
and Washington.
MVO: This large home is located just below Mount Vernon.
Bob: Mount Vernon, George Washington’s home, sits high
above the river. There is a courtesy dock but it was late in the
afternoon and raining so we continued on.
Bob: Fort Washington sits on a promontory on the east side a
few miles above Mount Vernon. We reached Alexandria at
around 5 pm.
Bob: We chose Alexandria City Marina over the marinas in
Washington, as it is much closer to town. It was a good
decision. We really enjoyed ourselves during our four-day
rest stop in Alexandria.
Bob: The Seaport Center was across from our dock…

Bob: …and is a place where wooden boats are restored. The
center also uses wooden boat-building as a means of helping
at-risk youth finish high school and find direction and purpose
in their lives.
MVO: Tour boats can tie up at the center, and the area
abounds with great restaurants.
MVO: This building beside the marina is known as the
Torpedo Factory. Today it is divided into artists’ studios and
shops.
MVO: Here's a work of art installed behind a torpedo.
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MVO: The SS Sophie, an 80-foot, 1947 Trumpy yacht,
cruised past the marina.
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MVO: These racing shells were practicing on the Potomac.
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Bob: Old Town Alexandria has done an amazing job of
preserving its historic buildings and requiring new
construction to match the old.
MVO: Most of the homes and shops front right to the sidewalk
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MVO: but have gardens in the back.
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MVO: The architectural details of these homes have been
preserved.
Bob: Mavis and Corin took a taxi to Georgetown, where they
visited the 1816 Tudor House built by Martha Washington’s
granddaughter. I went to the Alexandria Rotary Club and had
lunch with Major General William Suter, Clerk of the US
Supreme Court. On the way back to the marina, I passed by
the Robert E Lee Boyhood Home pictured here.
MVO: Press "pause" to read the marker.
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MVO: The Lee-Fendall House is close to the previous house.
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MVO: Press "pause" to read the marker.
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Mavis: During our stay in Alexandria, we also visited the
Carlyle House Historic Park. The house is the only stone
Georgian Palladian-style mansion in Alexandria. Built in 1753,
the restored house stands as a reminder of Alexandria's
prosperity and growth during the mid-eighteenth century. It is
the only home in Old Town Alexandria set back from the
street.
Mavis: John Carlyle was one of the founders of Alexandria.
This painting hangs over the fireplace in the living room.
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Mavis: Period furniture is found throughout the museum.
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Mavis: The windows are made from the old wavy glass.
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Mavis: The grounds include an extensive 18 -century- style
garden
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Bob: I was impressed with how even large stores like Office
Depot have conformed to the architectural preservation rules.
Bob: This is the plaza in front of the Alexandria city hall.
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Bob: On our last day, joined by our son Andrew, we drove out
to the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum at Dulles.
It is a huge and spectacular building.
Bob: Hundreds of historic planes are found in this museum.
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Bob: Even one of the supersonic Concordes is preserved
here.
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Bob: Our friend Jack, who lives on the Chesapeake, joined us
Friday night to guide us around the bay. Our track is
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displayed on the map. We planned to cruise the full 105-mile
th
length of the Potomac on May 8 .
Bob: It was overcast that day, but the Washington Monument
and Capitol could be seen from the river.
Bob: We said farewell to the Torpedo Factory and the
Alexandria Marina.
Bob: It became very rough as we passed under the US301
bridge and hit the more open water. I almost decided to turn
back, but the crew voted to continue. We were pounded for
five hours; it was the roughest day we'd experienced since
the Gulf of Mexico.
Bob: With its large stone cross, St. Clement’s Island is easy
to spot.
Bob: The wind eventually lightened up and we made it to
Point Lookout without a mishap.
Bob: This was a good marina. It was pretty well- sheltered.
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Bob: This classic 54-foot wooden yacht, Judith R, was
moored at the marina.
Bob: It had been built in 1935 by Robinson Marine. I was very
impressed with the elaborate dinghy cover.
Bob: After the previous day's 105 miles, the next 34 miles to
Solomons Island looked like it would be a breeze.
Bob: On the way out to the Potomac River, we were passed
by this crab boat. The traps are all tied together with line.
When the first one is pushed into the water, the rest of the
traps and the markers follow, one by one in a long line.
Bob: The sky began to look threatening behind us and we
heard thunder. This was very unusual for so early in the
morning.
Bob: The radar showed a good-sized storm behind us. We
changed course and managed to avoid the storm.
Bob: Only a light rain fell near the boat. The storm was soon
over and we resumed our original course.
Bob: Entering the harbor at Solomons, you pass the
Solomons Point Marina. We fueled up at Calvert Marina and
continued up Back Creek. ..
Bob:… to Spring Cove Marina …
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Bob: …where a slip had been reserved for us.
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Bob: I'd never seen so many boats gathered in one place.
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Bob: The entire Back Creek was lined with boats on both
sides.
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Bob: The Solomons West Marine store is just across this field
by the marina.
Bob: It is a 1.5 mile walk south on the main road to the town.
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Bob: As you near the Solomons Island’s Sandy Point there is
a long boardwalk…
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Bob:… that looks southwest over the Patuxent River.
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Bob: The University of Maryland Center for Environmental
Science, Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, is on the Point.
Bob: This 1907 photo of the Drum Point Lighthouse can be
seen at the most interesting attraction on Solomons Island,
the Calvert Marine Museum.
MVO: The lighthouse was moved to the Calvert Museum in
1975 and has been restored.
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MVO: These lighthouses are known as screw-pile
lighthouses, as the piles that support them have an auger-like
thread that is screwed into the sea bottom.
Bob: Here, we finally solved the mystery of the strange
appendage that we'd seen on the Thimble Shoal Light when
leaving Norfolk. It is an outhouse.
MVO: This is one of the bedrooms in the lighthouse.
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MVO: Visitors can climb to the top to see the light and its
fresnel lens.
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Bob: There is a great view from the top.
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MVO: A framed letter from the lighthouse keeper to his
superior in Baltimore describes the damage to the light from a
storm in August 1933 and requests help. The storm having
sunk the lighthouse boat, the only way to shore was to swim.
Bob: One of the rooms in the museum is devoted to outboard
motors. I wish now I had kept the 1950s Johnson my father
had given me that was just like this one.
MVO: A model of an oyster dredge helps show how they
work: the hose clears the sand off the oyster, and an
underwater conveyor pulls the oysters into the boat.
MVO: The Wm.B.Tennison was built in 1899. It was
constructed in traditional Chesapeake log canoe fashion out
of nine large pine logs that had been hollowed out and
fastened together. She was acquired by the museum in 1979
and now takes visitors on tours of the creek.
MVO: Back Creek is a fine place for a Sunday cruise on an
antique or classic launch.
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Bob: Returning to the marina, we visited with the live-aboards
on the 48-foot Krogen Tapestry in their home port. We had
last seen them in North Carolina.
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MVO: The route to St. Michaels on the Eastern Shore
requires crossing the busy shipping lanes of Chesapeake
Bay.
Bob: As usual, we left at sun-up, getting a good view of
Tapestry tied-up at the dock.
Bob: The restored Drum Point lighthouse sits out in front of
the large Calvert Marine Museum.
MVO: The Calvert Cliffs face Chesapeake Bay
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MVO: Behind the Cove Point light, there are huge storage
tanks…
MVO: …as well as an enormous structure out in the bay. This
is the Cove Point liquid natural gas facility. Tankers bring
natural gas from Africa to this dock, where it is pumped into
the storage tanks on the shore and then funneled into
pipelines serving the northeastern United States.
Bob: Crossing the shipping lanes requires constant vigilance,
both at the front of your boat..
Bob: …and behind. The ships in the lanes travel at 20 knots
and can quickly overtake a 7.5 knot cruiser. When I turned
away from this container ship, it appeared to follow. Thus, I
quickly changed course 90 degrees to port. I was well out of
the way when I took this photo. If you can see the side of a
ship, you are clear.
Bob: The remainder of the cruise was uneventful and we
arrived at the Miles River Yacht Club early after noon.
Bob: A member of the club welcomed us and offered to loan
us his car to drive to St. Michaels.
Bob: We were soon at the Chesapeake Bay Maritime
Museum. It has the largest collection of Chesapeake Bay
boats in the nation.
Bob: This museum also has a restored screw-pile lighthouse
which originally marked the Hooper Strait.
Bob: Climbing to the top of the lighthouse is the best way to
view the harbor. These are some restored boats docked
beside the lighthouse.
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Bob: The large sheds are used to restore historic boats.
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Bob: This 1909 log-bottom crab dredger was being restored
in a temporary structure.
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Bob: A 50s cabin cruiser was being worked on in the shed.
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Bob: The Oystering building has a very good exhibit that lets
visitors experience life on a oyster boat.
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Bob: This long, narrow crab boat was at Waterman’s Wharf.
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Bob: The next morning, Jack and I attended a Rotary Club
meeting in the yacht club. Jack was a former member of this
club. I sat with a lady who owned a 57- foot Lewis Reef
trawler. She had bought it from the Canadian Coast Guard in
Prince Rupert, British Columbia, and sailed it through the
Panama Canal to the Chesapeake Bay. A new owner now
offers training charters aboard this vessel.
Bob: As we were leaving for Oxford, a reproduction of the
schooner Sultana came into the harbor, loaded with young
people. This ship was built in Chestertown, Maryland, and is
used as a floating classroom.
Bob: The route to Oxford from St. Michaels required some
backtracking, but Jack suggested we take a shortcut by going
down the east side of Poplar Island. Jack had sailed this
route before. The charts show that it is possible but you
should expect some shallow water.
Bob: The first part of the channel was well buoyed, but just
south of Poplar Island, there were no more buoys and it
became very shallow--less than 5 feet! I used the GPS and
very carefully wound our way through that shallow. Next time
I would skip this shortcut.
Bob: At Tilghman, there is a canal that cuts through the
peninsula. It saves about 4 miles on the route to Oxford.
Bob: The Bridge restaurant is on this canal, and was highly
recommended by friends. However, it wasn't meal time, so
we kept going. The highway bridge opened promptly and
soon we were out in the bay.
Bob: Oxford is on the Tred Avon River. The Oxford Yacht
Club is the first landmark you'll see. Our plan was to spend
the night at Oxford Yacht Agency, an east coast Grand Banks
dealer.
Bob: We had to pass two more points before entering Town
Creek.
Bob: Red Marker number 4 marks the entrance to Town
Creek.
Bob: The creek is lined with marinas and homes on both
sides.
No audio
Bob: We tied up at the Oxford Yacht Agency. Jack’s wife
picked him up, and Mavis and I spent the night on the dock.
The Oxford facility is used for boat sales only. The main
service and storage location is on Trappe Creek, 11 miles
away by water. This is where we stored the Katy Leigh for the
summer. This program will tour Oxford in the next leg.
Bob: The cruise to Trappe was our last day aboard prior to a
three-month break back home in Nashville.
Bob: The Trappe Creek is off the Choptank River. It is a
favorite anchorage on the Chesapeake. The entrance is
marked with a buoy, but it's still tricky. We received careful
instructions from the marina before entering.
Bob: This creek is also lined with impressive homes, and we
saw swans in the water and deer on the shore.
Bob: The Trappe facility is also known as Dickerson Harbor. It
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was formerly a yard for constructing fine sailboats. When we
arrived, the yard was very busy and we had to wait until a slip
could be cleared.
Bob: I believe this wooden sailboat is one that was built at
Dickerson.

Bob: John Shanahan, owner of Oxford Yacht Agency,
greeted us when we arrived. When he learned our hull
number, he became excited and spent close to an hour filling
me in on the history of the Katy Leigh. It was one of the first
boats he had sold and he remembered every detail vividly.
MVO: The boat had arrived from Singapore late in 1981. The
purchaser’s bank had been trying to get out of the deal as
interest rates had risen to 22% since the rate had been set.
The bank insisted that the boat had to be commissioned by
st
February 1 . Because the bay was covered with ice, John
had to take his crew to Baltimore to install all of the
equipment that had been ordered, and the bank sent a
surveyor to be sure the boat was commissioned. There was a
snowstorm on the pier, and tanks of antifreeze were used to
run the engines.
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12
Singapore to
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1981

MVO: The boat was to be named S.S. Sour Freddie, but the
buyer missed his first couple of payments. The Oxford Yacht
Agency made the payments and assumed control of the boat
under the bank’s recourse clause.
MVO: A few days after they did so, a big bushy-bearded man
on a motorcycle rolled into the shop and said he wanted a 36foot Grand Banks. An hour later, he had paid for it and taken
charge of the boat. He named it the Frances Grier after his
mother, an owner of oil wells in Oklahoma.

S.S. Sour Freddie??

MVO: John then installed more equipment, including the
NeCo autopilot and a huge radar, as the new owner liked to
go out at night.
MVO: Two weeks later, John was awakened in the middle of
the night by a call from the owner. He had run aground at
high tide in the Christiana River at Wilmington, DE. The tide
there is 9 feet high, and as the water level dropped, the boat
ended up rolled on its side. The owner hadn’t thought of
taping the vents or closing the windows, so the engine room
filled with water. John drove up with pumps and a rubber
dingy.
MVO: Phil, a retiree who helps out at Dickerson, had
operated a marina at Georgetown. He took a crew of 7 men
with him to save the boat. They worked for 24 hours before
the boat was once again afloat. It was towed to the marina
and cleaned immediately. The rescue and clean-up cost
about $40,000. Today there is no trace of the boat ever
having been partially underwater.
MVO: The owner died 8 years later in Florida, and the boat
was sold to a Grand Banks subdealer in Erie, PA. The dealer
used it as his family boat and renamed it Katy Leigh after his
two granddaughters. John was particularly proud of the
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Christiana River

Phil + 7 men saved
the boat

March 1999 Katy
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custom-made radar support bracket that can be seen in this
photo.
Now let’s return to Cruising the Great Loop.
Bob: Jack soon arrived to drive us to the airport. We packed
up and left the Katy Leigh in good hands. The yard was given
a set of work orders to be filled by the time we returned.

Oxford Yacht
Agency, Dickerson
Harbor, Trappe, May
12
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Oxford to Chesapeake City
Bob: Jack picked us up at the Baltimore airport and drove us
to Trappe. We stopped in Kent and stocked up on food and
drinks. When we arrived, the Katy Leigh was sitting in the
slings, with two men feverishly working on the windlass. We
had to wait a couple of hours before we could start loading
Bob: They lowered the Katy Leigh in the water and tested the
windlass. With a puff of smoke, the motor burned out. We
decided we would cruise to Oxford and wait at the Oxford
Yacht Agency dock, as there would be much more to do in
Oxford than Trappe while we waited for the windlass to be
fixed.
Bob: It is just 11 miles on the Choptank and Avon Rivers from
Trappe to Oxford
Bob: It was late afternoon when we got underway, but it was
beautiful going down the Trappe Creek.
Bob: A number of boats were in the sheltered anchorage in
the cove beside the mouth of Trappe Creek.
Bob: The Choptank River was calm.
Bob: A classic Chesapeake skipjack was under sail on the
Avon River.
Bob: Once again we stayed at the Oxford Yacht Agency.

Bob: We started the day with breakfast at the Oxford Inn,
which was just across the road from our dock.
MVO: The veranda of the inn looks out over a park…
MVO: …where a marker shows that Oxford became a town in
1683.
MVO: The main street is quiet and designed for walking.
MVO: The Avon River can be seen behind this church, a
short distance from the main street.
MVO: Here is another view of the Avon River.
No audio
MVO: The Robert Morris Inn has a famous restaurant, and it's
the place where James A. Michener wrote his epic novel
Chesapeake.
Bob: This book is a must-read when you are in the area, as it
traces the history of the region from 1615 to the 1970s. It is
so engaging that I was disappointed to discover that the
island in the Choptank River where Edmund Steed has his
plantation was fictional.
Bob: This is a perfect summer place for relaxing.
MVO: The nation’s oldest continually running ferry service
connects Oxford to Bellevue, which is near St. Michaels.
MVO: Near the ferry landing, there's a replica of the 1787
customs house.
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Mavis: This general store on the main street was one of our
favorite places. They have a good selection of groceries,
newspapers, and most importantly, ice cream. If you want to
know what is happening in town, just ask at this store.
Bob: The windlass was fixed Friday afternoon. We left early
to cruise through the canal at Tilghman and across the bay to
Annapolis.
Bob: On Saturday, bright and early, we headed out on Town
Creek. It is not very often that you see a sailboat towing a
high speed runabout.
Bob: There are marshes on the west side of Tilghman, and
you can see Poplar Island in the distance. Poplar Island has
been washing away. Various efforts are in progress to keep it
from disappearing under the water like the fictional island in
Michener’s Chesapeake.
Bob: It was Labor Day weekend, and sailboats filled the
horizon.

06a25

Bob: These three sailboats frame the Thomas Point Shoal
light. It is the last screwpile structure left on its original site in
the bay. It went into service in 1875.

06a26

Bob: There were still more sailboats out in front of the fourmile-long Bay Bridge, which connects the eastern shore to
Annapolis and Baltimore.
Bob: Annapolis was one of our favorite cities on the Loop. We
stayed at Mears Marina, which was within walking distance to
the downtown. However, to see the city, most of the time we
took advantage of the frequent ferries.
Bob: Space was tight at the marina. We had to shoehorn the
Katy Leigh into our slip.
Bob: Soon after we docked, our son Andrew and his wife Peg
arrived on their motorcycle.
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Bob: Together, we walked downtown past well-kept homes.
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Bob: The first stop was Ego Alley, or the city docks. It is very
narrow and was jammed with boats.
Bob: I was glad we had not tried to get docking space here.

06a33

No audio
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MVO: There is reserved space at the anchorage for the
dinghies from boats.
MVO: This sculpture honors Alex Haley, the author of Roots.
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Mavis: I enjoyed the colorful planters that separate traffic at
the harbor.
Mavis: The US Naval Academy is just three blocks from the
harbor.
Mavis: When we got inside the grounds, we could see
thousands of cadets getting ready for a parade.
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Mavis: They soon passed by where we were standing.

06a40

No audio

06a41

No audio
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Mavis: The white uniforms filled the roadway. It was
spectacular. We learned they were marching to the stadium
for a football game with Duke University. A banner
proclaimed “Nuke Duke.”
Mavis: This is the chapel on the campus.
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Bob: There is a museum that is open to the public on the
campus. The ship model collection is very impressive.
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Bob: On our way back, we spotted this tour group on
Segways.
Bob: A crowd was gathered around this Ferrari 360 Spider.
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Bob: We had dinner in one of the many restaurants on Main
Street. The harbor is at the bottom of the street.
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Bob: We caught the ferry back to Mears Marina at Ego Alley.
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Bob: This good-size yacht was moored at the Annapolis
Yacht Club.
Bob: We passed by the city anchorage . . .
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Bob: …and returned to our marina.
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Bob: On Sunday mornings, the marina serves a great
breakfast in this shelter.
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06a54

Bob: Andrew and Peg left for Nashville, and Mavis and I rode
the ferry back to town to see more of the historic city center.
No audio
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MVO: The Shiplap House dates back to 1715.

06a56

MVO: Press "pause" to read the marker.

06a57

MVO: Annapolis is the capital of Maryland. The state house is
at the end of this shop-lined.
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No audio
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MVO: Press "pause" to read the Maryland State House
marker.
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MVO: The governor’s residence, known as the Maryland
Government House, is near the State House.
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No audio.
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Bob: It was Labor Day and time to head for Cape May. The
route would take us under the Chesapeake Bay Bridge and
north to the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal.
Bob: It was overcast with just a line of bright sky to the east
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Bob: The wind was building as we passed under the Bay
Bridge

06a65

Bob: This video clip shows how rough it was.
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Bob: We passed this barge under tow.

06a67

Bob: As this brigantine approached, we forgot all about the
rain and rough water, as it was such a beautiful sight. Just
two people were at the helm.
MVO: The Chesapeake and Delaware Canal opened in 1829
and connects Chesapeake Bay to Delaware Bay. The
distance from Annapolis to Cape May is 130 miles. Without
the canal, the distance would be more than twice that, at 275
miles.
Bob: We got to Chesapeake City at 1:30 p.m. and tied up on
the floating docks at the Chesapeake Inn & Marina.
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Bob: The weather had improved greatly, and people were out
enjoying the holiday.
Mavis: There is a lot to see in Chesapeake City. This
charming summer home, the Bayard House, is available for
rent by the week…
Mavis: and has this great veranda to sit and watch the ships
go by.
Mavis: As we walked toward the town center, we passed a
shop with native flowers and grasses growing behind it. The
sight reminded me of a Wyeth painting.
Bob: For me, the highlight of the day was an antique shop
that had a collection of toy boats. This one pictured here is
steam-driven.
Bob: The steam engine is a masterpiece.
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Bob: The white windup launch in the middle was the same as
one I had as a kid in the 40s. It was made in England by
Meccano. If only I had kept it! The shop was now asking $425
for it.
MVO: Route 213 crosses the canal. The canal is 450 feet
wide and is used by large ships. There are marinas on both
sides at Chesapeake City.
Chesapeake City to Cape May
Bob: The route to Cape May would take us 72 miles, much of
which would be on Delaware Bay. The tidal currents and wind
on this wide, exposed bay were a major concern.
Bob: The forecast was good, but we set out in fog, and it
looked dismal…
Bob: …but the fog cleared as we entered Delaware Bay, and
it turned out to be a beautiful day. I was sure that the object
on the horizon was a battleship…
Bob: …but it turned out to be the Ship John Shoal light.

06b12

Bob: It was also a great day because the strong river and
tidal currents were in our favor. The currents were pushing
hard against Buoy 38, located just past the Ship John Shoal.
Bob: The Cape May Canal avoids going around the cape into
the Atlantic and takes you directly to the town.
Bob: The ferry docks are right at the entrance to the canal.
The ferries stir up the bottom and can cause shoaling.
Boaters ahead of us had warned us to use caution going past
and to stay on the dock side.
MVO: The three-mile-long Cape May Canal had been built by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers during the Second World
War as a protected route, the better to avoid German
submarines operating off Cape May Point.
Bob: As we neared the end of the canal, we were waked by
SeaTow. Their explanation via the VHF radio was that they
were testing their engines. It made me thankful that we had
selected TowBoatUS for our towing insurance.
Bob: We tied up at Utsch’s Marina and walked toward town. It
was a long way, and we concluded that we needed to rent a
car. We had a superb dinner at the Lobster House near the
marina and went to bed early.
Bob: The next day, we picked up the car and toured the town.
There may be more Victorian homes in Cape May than
anywhere else in the USA.
No audio
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Bob: There is an open air mall downtown
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Bob: It is a short walk from the mall to the beach.
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Bob: New Jersey is the only state that requires a permit to
walk on the beaches. Students are employed to sell the
permits and work on patrol. Since it was after Labor Day and
the students were back at school, there was no way to buy a
permit.
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Bob: This Victorian Hotel on Beach Avenue faces the water…
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Bob: and has some nice places to rock and watch the world
go by.
Bob: Our next stop was the Cape May lighthouse as seen
here from the Delaware Bay side beach.
MVO: This lighthouse stands 158 feet high and was built in
1859.
MVO: Press "pause" to read about the lighthouse.
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MVO: An iron spiral staircase takes visitors to the top.
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Bob: The view is magnificent. The massive concrete structure
is apparently a leftover from the Second World War.
MVO: The red roof building is a convent.
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No audio
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Bob: When we got back to the Marina, a Fountain go-fast
cruiser had docked on our starboard side. Its owners, Mike
and Jack, were bringing it down from Erie, Pennsylvania, to
the Fountain factory in North Carolina for some warranty
work. The boat cruises at 55 MPH and rides beautifully.
Unfortunately, in the rough water on the outside from New
York, the interior fell apart. The entire door and door frame to
the forward cabin had fallen onto the floor, and the cabinet
and drawer latches had failed to hold, such that all their stuff
ended up flying out. I drove Mike to a hardware store so he
could do some temporary repairs before continuing on. In the
small world category, it turns out that he went to school in
Erie with the son of the man that sold us the Katy Leigh.
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Bob: The next morning, the Fountain left early for the run up
Delaware Bay. I called them while they were on the Bay to
get a wave report; our conversation was interrupted by an
"Oh, damn, another screw popped out!"
Bob: We decided to spend a second day in Cape May and
th
wait for better weather on the 10 so we could go outside on
the run to Atlantic City. We went to the 1879 Emlen Physick
Victorian mansion.
Bob: The mansion has been restored to the period in which it
was built, and contains many of the things that Physick
owned when he lived in the house.
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Mavis: The gardens were authentic, featuring plants that were
popular in the late 1800s.
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Mavis: There is a tearoom in the stable that serves a fine
luncheon . . .
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Mavis: …with a nice dessert.

Cape May to New York
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Bob: The next day, the forecast was good, so we headed
outside to Atlantic City, because it is several miles shorter
and we had heard there were some shallow spots in the ICW.
Bob: The weather looked great leaving the harbor,…
Bob: …and once we were out in the open, the sky cleared
completely, so much that we could see the high buildings in
Atlantic City 30 miles away. There was very little wind.
Bob: At Atlantic City, I called a couple of marinas, and they
said that they were getting ready for a boat show and could
not accommodate us.
Bob: It would be necessary for us to go another 18 miles
through the Little Egg Inlet to Beach Haven.
Bob: Inlets aren't charted, as the shoals shift around and the
buoys have to be moved after every storm. I called
TowBoatUS and asked for instructions on how to enter the
Inlet. The operator said that it was a slow day and he would
be happy to come out and guide us through the shoals. “Just
meet me at buoy LE,” he said.
Bob: That was so great, having a escort all the way in.
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Bob: The waves breaking over the shoals were horrific,
though.
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Bob: We docked at the Beach Haven Yacht Club Marina.
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Bob: From the marina, we could look back and see Atlantic
City, 18 miles away.
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Bob: We walked across the barrier island to the beach. There
were some interesting buildings on the way.
No audio
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Bob: It was too late to visit the museum, but it looked
interesting.
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Bob: The beach was beautiful, and no one was collecting the
$8 state fee.
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Bob: Our next destination was Manasquan, at mile zero of the
ICW. There did not seem to be much point to cruising outside
as it was a long way back to Little Egg Inlet.
Bob: The route took us through Barnegat Bay, where we
found this unusual marker.
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Bob: T here is a canal stretch north of Barnegat Bay at Point
Pleasant.
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Bob: The ICW is built up solid as you approach Point
Pleasant, and it is difficult to see the route.
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Bob: Soon we were on the Point Pleasant canal at the Route
88 lift bridge
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Mavis: It was interesting to see the grasses growing out of the
piles that form the banks of the canal.
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MVO: The busy rail bridge at Brielle carries commuters into
New York.
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MVO: Hoffman’s Marina is just past the railway bridge. Shark
fishing is a big sport here.
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Bob: The current is very strong at Manasquan. We needed
help getting into this slip. The tide here runs 4 feet, in contrast
to Barnegat, where it is only a few inches. We walked past
several restaurants but decided to eat on board.
Bob: On returning to the boat, we found this large shark being
butchered on the dock.
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Bob: The tail on the right is ready to …
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Bob: …be nailed to the pile as a sign that this captain knows
where to go to catch sharks.
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Bob: There was a beautiful sunset that night.
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Bob: Manasquan is the end (or the beginning) of the ICW, so
it is necessary to go out in the open to reach New York. It is
about 27 miles to Sandy Hook and another 16 miles to
Manhattan Island. We left late, as we'd learned that the
Hudson River would be closed for a boat race until 4:00.
Bob: By staying at Hoffman’s Marina, we had already cleared
the railway bridge, and it was just a short distance to the
Manasquan Inlet. This view looks back at the Marina’s at
Brielle.
Bob: We passed a Coast Guard facility and Rockafella’s
Clam Bar & Grille at Point Pleasant Beach.
Bob: The inlet is easy to navigate and well protected.
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Bob: Interlocking concrete jacks form the breakwater at the
inlet.
Bob: The winds were light and it was a beautiful day to cruise
to New York on the open Atlantic.
Bob: Sandy Hook is a long curving sandbar that protects the
New York harbor.
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Bob: We followed the main shipping channel into New York.
Our slip reservation was at Newport, New Jersey. The other
marinas were all tied up with boat shows.
Bob: Looking aft, this was our last view of the Atlantic.
MVO: In 1524, Giovanni da Verrazano became the first
European explorer to sail into New York. He left his name on
this strait. The Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, which connects
Staten Island on the left to Brooklyn on the right, is the
second longest suspension bridge in the world, with towers
that are 4260 feet apart.
Bob: The New York Financial District came into view.
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Mavis: The most emotional moment of entering the harbor
was seeing the Statue of Liberty.
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Mavis: The statue is enormous. It was packed with tourists,
having just reopened after a two-year closure following the
tragedies of September 11, 2001.
Mavis: We were early, and the river was still closed, so we
were able to get a good look at Wall Street. The ride was very
choppy, with high speed ferries passing us from every
direction.
Mavis: As we approached Newport, I took one last look at the
statue and Ellis Island.
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Mavis: We docked at Newport Marina, which offers a
beautiful view of Manhattan.
Bob: The location of Newport Marina is ideal for access to a
nearby shopping center and rapid transit to Penn Station in
New York. Unfortunately, it is also subject to huge wakes
kicked up by the ferries docking nearby, which meant that the
boat was constantly rocking and uncomfortable to stay on
while we were there.
Bob: The best-looking boat in the harbor was the 72-foot,
blue hull Marlow Explorer, Khaki Blue.
Bob: The worst-looking boat was this one.
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Bob: The Manhattan skyline is as spectacular at night…
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Bob: …as it is in the early morning.
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Bob: We took the train under the Hudson to Penn Station and
spent Monday in the city.
Bob: We walked through the Garment District . . .
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Bob: and had lunch in Bryant Park. This man had set up his
office there, complete with laptop and cellphone.
Bob: Dinner was with a cousin of mine at a very good French
restaurant in SoHo. On our way back to our marina, we
passed a dinner party underway on the aft deck of the welllighted Blue Sky.
New York to Kingston
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Bob: It was so uncomfortable in the marina that we decided to
cut our time in New York short and head up the Hudson River
to Haverstraw.
Bob: It was cloudy and dark when we left.

Bob: There is a new marine museum on the Hudson in
Manhattan. It includes an aircraft carrier loaded with planes.
A Concorde supersonic jet on a barge is tied up to the pier.
Bob: The Hudson River is actually a fjord -- a long narrow,
deep inlet of the sea between steep slopes. There is a
significant tidal current all the way to Troy, a distance of 150
miles. I found that we were gaining 2 MPH from the tidal
current. If we could maintain traveling with the tide, we would
save 3 hours of run time. The trick was to travel around high
tide and follow the tidal wave up the river.
MVO: The George Washington Bridge was built in 1931 to
connect Manhattan to Fort Lee, New Jersey. The main span
is 3500 feet long. A Coast Guard vessel was patrolling the
river.
MVO: The six-lane lower deck was completed in 1962 and is
250 feet above the water.
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Bob: Here's our last view of New York City.
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Bob: This part of the Hudson certainly meets the definition of
a fjord. The high palisades on its west bank are shown in this
photo and the next.
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No audio
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MVO: The Tappan Zee bridge crosses the river at Tarrytown.
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MVO: The river widens for a few miles above Tarrytown
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MVO: Haverstraw Marina is in a cove a few miles past the
point on the left side.
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Bob: We docked at the marina around noon. It is enormous,
with over 300 slips. As the marina is several miles from any
town, we spent the rest of the day doing chores. It was great
to stay in a calm harbor after Newport.
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As it was a weekday in September, there were almost no
boaters at the marina. This was good, as the docks are made
of aluminum and are very noisy when anyone walks on them.
It is not hard to understand why aluminum docks did not
become popular.
Bob: When docked in a space like this, I end up wishing we
had a bow thruster. While there was no current, there was a
light breeze, and it was difficult to get unstuck from the face
dock on our port side. Mavis finally walked a line over to a
finger dock on the starboard side, and we hauled ourselves
out without any damage.
Bob: We planned to stop next at Kingston, 52 miles up the
Hudson.
MVO: Large ships travel the Hudson River.
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No audio
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MVO: The Half Moon is a replica of the ship that Henry
Hudson sailed up the river in September 1609, almost four
centuries ago.
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MVO: The river bends and flows between high bluffs as it
approaches the Bear Mountain Bridge.
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MVO: Round Island is on the port side.
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No audio
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MVO: Here, Bear Mountain Bridge is now in view. Anthony’s
Nose, the bluff on the right, is almost 800 feet above the
water. Fort Clinton is on the left.
Bob: The depth sounder showed 126 feet below the keel.
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MVO: Looking aft, Bear Mountain rises to 1297 feet on the
right side of the photo.
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MVO: A fine estate overlooks the river above the railway
tracks, which run along the east side of the river.
MVO: This is the first view one sees of the West Point Military
Academy.
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MVO: It looks like a huge fortress.
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No audio
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MVO: Immediately north of West Point, the river bends
sharply to the west. Magazine Point is on the right.
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MVO: The river then widens, revealing three granite bluffs on
the west side.
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MVO: Bannerman Island--also known as Pollepel Island--is
part of the Hudson Highlands State Park.
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MVO: Here, two sailors appear to be returning to their boat
after a visit to the island.
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MVO: Bannerman castle was built by entrepreneur Frank
Bannerman VI between 1901 and 1918. It was used to store
a huge collection of arms Bannerman had purchased after
the Civil War and the Spanish American War. Signs on the
north and east sides say "Bannerman’s Island Arsenal."
MVO: The cruise now passes Newburgh and Poughkeepsie,
the historic home of IBM.
MVO: The giant Clinton Point Quarry owned by Tilcon, Inc., is
at Van Keurens. Various sizes of crushed stone are
processed here.
MVO: Most barges are pushed on the rivers. This one is
being towed.
MVO: Two bridges cross the Hudson at Poughkeepsie. The
first carries road vehicles, and the second, trains.
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MVO: The towers have decorative touches at the top.
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MVO: It is about 17 miles from Poughkeepsie to the harbor at
Kingston.
MVO: Saint Alphonsus Seminary is this massive grey stone
building on the west bank. Completed in 1907, the four and a
half story granite building is 444 feet long with two wings and
a 90-foot-high tower. The structure has 200 dwelling rooms
and a chapel seating 250.
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MVO: There are 8 lighthouses on the Hudson River that have
been preserved. The Esopus Meadows lighthouse is at Port
Ewen. Not yet fully restored, it is closed to visitors.
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MVO: The Rondout Lighthouse is at the mouth of Rondout
Creek and is open for tours. Rondout Creek is the harbor for
Kingston.
MVO: The mouth of the creek is industrial.
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MVO: The public docks are past the two bridges. The Hudson
River Maritime Museum is on the right.
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MVO: The tug Mathilda is one of the exhibits at this fledgling
museum.
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Bob: That night, we had a good dinner on the verandah of the
Mariner’s Restaurant as seen here
Bob: Mariner's is part of the historic Rondout district behind
the public docks. We tied up here.
Kingston to Waterford
Bob: We got to Kingston around 3:00 p.m., and used the rest
of the day to walk about the area. There are several stores
and restaurants in the restored buildings.
Bob: We walked up the steep river bank past this old
suspension bridge, one of two that cross the creek.
Bob: At the top of the bank, there are additional restored
buildings…
Bob: and some that await restoration.
Bob: Returning to the dock, we were approached by a man
who said he was looking for a boat like ours. He told us a
horror story of sailing with his wife from the Bahamas to
Bermuda. A big storm with 20-foot waves came up and lasted
th
for 6 days. After the 4 day without sleep, he decided to
launch his sea anchor. He got it into the water and yelled to
his wife to stop the engine. She didn’t hear him, so the boat
ran over the anchor and fouled the pop stalling the engine.
He put on his scuba gear and used up almost all 60 minutes
of air in 20 minutes cutting the line. When his wife tried to
assist him, she nearly went overboard. They finally got it fixed
and headed back to the Bahamas, but now she doesn’t want
to sail anymore. I wonder why?
Bob: In the morning, I took a taxi to the Kingston Rotary Club,
which meets for breakfast at Deising’s Bakery.
Bob: This is an incredible place that offers more than 300
different items.
Bob: When I returned to the boat, we decided that we would
move the Katy Leigh to the nearby Rondout Yacht Basin,
where there is a laundry. After chores, we rented a car and
drove across the Hudson to Hyde Park. The photo shows the
entrance to Springwood, Franklin D. Roosevelt’s estate,
which is lined with oaks.
Bob: Roosevelt's grand home is now a National Historic Site.
It is pretty much as it was when the Roosevelts were alive.
Bob: The entrance is very imposing. Photo-taking in the
house is allowed.
Bob: I was interested to see that many of these photos were
of the British Royal Family.
Bob: The library and den occupy the ground floor of the south
wing.
Bob: There are verandahs at the back of the house.
Bob: Only a glimpse of the Hudson is possible at the house. I
now understood why we couldn’t find the house as we
cruised on the river.
MVO: The memorial garden and gravesite honors the
President and Eleanor Roosevelt.
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MVO: The Roosevelts' neighbors to the north of Hyde Park
were the Vanderbilts. At one time, the Vanderbilts were the
wealthiest family in America. These trees were planted over
200 years ago by a previous landowner.
MVO: The Vanderbilts had magnificent views of the Hudson
River and the Catskill Mountains.
MVO: This estate is also a National Historic Site, and it is
maintained by the National Park Service. Inside photos are
allowed.
Bob: Statues and tapestry are plentiful throughout the house.
We returned to the boat thankful we didn’t have to worry
about maintaining an estate like the two we had seen.
Bob: The next day, we drove into town to have breakfast at
Deising’s Bakery and dropped the car off at Enterprise. The
rental car people drove us back to the boat, and we set sail
for Troy from the Rondout Yacht Basin as shown here.
Bob: On the way up the river, we passed a 25- foot Swedishbuilt Albin trawler from Mactaquac, New Brunswick, headed
north. It was the boat we had dreamed about getting in the
1970s. I talked to the couple aboard briefly on the radio and
they said they were going to dock at Catskill Creek.
Bob: We passed the third of the eight lighthouses at
Saugerties.

Bob: One of our concerns was what the tail end of Hurricane
Ivan would do when it arrived in the Hudson River Valley. The
rain from the storm arrived as we neared Catskill. Rather than
continuing on to Troy as planned, we decided to stop on the
Catskill Creek at Catskill Marina. This was a bad decision -we should have gone on to Troy.
Bob: The Albin from New Brunswick soon arrived at noon and
we all got together.
Mavis: It was decided we would get a taxi and go to "Olana,"
the home of artist Frederick Church, a painter of Hudson
River landscapes. Olana is across the river and high up a
mountain. It is not within walking distance.
Mavis: The rain continued, only letting up for brief intervals.
We waited for our tour in the gift shop.
Mavis: Frederick Church enjoyed visiting the Middle East and
developed his ideas for his Persian-style house while there.
Mavis: A cable from the bell tower runs down to the ring pull
beside the front door. The tiles are well preserved.
Mavis: A magnificent medieval dining hall is behind the
windows on the left.
Mavis: In the rain, we only got a glimpse of the gorgeous
views of the river from the house. We returned by taxi to the
marina. Dinner was at a very good Italian restaurant about a
half-mile away. We all got soaked in the rain from Ivan both
going to the restaurant and returning from it.
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Bob: In the morning, I looked out and discovered the creek
was in flood stage. Catskill Creek drains the Catskill
Mountains, and all the water that had fallen during the
previous 24 hours was coming by and under our boat.
Bob: A large sailboat came floating by backwards with the
captain trying to drop his anchor. The boat drifted over to the
far shore before the anchor finally held.
Bob: Then we heard a loud crack and saw this cruiser floating
by – still attached to its dock.
Bob: It was then caught by the sailboat and by trash. The
trash was pulling the bow of the sailboat down and the
captain called the Coast Guard for help. As the Coast Guard
was in New York City, there wasn't much they could do.
Eventually, the sheriff boated over and removed the couple
from the sailboat.
Bob: As another loud crack resounded in the air, the owner
and manager of the marina wondered what was going to
happen next and whether it would survive.
Bob: Another dock had broken loose, with four boats still
attached to it as it floated out into the Hudson.
Bob: Of course, our concern was for the Katy Leigh. The
pressure on the docks was intense. We used our anchor rode
to tie the mid ship cleat to a large tree. We also tied both
finger piers together and ran another line to the sign post.
Bob: All we could do was stand around on the shore, watch
the destruction, and pray that the rain would soon let up.
Bob: We still had to contend with the rising tide, which raised
the water level even higher, to the point where some people
could not get to their boats. In the evening, the Catskill
Marina people were very kind and ordered pizza for us all.
Mavis: I was not about to spend that night on the boat. It was
cold and my nerves were frayed from the worry. This B&B
was right beside the marina.
Mavis: The only room left was a two-room suite. I had a stiff
drink and a good night’s sleep.
Bob: The rain stopped and the Katy Leigh had survived with
no damage. In the morning, docks and boats were being
retrieved from the Hudson and floated back up the creek. To
free the large sailboat, they had to cut the anchor line. It was
then was towed to a marina.
Bob: This photo shows the water line on the large sailboat. I
talked to the captain who said that the Hop-O-Nose Marina
owner had ordered the sailboat cut loose to prevent it from
dragging the docks away. The sailboat’s lines had been
thrown into the water and fouled the prop. The sheriff had
ordered them to leave the boat and said they had to leave
their cat aboard. His first mate would have none of that and
stuffed the cat under her coat.
Bob: We decided to wait another day before leaving, as the
Hudson would probably be full of trash. It was a beautiful day,
so we walked around and saw the town.
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MVO: There is a marine museum at the mouth of Catskill
Creek.
MVO: Their windows show some fine details.
MVO: Catskill was a popular gambling and holiday town in
the early 1900s. According to the museum, this cruise boat
from New York carried 5,000 passengers, according to the
museum.
MVO: There are many interesting homes in Catskill
MVO: The main street looks out toward the Catskill
Mountains.
MVO: This church structure has been neglected…
MVO: …but the Bank of Greene County building is in good
condition.
Bob: We had dinner aboard that night with our friends from
the Albin and watched the photos I had taken of the flood.
Bob: Our next destination was Waterford, at the entrance to
the Erie Canal. We would be passing Albany and Troy.
Bob: Three miles up from Catskill, on a bend in the river, we
spotted another of the Hudson River Lighthouses marking the
Middle Ground Flats.
th
Bob: The Hudson-Athens lighthouse was the 4 of the 8
lighthouses on the river that we saw and photographed.
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MVO: The first sign of Albany is the 44-story Corning Tower
rising over the tree line.
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MVO: Troy and Waterford are just 6 and 10 miles from
downtown Albany.
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MVO: The harbor at Albany is impressive and busy.
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MVO: Three of the four state agency buildings in the
Rockefeller Empire State Plaza are visible behind the Corning
Tower.
MVO: The USS Slater DE-766 is located just before the US-9
bridge. She is the only World War Two destroyer escort
remaining afloat in the U.S., out of the 566 that were built.
She has been restored and is open for tours.
MVO: This Flemish-style building houses the State University
of New York in Albany. The weathervane at the top of the
central tower is a replica of Henry Hudson’s ship the Half
Moon.
Bob: This lift bridge is at Troy, just below the locks and the
Troy Town Dock. It was cold that morning. To get heat, I
needed the generator, but the 5-year-old starting battery
turned out to be dead. The dockmaster at the Town Dock
very kindly drove me in his truck to NAPA to get a new
battery. He was a good example of the kind of nice people we
constantly met on the Great Loop. We filled up with diesel
and headed to Waterford.
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Bob: The dam at Troy maintains the water levels in the
Hudson above Troy.
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Bob: The upper gate opened quickly and we were on our
way.
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Bob: The town dock at Waterford was new, long, and
impressive. Docking was free for the first two nights.
MVO: Waterford is a major decision point when cruising the
Great Loop. Route 1 lets you continue on the Hudson River,
north through Lake Champlain to the St. Lawrence, then up
the Ottawa River, which will take you to the Rideau Canal
and Lake Ontario
MVO: Route 2 takes the Erie Canal to Lake Erie, Lake St.
Clair and Lake Huron.
MVO: Route 3 takes the Erie Canal to the Oswego Canal,
Lake Ontario, and the Trent-Severn Waterway to Georgian
Bay. This is the route the Katy Leigh took.
MVO: Route 4 takes you from Lake Ontario to Lake Erie via
the Welland Canal..
MVO: when you are at New York, another option would be to
go around Nova Scotia and the Gaspe Peninsula and up the
St. Lawrence to Lake Ontario. Route 5 will add at least 1450
miles to your Great Loop.
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Bob: What a great place. Floating docks, electricity, great
company with two other Grand Banks, and a party on the
dock at 5:30 PM. The town dates back to the American
Revolution. Downtown was just a couple of blocks away, with
a great breakfast restaurant offering 2 eggs with toast for just
$1.55. We learned that Hurricanes Ivan and Frances had
caused so much rain that the Erie had to be closed at Lock 8
because of high water and trash.

07a02

Bob: After the low-cost breakfast in town, I walked past the
spillway to visit with the lockmaster. I wanted his opinion as
to when the locks would open.
Bob: As the locks were closed, he showed me the timing
mechanism that controls the lock.
Bob: This is the chain drive that lifts the gate valves that let
water into and out of the lock.
Bob: At 11:00 AM, we got the good news that the locks
would open at 1:00 PM. We decided to go on to the
Schenectady Yacht Club just past Lock 7.
Bob: This picture shows the canal between Lock 2 and Lock
3. We tried to tie up on the wall under the bridge while
waiting for Lock 3. Don’t bother: the wall is rough and the
waits are short.
Bob: This long pier is between Locks 3 and 4. When the
Mohawk River and Hudson River are in flood stage, this is a
safe place to wait until things settle down. It had been used a
few days before during Hurricane Ivan. A canal tug and a
barge were tied up on the south side of the pier.
Bob: The area between the locks is safe from floods due to
the floodgate at the top end of the canal. The gate is opened
only to let boats pass. However, when you pass underneath
the gate, it will drip dirty water onto the decks from bow to
stern.
Bob: This is the approach to Lock 7.
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Bob: A huge volume of water from Ivan was passing over the
spillway.

07a11

MVO: A mile below the Schenectady Yacht Club, there is a
private residence called Llenroc, which is Cornell spelled
backwards. The five-story structure houses 30,000 square
feet.
MVO: In September, many boats from the Great Lake states
and Canadian provinces head for Florida. Most of the traffic
on the Erie heads east at this time of year.
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Bob: We tied up at the Schenectady Yacht Club. In spite of
its name, it is actually miles away from the city. In spite of
that, a really good dinner from the New China Restaurant
was delivered to the boat. We were even able to pay by
check as we were out of cash. The stone walls in the photo
are part of the old Erie Canal.
Bob: When planning a cruise on the Erie, expect to spend 30
minutes at each lock and to average a cruise speed of 8.5
mph. There are 6 locks and 44 miles between Schenectady
and Canajoharie, so I calculated it would take 8 hours. Thus,
with an 8 AM departure, we expected to arrive in
Canajoharie around 4:00 PM.
Bob: We got lucky at Lock 8. The gates were open…

07a16

Bob: …to allow this large cruiser to exit.
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Bob: A lot of water continued to flow over the dams.
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Bob: A C-Dory was waiting on the top side of the lock.
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Bob: It was a beautiful day for viewing the mountains along
the Mohawk River.
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Bob: This handsome but small steam power plant is at
Amsterdam.

07a21

MVO: The Riverfront Center at Amsterdam supplies floating
docks with power, and a pedestrian bridge across the railway
tracks provides access to the town.
Bob: We continued on to Canajoharie and arrived in 7 hours
instead of 8, thanks to our luck with the locks with open
gates.
Bob: This photo shows us leaving Lock 11. Seagulls and
geese were on the lawn.
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Bob: Approaching Lock 12, we could see a barge against the
dam on the top side. The lockmaster told us that he had put
through 29 eastbound boats the previous day, but only 4 that
were westbound. It was slower by the time he spoke with us,
as all the boats backed up by Hurricane Ivan had cleared
out.
Bob: A crane was removing the trash stuck against the dam.
Schoharie Creek empties into the Mohawk just above the
dam. It is one of the creeks that drains the Catskill
Mountains, and it had been flooded by the rains.
Bob: A huge pile of trash had been dumped in the park
beside the lock.
MVO: There are a few farms beside the river.
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MVO: This southbound cruiser had its entire radar arch tied
to the bow for the trip so it could get under the bridges on the
Erie.
MVO: The sun sinking in the west made the water sparkle.
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Bob: We arrived in Canajoharie around 4:00 PM. This is a
fascinating town: it doesn't have the depressed appearance
of the many towns along the Erie that have lost their
manufacturing base.
Bob: This gaggle of geese greeted our arrival…
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Bob:.. and gave the Katy Leigh a thorough inspection.
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Bob: These strange-looking cruise ships travel the Erie
Canal.
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MVO: The Niagara Prince is a member of the American
Canadian Caribbean Line.
MVO: Extensive facilities have been constructed for the
Riverfront Park. There is power and water on the floating
docks.
No audio

MVO: The Beech-Nut baby food plant is the economic
engine driving this town. The plant is very close to the
waterfront. Beech-Nut was the first company to put baby
food in glass jars rather than tin-plated cans that contained
lead.
MVO: Directly across from the plant is the public library and
art gallery.
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MVO: The building and park were donated to the town in
1927 by the founder of Beech-Nut, Bartlett Arkell.
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MVO: Arkell was an art aficionado, and his collection is
housed in the gallery. The paintings on the left wall are by
Winslow Homer. The large painting on the end wall is an
authentic reproduction of Rembrandt’s Nightwatch. The
original hangs in the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.
Bob: The detail in the portraits of each figure is amazing.
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Bob: Our destination today was Little Falls, just 21 miles and
4 locks away. We had breakfast at a downtown restaurant in
Canajoharie -- the first restaurant in the north where we'd
seen biscuits on the menu. They turned out to be soggy
masses of dough covered with butter. A southerner needs to
show them how to make proper biscuits.
MVO: European Canal boats are available for rental on the
Erie. This one is passing Green Buoy 363
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No audio
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MVO: The river narrows as it approaches Fort Plain. This
photo was probably taken at Red Marker 374.
MVO: Near Little Falls, an abandoned mine towers over the
river.
Bob: The approach to Lock 17 at Little Falls is confusing with
the sloping bridge in front.
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Bob: This lock has a 40-foot lift, which at one time was the
highest in the world. What is most interesting is the lower
gate, which drops like a guillotine behind the concrete wall.
Like the floodgates on the route to Schenectady, dirty water
will drip all over your decks when you pass under it.
MVO: Clearing the lock the terrain is very rugged with the
canal cut through granite.
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MVO: From the canal, high above the river, you can see the
town on the north side.
MVO: Part of the town is on the south side of the canal.

07a51

No audio
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MVO: Just above Little Falls, the canal merges with the river.
The Rotary Club Park offers excellent docking beside a
restored river warehouse.
Bob: A volunteer greeted us beside the fountain in the Rotary
Club Park. and very kindly offered us a ride into town.
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Bob: Walking around the downtown area, we were
impressed with the fine buildings but disappointed to find that
many of them were empty.
Bob: The carving in the stonework was amazing.
Bob: This old bank building has been converted into a
museum. We went in and were soon overwhelmed with
details on the history of the town. Little Falls was a center for
the cheese industry.
MVO: True to the name of the town, there is a falls. The
highway bridge takes you the three-quarters of a mile back to
the docks.
MVO: Like many other towns along the Erie, Little Falls is
struggling with the closing of its factories. The focus now is
on tourism. The two factory buildings on the left side of the
photo have been converted to apartments and antique stores
in the Canal Place development. The bridge in the middle
crosses over to a pillar of land between the river and the
canal.
MVO: These buildings hang over the side of the pillar of land
and were for sale.
MVO: A dock is provided on the canal for access to the
shops and restaurant in Canal Place.
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Bob: Our destination the next day was Rome, 35 miles and 3
locks away.
Bob: It was foggy and overcast when we left. Here, we are
passing the restored terminal building at Herkimer, 4 miles
west of Lock 18. The signs on the building say "Waterfront
Grill" and "Canal Cruises."
Bob: The docks at Illion Marina can be seen under the bridge

07b06

Bob: A busy railway bridge is directly in front of Lock 19.
There are warnings not to pass under the bridge until the
lock is open, as there is no room to maneuver.
Bob: As we left Lock 19, we passed a number of canal
maintenance boats.
Bob: This is a canal dredge…

07b07

Bob: …and here is a utility boat
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Bob: This restaurant and city dock is at Utica, just east of
bridge E-44.
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Bob: Note the white danger buoys carefully. They are a sign
to stay clear, as they mark a spillway that drops several feet
from the dug canal to the Mohawk River just after Lock 20.
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Bob: There is a long dock at Rome that was built in 1999 but
is already falling apart. All the space with power is in rough
shape. We tied up at the small floating dock, and it was the
first time since Oxford that we had to use the generator.
Rome has been hammered economically with both the loss
of industry and the 1995 closure of Griffiss Air Force Base.
th.
This photo was taken at dawn on the 25
Bob: Walking into Rome, we found a bright spot: the Savoy
Restaurant. It has been in the same Italian family since 1908.
Mavis had fish and I had steak tenderloin with Italian sauce.
It was all very good and not expensive. The owner of the
Savoy drove us back to the boat.
Bob: From Rome to Sylvan Beach on Lake Oneida is just 15
miles with 2 locks. Since Waterford, we had been rising with
each lock. From here to Lake Ontario, it will all be
descending.
MVO: The route is very straight and is in a dug canal.
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MVO: In late September, the leaves were starting to turn red
and yellow.
Bob: Lock 22 was waiting for us.
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Bob: A pair of canal tugs below Lock 22 looked like toys.

07b17

MVO: At Sylvan Beach, the canal joins Fish Creek.
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Bob: Sylvan Beach boasts more than 4 miles of sandy beach
and is a very popular summer town. On a late September
Saturday, however, just about everything was closed except
a small supermarket.
Bob: We tied up at the free town dock and walked around the
town.
Bob: The Sylvan Beach Union Chapel is designed with
panels around 3 sides that open up on hot summer days to
let air flow through.
Bob: This is the ugliest chair I have ever seen. It is no
wonder that even though it was free there were no takers.
Bob: Quaint cottages are available for rent.
Bob: When we returned to the boat, NOAA had issued a
warning of severe thunderstorms in 30 minutes and several
boats were scrambling to get off the open lake.
Bob: The owner of the 48-foot 1958 wood Chris Craft in front
of us lit his BBQ on the dock just before the rainstorm
started. Then, when the rain came down, he took the BBQ
onto his aft deck, poured more lighter fluid on it, and lit it
again. It's a wonder he didn't burn his boat up.

07c08

Bob: It remained windy that night as the sun set.

07c09

Bob: Our plan was to store the boat at Brewerton for the
winter. We had plane tickets out of Syracuse on the
th
th
afternoon of the 28 . On the 26 , the weather was good for
crossing Lake Oneida, so we headed out. It would be better
to have an extra day at Brewerton rather than to risk missing
the plane because of more bad weather.
Bob: It could not have been a better day for cruising the 20
miles across the lake.
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MVO: This photo looks back at Sylvan Beach.
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MVO: There are low mountains surrounding the lake…
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MVO: …and a few small islands at the west end.
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MVO: This home can be seen at the entrance of the Oneida
River, just after one passes under Interstate 81. It might be a
hotel, but there were no identifying signs.
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MVO: The Buoys Restaurant in Brewerton is between Route
11 and a railway bridge.
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MVO: Within another mile, you will find Winter Harbor Marina
on the north side of the Oneida River. It is a good sign when
the owner’s home is on the marina property.
Bob: We chose Winter Harbor because it offers heated
winter storage in these huge aircraft-hangar-sized buildings.
The owner, Tom Pirro, used to take his sport fisherman to
Detroit for heated storage. When he tired of making the
annual trip, he built the first building. It soon filled up,
necessitating a second building.
Bob: Customers would ask Tom if they could have work
done during the winter while the boats were laid up. Tom
soon brought in Jim Stewart, who had a lot of experience
working on boats. Our 36-foot Grand Banks will be dwarfed
amid the other boats like the boat in the left corner.
Bob: Jim took us around and showed us some of their
projects, including this bow thruster installation. He also
described the paint booth they were expecting. I was
convinced they could do it right and asked him to go ahead
with putting in a bow thruster and painting the Katy Leigh.
Bob: The next morning, we found ourselves with a free day
so we rented a car and drove to Syracuse. ,
Bob: Syracuse appears quite prosperous, unlike many of the
smaller upstate New York towns. The Carousel Center Mall
was named after this restored carousel and opened in 1990
Bob: The 42 horses on the carousel were carved by the
Philadelphia Toboggan Company in 1909.
Bob: The power utility is headquartered in this 1932 ornate
art deco building in the downtown area. Dinner that night was
at DGs on route 11 near Brewerton. The portions are huge
and the food is really good.
Bob: We packed up. It was so easy to leave the water on
and the thru-hulls open, and not to have to fill the fuel tank.
At 11:00 AM, the Katy Leigh was hauled out. The bottom and
prop were in perfect condition. We drove the car 11 miles to
the airport and flew to Nashville. It would be 7 months before
our return.
th
Bob: On May 12 , we flew back to Syracuse, picked up a car
at Enterprise, and drove to Winter Harbor. The Katy Leigh
was in the water and almost ready to go. The new Awlgrip
paint was gorgeous: it never needs waxing and makes the
boat much easier to wash. We slept aboard that night.
Bob: The next day, we toured the facility. The yard was busy.
The vents for the new paint booth are on the right-hand
building. Jim Stewart came round and taught us how to use
the new bow thruster. The new bimini top from the canvas
shop needed some adjustments, and these were promptly
made during the day.
Bob: The paint booth can handle an 80-foot yacht. The Katy
Leigh was the first boat to go through. The entire end of the
booth is made up of air filters to keep out dust.
Bob: A large yacht was in the new paint booth. The yard also
has found work painting transport trucks in the booth, which
is the largest in the area.
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Bob: The yard was able to employ 10 people throughout the
winter and is now probably the largest industry in Brewerton.

07d06

Bob: On May 14, all the work was complete. We had stocked
up and fueled up and were ready to head for Oswego, 32
miles and 9 locks away.
MVO: It was a dull rainy day. Lock 23 is just before the
Oswego River.
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MVO: The canal headquarters are in a new building at the
entrance to the Oswego River.
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MVO: This unusual bascule bridge is at Lock 1 in the town of
Phoenix on the Oswego.
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MVO: This structure allows water to flow from the river into
the canal. It is not shown on the charts.
MVO: This interesting house is on the east bank just above
Fulton.
MVO: This is not a good place to tie up.
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MVO: A large hydro power station and abandoned building
are below Lock 2.
Bob: We stopped in Fulton and went looking for a hardware
store. The plastic check valve on the aft head had cracked
during the winter and was leaking water into the bilge. We
didn’t find the parts we needed, but we did have a nice lunch
at the Lock III restaurant in the Bridie Manor overlooking the
river.
Bob: By 2:00 PM, the weather had cleared, and we got to
Oswego. The canal is elevated above the river between Lock
7 and 8.
Bob: There is a nice view of the downtown area from the
canal.
Bob: The canal provides a good place to sail radio-controlled
models.
Bob: We tied up at the very sheltered Oswego Marina across
the river from the downtown. A taxi took us to a new Lowe’s
home improvement store where I got all the plumbing parts
needed to fix the leaky check valve. Dinner was aboard.
Bob: Our next destination was Clayton, New York. We
wanted to see the St. Lawrence River and to visit with friends
in Brockville, Ontario, where we'd lived for 15 years during
the 60s and 70s. Most Loopers will cross to Kingston or
Trenton, Ontario, instead, taking a different course.
Bob: The Oswego harbor was busy early in the season. .As
we pulled away from the dock at Oswego Marina, the new
bow thruster made a loud grinding sound and failed to move
the boat. I was able to recover without it and got out of the
harbor without incident, but I was upset with this failure.
Bob: A Niagara Mohawk power station is at the base of the
long breakwater protecting the harbor.
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Bob: A typical Great Lakes lighthouse marks the end of the
breakwater.
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Bob: We were now on the open lake with a southwest wind
on our port quarter. I set the autopilot to 6 degrees true for
the 29-mile cruise to the western end of Galloo Island. Soon
we would be out of sight of land. The water was a chilly 30
degrees.
Bob: After Galloo Island, it is another 18 miles to Cape
Vincent.
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Bob: It is always a thrill to cruise out of sight of land and then
find your destination -- Galloo Island, in this case.
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Bob: Shortly after Galloo, I noticed something that looked like
a white grain elevator on the horizon, but there was nothing
on the chart. As we closed in on the object, I continually
checked the radar and could see the mainland where it was
supposed to be -- but what was the large blob that wasn't
moving, 1.25 mile ahead?
Bob: It turned out to be a large freighter at anchor. The white
grain elevator was the pilot house.
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Bob: It was hazy as we passed into the St. Lawrence River
at Cape Vincent.
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Bob: Carleton Island was a base and shipyard for the British
during the Revolutionary War of 1776 to 1783. Loyalist
refugees passed through here on their way to settle in
Canada.
Bob: Clayton was just ahead when we sighted our first
freighter on the St Lawrence.
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Bob: We tied up on the town dock at 2:15 PM. The power
and water were still off for the winter, so we used the
generator. I called Winter Harbor about the bow thruster, and
it was agreed that they would order all the possible parts that
might have failed. When the parts arrived in a day or two,
Jim would drive up to Clayton to fix the thruster.
MVO: This brand new fireboat serves the many cottagers on
the Thousand Islands.
MVO: The main street in Clayton runs along the river and is
only a few blocks from the town dock.
MVO: Many people never tire of watching the lakers and
oceangoing freighters go by close to land. You can purchase
directories that identify each ship and its owner. Calumet
Island was the site for Charles G. Emery’s summer castle.
His castle home burned in the 1950s, but the water tower is
still in use.
MVO: This Victorian home is now offices for professional
services firms.
MVO: There are a number of limestone homes in Clayton.
MVO: The McKinley House is now a bed & breakfast.
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Bob: Our favorite restaurant in Clayton was the Harbor Inn. It
is just a block from the docks.
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Bob: The food is really good. We ate fresh-caught bullheads,
which Mavis had not eaten since her grandmother used to fry
them in the 60s.
Bob: We had breakfast here every day. There is wifi and a
USA Today box. The atmosphere is real St. Lawrence River
with large mounted muskies on the walls.
Bob: On the way back to the Katy Leigh, we walked past the
Antique Boat Museum, which occupies buildings on both
sides of the street.
MVO: The Antique Boat Museum occupies several large
buildings in Clayton.
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MVO: There are beautifully restored boats dating back to the
th
early part of the 20 century.
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MVO: La Duchesse is an elegant houseboat that was used
as a summer home for many years.
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MVO: At 48 feet, this wood launch is the largest of its type
ever built. It is powered by twin Packard 12-cylinder aircraft
engines and consumes 150 gallons of gasoline per hour.
MVO: It is named Pardon Me, and rides are available on it at
$200 per person. The heyday of the Thousand Islands was
before the First World War, when huge hotels and mansions
were built for wealthy New Yorkers as summer getaways.
When the First World War came along, and then the
Depression, people just walked away from their summer
homes. Many buildings were destroyed in fires.
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Bob: A large collection of historic wood launches, racers, and
even an airplane are located in this building. I spent a great
deal of time in the museum, as we had lots of time to kill
while waiting for the bow thruster to be fixed. I was so
impressed that we took out a membership; we hope to attend
the Museum's Boat Show and Auction, annually held during
the first week of August.
Bob: After a day at the museum, we returned to the boat,…
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Bob: …had dinner, and waited for the sunset.
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No audio
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Bob: Jim Stewart showed up on the 17 , and had the bow
thruster fixed in an hour. The set screws holding the motor to
the shaft had slipped. A little loctite and it was fixed.
Bob: We spent the rest of the day in Clayton and watched
another fine sunset.
Bob: We left Clayton around 10:00 AM for Brockville, We
planned to clear Canadian Customs at Rockport, Ontario.
MVO: The town of Thousand Islands Park on Wellesley
th
Island was built at the end of the 19 century as a religious
summer retreat for middle class Americans.
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MVO:The weather was cool and cloudy.
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MVO: Just past the Interstate 81 Thousand Islands Bridge,
there are many large cottages on Wellesley Island.
No audio
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No audio
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MVO: Boldt Castle is the most famous building on the
Islands. The Castle’s boathouse behind the tour boat could
hold a sailboat with a 64-foot high mast.
MVO: Alster Tower, a miniature castle, was lived in for 4
years by the Boldts. It had been intended as a children’s
playhouse.
MVO: The Castle has been preserved and is a major tourist
attraction. A replica of a 120-room Rhineland Castle,
construction was halted in 1904 when George C. Boldt’s wife
died. Boldt was the owner of the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in
New York.
MVO: This view looks east on the river at the Castle. The
lighthouse is on Sunken Rock Island
MVO: When you cross over to the Canadian side, you will
pass Zavicon Island. It boasts of having the shortest
international bridge but it is actually all in Canada.
Bob: We tied up to the Rockport customs dock and used
their phone to clear customs. I was asked a number of
questions about who was aboard and whether we had liquor
or guns. I was then given a long number to write down. Later,
when we were at Kingston, customs officials came over and
asked us for that number. In Little Current, the Katy Leigh
was searched by two more customs officials. In short, don’t
set foot in Canada without getting that number, and keep in
mind that you may be searched weeks later.
Bob: We waited at the dock for half an hour while our friend
Lou from Brockville drove down to be able to ride back with
us to his home.
MVO: Andress Boat Works has been at this location for
many years.
MVO: Heritage Boat Tours operates these classic wooden
tour boats.
Mavis: Rockport is a very small but charming town that we
used to visit often on our boat when we lived in the area.
Mavis: I have always admired this pretty church.
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Mavis: This is my favorite lighthouse. It is a summer home
now, and had been boarded up for the winter. It is on Sister
Island in U. S. water.
Mavis: Here, we’re looking back at Sister Island.
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MVO: The second best-known castle on the river is Singer
Castle on Dark Island. It was built of granite in 1905 by
Frederick Bourne, president of the Singer Sewing Machine
Company. This is the only castle on the river that remains
fully furnished. It is now a B&B and available for tours.
Bob: There is docking on the island, but it is in American
waters. As we had cleared customs in Canada, we could not
stop.
Bob: The main shipping channel switches from the U. S. side
to the Canadian side at Crossover Island.
Bob: Our friends Lou and Marg have lived at Molly’s Gut
near Brockville since the 1960s. You may have noted the
burgee on the bow flagstaff has changed. We were now
flying the burgee of the Brockville Yacht Club; we have
belonged to the club since 1972.
Bob: Molly’s Gut is a very sheltered small bay and marsh just
off the main shipping channel. There is an island that
separates most of the bay from the river and a narrow
channel that leads to Lily Bay.
Bob: We tied up at Lou’s dock at around 2:00 PM.
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Bob: The next day, the weather was perfect, with no wind
ruffling Molly’s Gut. Lou loaned us a car and we headed for
town.

Molly’s Gut,
Brockville, May 20
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Bob: Our first stop was the Brockville Yacht Club. The club
bought this former tannery building in 1972. The members all
got together to refurbish the building. They also built the
harbor, using old barges to form a breakwater.
Bob: This photo was taken in July 1973 and shows our first
two boats. The 18-foot Starcraft Cuddy Cabin was first. Our
second boat was the 26-foot Fjord cabin cruiser was built in
Norway and imported to Canada in 1968. It is still at the Club
in good condition and owned by the man I sold it to in 1978.
From 1971 to 1977, we cruised the St. Lawrence River, Lake
Ontario, the Rideau Canal, and the Trent Severn Canal to
Georgian Bay.
MVO: The Brockville Yacht Club does not have space for
visiting boats, but there is an excellent sheltered harbor at
Blockhouse Island in the center of town.
MVO: This sculpture beside the Blockhouse Island docks
honors Con Darling. He dressed as a clown in every town
parade for many years
MVO: An Air Force Saber Jet sat on a pylon overlooking the
St. Lawrence. During a storm one year, a mount broke loose
and the jet became a wind vane.
MVO: A roadway surrounds Blockhouse Island and offers this
magnificent view of the river to the east. McNair Island and
the rock beside it mark the eastern end of the Thousand
Islands. The islands are inhabited only by hundreds of sea
gulls.
MVO: Brockville boasts a tunnel under the town that at one
time took trains a third of a mile from the harbor to the main
line
MVO: Press “pause” to read the marker.
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MVO: King Street is the main street in the downtown area, a
short distance from the harbor.
MVO: Richie’s is a tobacco shop, newsstand, and billiard
parlor that has changed little since 1870.
MVO: This painting promotes a scuba business located in the
parking area south of King Street. The 200-foot Lilly Parsons
lies upside down where it sank after hitting a shoal in the
Brockville narrows in 1870. Underwater visibility is very good
now, thanks to the zebra mussels that filter the water. The
wreck lies in water 40 to 70 feet down at Sparrow Island in the
main channel.
Bob: Mavis and I were married in 1963. This was our first
house.
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Bob: Our neighbor’s house a couple of blocks away was
much more impressive.
MVO: George T. Fulford built his mansion in 1900 with money
he had made selling Lydia Pinkum’s Pink Pills for Pale
People.
MVO: A number of marble sculptures adorn the lawns.
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MVO: Fulford Place is now a museum and open for tours.
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MVO: Press “pause” to read about Senator Fulford.
Bob: We returned to Molly’s Gut and walked a quarter of a
mile over to visit another boating friend. His home has an
incredible view looking east over the Brockville Narrows.
Sparrow Island, where the Lilly Parsons sank, is directly
above the white post.
Bob: The ships pass close to De Rottenburg and Battersby
Islands. This ship is registered in Rotterdam.
Bob: The plan for the 21st was to cruise the 50 miles via the
Canadian small-boat channel to Kingston.
Bob: It was a perfect day, and the clear water sparkled as we
left Molly’s Gut.
Bob: We were joined on the cruise by our old friend Herb
Sheridan and his two daughters Maureen and Katherine.
Maureen, seen here in the center photo, is a well-known
Canadian artist. Her paintings hang in the Toronto city hall
and in former Prime Minister Chrétien’s Ottawa law office.
MVO: Chimney Island was named for the chimney that still
stands there. The grassy ground in front of the newer cottage
is an earthwork left over from the War of 1812.
MVO: Near Rockport, new mansions are being built beside
the river.
MVO: Tour boats are an ever-present sight on the river. This
one is passing under the Canadian span of the Thousand
Islands Bridge. The design of this bridge was modified after
its twin, the Tacoma Narrows bridge in Washington State,
collapsed in high winds.
MVO: Another large mansion west of Rockport.
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Bob: As we neared Kingston, the sky clouded over and we
got some rain.
Bob: Fort Henry on the mainland is visible in the center of the
photo, along with a Martello tower on Cedar Island. These
forts were built to guard Kingston Harbor from the Americans
during the War of 1812.
Bob: Fort Henry is open for tours and well worth a visit. It also
guards the entrance to the Rideau Canal, which most Great
Loopers will want to cruise.
Bob: Be sure to stay at Confederation Basin, the Kingston
City Harbor. It is right beside the downtown area. A Martello
tower is located in the harbor. When we reached this port, the
Sheridans returned to their homes.
That night, Mavis and I watched the movie Jaws on our DVD
player. It was almost 30 years to the day we first watched the
movie in the Kingston theater. It had been scary sleeping on
our boat that long-ago night.
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Bob: The next morning, I walked downtown and passed this
parking garage, which was decorated with paintings of local
historical scenes. I was looking for breakfast and a wi-fi outlet.
At Starbucks, one clerk said they had wi-fi but another said
they didn’t. It seems that, if you sat a certain table, you could
access wi-fi from a tenant on the floor above.
Later that day, we had a visit from my cousin and his family.
On Monday, we walked around the city.
MVO: Kingston is a city filled with historic homes built of
limestone.
MVO: Number 49 Earl Street dates back to 1834.
MVO: The tower on this home is decorated with gold and
looks out over Lake Ontario.
MVO: The Marine Museum of the Great Lakes is a short walk
from Confederation Basin.
Bob: The building on the left contains exhibits and the Gordon
C. Shaw Study Center. Dr. Shaw was a mentor of mine when
I studied engineering at Queen’s University in Kingston.
Gordon has a passion for marine history, so he endowed this
museum and another one at Gravenhurst. You will meet
Gordon and see the other museum in the section on
Bolsover.
MVO: The Alexander Henry is a retired Coast Guard ice
breaker. The ship is available for tours and offers overnight
accommodation as a B&B – that is, a "boat and breakfast."
MVO: The technology in the pilot house dates back to the late
1950s, when the vessel was built.
MVO: The view from the pilot house shows how the museum
is located beside an old dry dock. When the gates closed
behind a ship, a steam-driven pump would remove the water.
The pump house is the building with the chimney.
Mavis: Kingston is a city of churches. This is St. Mary’s
Catholic Cathedral.
Mavis: Like Bob, I also attended Queen’s University in
Kingston, and I used to admire the 1840s Gothic Revival
styled Elizabeth Cottage on my walks downtown. I took this
photo of Bob photographing the marker you'll see next.
No audio
Mavis: I am always interested in doorways. This one is in one
of the few brick buildings.
Mavis: This Tuscan-styled villa built in 1850 is now the
Rosemount Inn.
Mavis: St. George’s Anglican Cathedral has two handsome
domes.
No audio
Mavis: The city hall is a block from St. George’s. An open-air
market is located behind the city hall on the left but was
closed for construction. The harbor is behind the old train
station on the right.
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Bob: Our plan on the 24th was to reach Picton. Although we
had passed by it a half-dozen times before, we had never
gone into the harbor.
Bob: It was rainy and windy as we left Kingston and passed
th
by its 19 century penitentiary. The other popular harbor in
Kingston, Portsmouth Olympic Harbor, is on the west side of
the Pen.
Bob: Large numbers of cormorants were stripping the foliage
bare on one of the Brother Islands at the entrance to the
Adophus Reach.
Bob: Watch out for the busy ferry crossing at Glenora. The
ferries cross Adolphus Reach from Glenora to Adolphustown.
In 1872, the stone building next to the ferry dock was
constructed to house an iron foundry. During the First World
War, it switched from manufacturing water turbines to
munitions. Later, the property was used as a fish hatchery.
The facility is now the Glenora Fisheries Station, a Lake
Ontario research center.
Bob: We arrived at the Picton Municipal Dock at noon. Sandy
and Craig Carter operate this marina as well as the Frazer
Park Marina in Trenton. During the off-season, you'll need to
call ahead, so that Craig or Sandy has time to get to Picton
from Trenton to welcome you in.
Mavis: The harbor is well sheltered at the end of a long
narrow bay with high hills on all sides. This handsome brick
house is on the north side opposite the marina.
Mavis: We walked up the hill into a charming Ontario rural
town.
Mavis: This is the front of the house we saw from the marina.
The Katy Leigh is visible through the trees at the lower left
side
Mavis: We walked along the busy main street named the
Loyalist Parkway. The Regent Theatre is at the left.
Mavis: Giant Tiger is the Canadian equivalent of Dollar
General. I was struck by the tiger mural.
Mavis: Getting closer, I began to wonder if this was actually a
painting.
Mavis: Yes -- it is an amazing painting.
Mavis: When we saw the Merrill Inn, Bob went in and made a
dinner reservation. It is on Main Street East and an easy walk
from the marina.
Mavis: A transplanted American couple with experience
running luxury hotels purchased the inn two years ago. The
local wines were featured and were really good.
Mavis: Each dish was a masterpiece.
Bob: This was the finest meal we'd had on the Loop since
Emily’s in Beaufort, South Carolina.
Bob: It is 40 miles from Picton to Trenton. We left early, at
6:00 AM, hoping for light winds.
Bob: It was a gorgeous day as we entered the Long Reach.
As it was cool, we ran from the lower helm.
Bob: This area offers some of the best sailing in Ontario with
few shoals, good winds, and Long Reaches.
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Bob: Craig Carter was there to help us into the Frazer Park
Marina at Trenton.
Bob: The marina is at the bridge that marks the Gateway to
the Trent Severn Waterway.
Bob: There are shops, a theater, and supermarket close to
the marina. No town in Ontario is complete without at Tim
Horton’s donut shop. This photo was taken in the parking lot
of the one across the road from the marina.
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Bob: Another couple pulled in beside us in their 30-foot sedan
cruiser with not just one but two golden retrievers. They had
left their condo at Burnt Store near Ft. Myers a month before
and were on their way to their Michigan home for the summer.
They planned to cruise back in the fall to complete the Great
Loop. We had drinks together and went to the movie Monster
In Law at the theater.
Bob: The Military Air Base is across the river from the marina,
and this U. S. Air Force C-5 Galaxy transport practiced touchdowns all afternoon. Fortunately, it didn’t continue training at
night.
Bob: It is 32 miles and 12 locks from Trenton to Campbellford.
Since the locks don’t open until 9:00 AM in May, and the first
lock is less than 2 miles from the marina, there is no point
leaving too early. I had breakfast at Tim Horton’s.
Bob: When heading upstream or returning, the red markers
must be kept to the right. It is crucial not to make a mistake at
this point.
Bob: This is the approach to Lock 1.

Trenton, May 25

Bob: It is rare to get a picture of your boat in a lock, but at
Lock 1 we had to go to the office to purchase a one- way
transit pass. We lowered the mast for the trip as some bridges
have less than 22 feet clearance.
Bob: The grounds are beautifully kept at each lock, and with
the lockmasters communicating with each other, the next 11
locks were almost all open and waiting for us.
Bob: One of the canal maintenance boats passed by.

Bob: We were at Lock 6 at Frankford at 11:07 AM. The lock
was open. We had gone 7 miles and completed five locks in 2
hours. The big question was, could we make the remaining 23
miles and 7 locks by 4:00 PM? We had to be reach Lock 11
by 3:45 PM if we were get through, as it is a double lock.
Bob: The river widens in the Percy Reach.

Bob: At 2:12 PM, we were at Lock 8. Note the blue line on the
approach wall. On the Trent Canal, the lockmasters don’t use
VHF radio. You signal that you want to lock through by tying
up to the blue line. You can spend the night on the blue lines,
but only when the locks are closed.
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Bob: At 2:52, we were in Lock 9 beside the lockmasters
house…
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Bob: …and leaving the lock below Haques Reach. Just one
more lock and 3.3 miles to Lock 11. Could we make it by 3:45
was the question? Otherwise, we would have to spend the
night below Lock 11 and miss seeing Campbellford.
Bob: Luck was with us! This picture was taken at 3:39 PM,
within sight of Lock 11.
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Bob: This canal took us into Campbellford.
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Bob: We tied up beside the city park. We walked over the
bridge and took advantage of the coin laundry there.
Bob: This sculpture of the “toonie,” the Canadian two- dollar
coin, was in the city park. The designer of the coin came from
Campbellford.
Bob: While the laundry was being done, we walked around
town. Don’t miss Dooher’s Bakery…
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Bob: …and their homemade Canadian butter tarts.
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Bob: Walking back over the bridge, we noted a vacant lot on
the east side of the river.
Bob: I was able to compare my new photos with the one
pictured here, which I'd taken back in 1974 when approaching
the bridge. The tower remains, as does the building closest to
the bridge, but all the others are gone.
Bob: Mavis’s 10 power lens captured this closeup of the
tower.
Bob: We had dinner at Caper’s Restaurant, which is in a
restored house just a block north from the city docks on the
same side of the river.
Bob: The Stinking Rose Pub is beside Caper’s.
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Bob: On the 27 , our plan was to take it easy and cover 19
miles and 5 locks to Hastings. Trying to make the 57 miles
and 6 locks to lock 19 at Peterborough would have been
impossible in our boat, as the locks are only open for 7 hours.
Our 22 mph cruising boat in 1974 had done it easily, as
roughly 20 miles are not in speed zones.
Bob: Lock 13 has this unusual bridge -- it uses a pickup truck
to open and close. When the ground is wet, it is hard to get
traction.
Bob: Healey Falls has a flight lock. where two locks share a
common gate between the two locks. Note the cables that are
used to hold the boat in position: your line slides up the cable
as the boat rises. I am holding a second line on another cable
at the stern.
Bob: It was a surprise to find another boat coming down when
we rose to the level of the second lock.
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Bob: There is lots of room to tie up overnight at the top side of
the Healey Falls Locks.
Mavis: The lockmaster has this cute brick house.
Bob: The Trent River opens up above Healey Falls. This
photo may have been taken at buoy 337.
Bob: Hastings is at Lock 18. We tied up at the new town
marina on the south side of the river. It is important to be
careful docking because of the strong current. There are
pump outs at each slip. Here, the operator was not aware of
the tremendous suction and got a nasty spray thanks to a
slightly loose connection.
Bob: We walked across a bridge to get to the town. The dam
is beside the bridge.
Bob: You cross over this old mill pond on the bridge into town.
Bob: Hastings is a small but complete town with restaurants,
bank, and post office. There is a good ice cream shop at the
bridge. That night we dined on the Katy Leigh.
Bob: It is 38 miles to the first lock at Peterborough, so it made
sense to leave early on the 28th.
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Bob: Just around the first bend from the marina, it looked like
the river was closed.
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Bob: Moving closer, I could see that there was room to get
through.
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Bob: Rice Lake is large, and it was flat calm at 9:20 AM. The
course down the lake is straight, with red and white markers
every 2.3 miles.
Bob: About 2.5 miles past marker TRC, at the flashing red
light, we turned 90 degrees to the north and headed up the
winding Otonabee River. The river passes through the
wilderness of the Hiawatha Indian Reserve.
Bob: This resort, Rainbow Cottages, shows on my Garmin
Bluecharts as a Yacht Harbor. It would be okay for 15-foot
yachts.
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Bob: This good-looking estate is just past Steamboat Creek
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Bob: We arrived at the Peterborough town dock early in the
afternoon. The floating docks had just been installed a week
earlier and few boats were in the water.
Bob: Peterborough is a large and prosperous town with a very
long main street.
Bob: After our walk downtown, we returned to the dock. More
boats were coming in as it was Saturday. This is the smallest
runabout I have seen.
Bob: As is the custom at most docks, any new project draws a
crowd. The people were very friendly, and many remembered
the Great Loop Rendezvous that had been held here in 2004
th
to celebrate the 100 birthday of the lift lock.
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Bob: However, the project to erect a roof over a party barge
was not going well.
th
Bob: On the 29 , our objective was to get to Mount Julian on
Stoney Lake, where there is an old resort still in operation.
MVO: The Trent canal tug was tied up on the short stretch of
canal before Lock 21.
MVO: The Peterborough lift lock opened in 1904 and raises
boats 65 feet. There are two chambers mounted on 7.5 foot
hydraulic rams that go down into the ground and are
connected together via an underground pipe. The chambers
have gates that open to let the boats in and close to hold the
water in place. The upper chamber takes on an extra foot of
water. When the valve in the horizontal underground pipe is
opened, the upper chamber, being heavier, goes down and
raises the lower chamber.
MVO: This video clip shows water being spilled from the
upper chamber prior to lock operation. The operation is fast
enough for a large number of boats to transit in both
directions simultaneously.
MVO: Here is a look back at the town, with the chamber at 65
feet.

08c29

MVO: The inside gate was lowered and the Katy Leigh was
cleared to move ahead.

08c30

MVO: There is a park-like setting in the canal above the lock.

08c31

Bob: One of the lessons I had been taught long ago was that,
if you can see a duck’s feet in the water, stay away.
MVO: Trent University is bisected by the canal 4 miles above
the lift lock.

08c32

08c33

No audio.

08c34

08c35

Bob: There is a popular bike trail and road that runs beside
the canal from Lock 22 to Lakefield. The Miata Owners
Association was holding a rally.
Bob: This cycling couple had a platform for their dog.

08c36

Bob: The canal is quite narrow at Lakefield.

08c37

Bob: The winter ice had been very hard on this marina.

08c38

No audio.

08c39

Bob: The Lakefield town marina was closed for renovations.
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08c40

08c41

08c42

Bob: Stoney Lake provides training for what you might
encounter on Georgian Bay. The lake begins at mile 99 about
10 miles north of Lakefield. This map does not begin to show
all the islets and rocks.
Bob: We were now crossing over the Canadian Shield, which
is a vast area of igneous rock forming a semicircle from the
arctic down through the Thousand Islands and on up to
Quebec and Labrador.
Bob: St. Peter’s On The Rock Anglican Church was built in
1914 and still conducts services on Sundays. The church is
at buoy 181.

08c43

Bob: This area is known as Hell’s Gate for obvious reasons.

08c44

Bob: The safe channel is well marked and we went through
very slowly.

08c45

Bob: The main route heads west, but I wanted to see more of
Stoney Lake and we had made reservations at Viamede
Lodge at Mount Julian. The lodge is behind the bare rock
known as Elephant Rock.
Bob: The face dock was clear and we were soon tied up
safely.

08c46

08d01

Bob: A spring thunderstorm came up, but it was soon over
and did not create any waves.

08d02

Bob: I walked around the grounds. The resort owner, Don,
was outside tending to a flower bed. He told me he had done
part of the Great Loop and wants to complete the trip. His
large cruiser was still on the hard beside his house.
Bob: This balcony would be very pleasant on a hot summer
day.

08d03

08d04

08d05

08d06

08d07

08d08

08d09

Bob: Viamede is a popular location for weddings, and guests
stay in both the rooms and the cabins. The dining room can
accommodate receptions of up to 200 people.
Bob: Marriages are performed in the church.

Bob: Just past the church and the entrance sign, there is the
Inn at Mount Julian. We had a pleasant time talking with
another couple who had been married at the lodge and had
been coming back for years to celebrate. The gourmet food
was excellent.
Bob: Breakfast was served on the balcony, and by 9:00 AM
we were once again underway.
Bob: Our destination was Bobcaygeon, a town we had stayed
in and photographed on our last visit in 1974. This town is 28
miles and 4 locks from Mount Julian.
MVO: This Stoney Lake cottage is perched on a tiny rock with
no land.
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08d10

MVO: The next lock, at Burleigh Falls, will take you around a
series of rapids between Lovesick Lake and Stoney Lake.

08d11

Bob: As the lock was not open, the Katy Leigh tied up on the
blue line.

08d12

MVO: Leaving the lock, the route curves to the right in front of
the small cottage.

08d13

MVO: The route through Lovesick Lake is narrow and runs
between islands.

08d14

MVO: You will want to stay clear of the triangle marker and
pass the buoy to starboard…

08d15

MVO: …to avoid these rocks just under the surface.

08d16

MVO: Lock 31 is at Buckhorn.

08d17

MVO: After Buckhorn, it is relatively open water all the way to
Bobcaygeon.

08d18

MVO: This series of boathouses is below Lock 32 on the Big
Bob Channel. Gordon Yacht Harbor starts at the red roof.

08d19

Bob: We had decided to stay above at the lock where we had
tied up in 1974, at one of the ends of the wall.

08d20

Mavis: The town has changed a great deal from our last visit
in 1974. The wall across the canal surrounds a gated
community . . .
Mavis: …where this beautiful Victorian cottage had once
stood, back in 1974.
Mavis: I didn’t miss the thunderstorm that had rocked our boat
in 1974.
Bob: The main street has many shops, the most interesting
being the Bigley Shoe and Clothing stores. Their marketing
strategy is to stock high-end brand name products with an
enormous selection. I have never seen so many shoes in one
place. People come by the busload to buy shoes.
Mavis: While the main shopping area is south of the lock, the
river on the north side is interesting. A lilac bush was
blooming in front of the yellow house.
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08d25

08d27

Bob: We had dinner aboard and ran the generator for the first
time since Oswego. The lockmaster cautioned us that, during
the previous summer, some vandals had untied boats at night
and left them adrift. Thus, we needed to be on the lookout for
any strange activity and to tie up carefully.
Bob: It is 39 miles and 3 locks to Bolsover. In the event the
weather was bad before we crossed Lake Simcoe, this
destination looked like a safe place to stay.
Bob: The Fenelon River is built up on both sides.

08d28

Bob: The ice probably took out these boathouses.

08d29

Bob: Lock 34 was closed, so we had a few minutes to look
around.

08d30

Bob: We tied up on the blue line…

08d31

Bob: …and explored the park beside the lock wall. The shrub
sculptures spell out Fenelon Falls. The marker honors a
pioneer settler…
Bob: …John Langton. Press “pause” to read about him.

08d26

08d32

08d33

Bob: Fenelon Falls goes all out to welcome visitors with this
information center.

08d34

Bob: There is a small mall beside the canal.

08d35

Bob: Lilacs were blooming alongside the canal.

08d36

08d38

MVO: Cameron Lake is wide open and then just after lock 35
at Rosedale is the Balsam Lake Marina. You are now at the
summit of the waterway. The marinas tend to be for small
boats from here to Lake Simcoe.
MVO: After Balsam Lake, there is a 2.5 mile stretch of very
narrow canal.
MVO: The canal was dug out of solid rock.

08d39

MVO: Mitchell Lake is marshy…

08d40

MVO: …with a road down the middle.

08d41

MVO: There is another stretch of narrow canal ending at the
second lift lock at Kirkfield. It is now downhill.

08d37
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08d49
08d50

Bob: As we entered the lock chamber, I put the shifter into
reverse to stop the boat. The engine stalled and we kept
moving. This was my worst nightmare! I started the engine up
and tried it again with the same result: the transmission was
stuck in forward. Mavis and the lockmaster hastily wrapped
the lines around a support, successfully stopping the boat a
few feet before the gate and the 45 foot drop. The orange
safety pins on each side of the gate had been installed after
an accident years ago.
Bob: I decided that we might as well try for the marina at
Bolsover 7 miles away. Sunset Marina did not answer the
phone, but Ted at Port of Call Marina said he could
accommodate us.
Bob: Leaving the lock, I found that I could not go faster than 3
miles an hour or the engine would start to overheat. It was
going to take over 2 hours to reach a marina and we would be
wondering every moment if we would end up stranded.
Bob: The Canal Lake High Arch bridge was the first in Ontario
to be constructed out of reinforced concrete. Canal Lake itself
was full of weeds. If our prop got fouled, I wouldn’t be able to
reverse it to shake them off.
Bob: I called the lockmaster at Bolsover on the cell phone and
explained that I wouldn’t be able to stop at the first swing
bridge at Bolsover. He said it would be open when we got
there.
Bob: At last, we made it to Port of Call. With help, we tied up
without damage. Ted checked the transmission and said it
was seized up good. He would be able to take it out in the
morning.
Mavis: It was a strange evening. There was first a rainbow in
the east…
Mavis: … and then a beautiful sunset in the west.
Mavis: It was certain we would be here for a while, but for
how long, we didn’t know. We would have to change our
plans and meet up with our friends and relatives in Bolsover
instead of Orillia.
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09a01

Bob: The next day, to free up the space at the marina’s
fuel dock, I used the dinghy and anchor line to haul the
boat over to a nearby transient dock.

Port of Call Marina,
Bolsover, June 1

09a02

Bob: Ted came over soon, put two three-legged stands
beside the engine hatch, placed an old drive shaft on top
of the stands, and hung a chain hoist from the shaft. The
transmission was soon ready to remove.
Bob: Mavis helped get the heavy transmission onto a cart
while I took this photo. Ted drove the transmission 30
miles to the rebuilder in Orillia. He dropped me off at a car
rental.
Bob: Several days later, I visited the rebuilder and was
shown the extent of the damage.
Bob: Almost every gear was chewed up. The sudden
failure of a single tooth apparently caused all the damage.
The only new transmissions available would require
lowering the engine. This was beyond what Ted could do
at his location, so new parts would have to be obtained
and the unit rebuilt. It took a total of 11 days to get the
parts from the USA and put the unit back together.
Bob: We were befriended by many people in Bolsover.
Don, a local resident, took us in his 1974 Greavette
Mahogany inboard/outboard runabout back to the Kirkfield
lift lock. The boat had just been restored and was in
beautiful shape. It was fun to go 50 mph over the same
stretch that we had covered in the Katy Leigh at only 3
mph.
Bob: We walked around the lock and got a good look at
the operation.
Bob: I had not realized before that the canal passes over
the road.
Bob: This marker gives a brief history of the waterway

Port of Call Marina,
Bolsover, June 1

09a03

09a04
09a05

09a06

09a07
09a08
09a09
09a10

Bob: Lock’s Nest Restaurant is right beside the lock. Their
milkshakes and hamburgers were really good.

09a11

Bob: We had long planned to visit Gravenhurst on the
Muskoka Lakes with my college mentor Gordon Shaw. In
addition to his role as a benefactor of the Kingston Marine
Museum, Gordon is also president of the Muskoka Lakes
Navigation and Hotel Company. Founded in 1866, the
company now operates a museum, two restored
steamships, and a new recreational steamship. Gordon
picked us up at Bolivar and we drove 40 miles to the dock
at Gravenhurst.
Bob: The Wenonah II, a five-million-dollar replica, was
waiting for us on the right side of the dock. The RMS
Segwun on the left was having its boilers fired up for the

09a12

Port of Call Marina,
Bolsover, June 1

Port of Call Marina,
Bolsover, June 1-10
Port of Call Marina,
Bolsover, June 1-10
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09a13

09a14

09a15
09a16

summer season.
Bob: We boarded the Wenonah II and began the gourmet
lunch cruise. Gordon has been the driving force for many
years behind this attraction, raising the money to build it.
The whole area beside the docks is being developed, with
condominiums, a shopping area, and a larger museum in
the works. The project is the economic engine for this
small town.
Bob: The last time I was on Lake Muskoka was as a kid in
the 1950s on canoe trips. It is a beautiful clearwater lake.
Cottage land is now very expensive and several movie
stars have homes here now.
Bob: With Gordon as our host, we were treated like royalty
and welcomed by the captain.
Bob: The Sagamo Dining Room honors Gordon. He
donated the funds to build this room.

09a17

Bob: We were served a fine lunch with local wine in the
elegant dining room. That’s Gordon standing.

09a18

Bob: With two dining rooms, the Wenonah II can
accommodate up to 200 people.

09a19

Bob: Stained glass window scenes of the lakes hide an airconditioning unit on the forward deck.

09a20

Bob: Returning to the dock, we passed the Wanda III being
prepared for summer cruises. The Wanda III was a private
steam launch used to ferry the Eaton family (of Canadian
department store fame) to their cottage on the lake. Built in
1915, it is capable of cruising at 24 mph.
Bob: Back in port, we toured the RMS Segwun, which had
been built in 1887. As the Muskoka Lakes are landlocked, ships were assembled on the dock in Gravenhurst.
The RMS stands for "Royal Mail Ship": the boat carried
mail to the resorts and cottages on the lake, as well as
transporting passengers and freight.
Bob: Many trawler owners would die for a pilot house like
this one.
Bob: The wheel is inset into the floor to avoid blocking the
helmsman’s view ahead.
Bob: The engine room is located midship and visible from
the lower deck.
Bob: The ceilings in the aft lounge are beautifully finished.

09a21

09a22
09a23
09a24
09a25
09a26

09a27

Bob: One of the highlights of our 12-day stay in Bolsover
was having breakfast and lunch at Twig’s Family
Restaurant. It is located right beside the marina.
Bob: My sister and a friend visited us that day, and we
went to Twig’s for lunch. Everyone had egg salad
sandwiches, which were really good. The owner, Dave,
said that the secret was the use of fresh eggs. He then
went on to tell us all about how he grows the chickens. He
told a story about his pet chicken Eileen (“I-lean”), who had
only one leg. As shown in this photo, Dave acted out much
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09a31

of the story.
Bob: On June 4th, Loopers Sue and Gordy limped into the
marina on their 45-foot Defever, Loon-A-Sea, which had hit
an underwater obstruction. The next morning, we all went
to breakfast and ordered Dave’s gigantic pancakes. The
enormous size of the pancakes was a marketing strategy:
Dave expected people to talk about them and drive more
traffic to his restaurant. He was right: there were people
coming in from Toronto just to see his pancakes.
Bob: Sue and Gordy decided to head for Orillia slowly and
arrange for a diver to come and assess the damage to
Loon-A-Sea. The Bolsover swing bridge beside the marina
had opened by then.
Bob: I followed Loon-A-Sea by walking along the road to
the lock. There is a small lake on the Talbot River between
the swing bridge and lock. I watched the lock operation.
No audio.

09a32

No audio.

09a33

Bob: Gordy controlled the stern line

09a34

Bob: "Goodbye, Gordy. . . . Don’t lose your arm!"

09a35

No audio.

09a36

No audio.

09a37

No audio.

09a38

Bob: We drove the rental car to Orillia, and met Sue and
Gordy on the city dock. It turned out there were only weeds
on the prop, and the vibration had cleared up once they
were underway. The diver was not needed. We had dinner
at a pizza place.
Bob: One of the interesting boats at the Port of Call Marina
was this home-built 16-foot outboard cruiser. I met the
owner, Al, at Twigs.
Bob: Al took 14 years to build his cruiser, using plans in a
1958 Mechanics Illustrated magazine. A friend handcarved the wooden steering wheel. When the friend died a
couple of years ago, the wheel was at the funeral, and it
now has a memorial plaque on it. The boat has a galley
with fridge and running water as well as a head. The
starboard berth had to be kind of short to make room for
the sink, but it fit Al’s wife, so it was not a problem.
Bob: Al left for an overnight cruise up the canal.

09a28

09a29

09a30

09a39

09a40

09a41
09a42

th

Bob: On June 11 , I left the marina at 7:15 AM to drop the
car off at Budget in Orillia. Ted picked me up at 8:00 and
drove us to the marina at Bolsover. We had breakfast at
Twigs, and by noon Ted had reinstalled the transmission.
As he put it, “It will go or blow.”
I started up the engine and it worked. What a relief! We got
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09b01
09b02

09b03

09b04

a pump-out, put the dingy back on the deck, and left for
Orillia at 2:00.
Bob: We cleared the swing bridge and approached the
Bolsover Lock. Lock 37 is the first of five on the Talbot
River before Lake Simcoe.
Bob: The canal passes through farmland.
Bob: I kept looking for this Buckminster Fuller geodesic
dome house, which I had photographed in 1974, but it was
gone.
Bob: We cleared Lock 41 at 4:00 PM. Close to Lake
Simcoe, the canal has overhanging trees on both sides.
The bridge is just before the Simcoe breakwater.
Bob: In the event of a storm, there is a marina that smaller
cruisers can use to wait it out.
Bob: There are also cleats on the walls in the area behind
the breakwater.
Bob: It was very hazy on Lake Simcoe, but there was no
wind. We ran the boat from the fly bridge.
Bob: This was the view as we approached the narrows at
Atherly.
Bob: We had no problems getting a slip at the town-run
Port of Orillia marina.
Mavis: The marina is close to downtown. You won't want to
miss the Mariposa Market.
Mavis: The bakery is out of this world, and they will make
sandwiches that you can eat on the premises.
Mavis: When we returned to the boat, Ted and his wife,
Ethel, showed up with a bottle of wine to celebrate the
successful repair.
Bob: It is an easy run north on Lake Couchiching where
the waterway joins the Severn River.
MVO: This railway swing bridge is about a mile down the
river from Lake Couchiching. It is on the main Canadian
National line between the west coast and Toronto and is
thus very busy. You may have to wait for it to open.
MVO: Green buoy number 193 is on the Severn River just
before Morrison Landing. This is not an area to be cruised
at night.
MVO: The highest lift of any lock on the Trent Severn is at
Swift Rapids.

09b05

MVO: Built in 1917, the control tower enables the lock
operators to see in both directions and down into the lock.

09b06

MVO: Cliff swallows also seem to like the view from the
control tower: some of them have built their homes here.

09b07

MVO: It's over 50 feet down to the water…

09b08

MVO: …and it’s a long way up as well.

09b09

No audio.
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09b10

Bob: When we left the lock, we could see how massive the
lock and power dam are.

09b11

MVO: The Waubic Restaurant is just before Flat Rock
Point.

09b12

MVO: Located at mile 228, Severn Falls has a general
store, licensed dining, and a long public dock.
MVO: This floating cottage is in Severn Falls.
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09b28

Bob: We wanted to make the transit at the marine railway
at Big Chute before the end of the day, so we would be
ready to reach Penetanguishine in the morning. We tied
up on the blue line at the floating dock. As the railway car
submerged, we got the word to proceed.
Bob: We floated onto the car, and straps were raised to
hold the boat in place. The car rose out of the water and
then dropped down 57 feet to the water below.
Mavis: The view is spectacular but scary: it doesn't look
possible to keep the boat from sliding off the car as it goes
down the steep hill…
Mavis: …but we survived the drop. We tied up to the
overnight dock at the bottom, and then walked back up the
hill to see how the marine railway works.
Mavis: The car is pulled along by the cables in the center.
There is an outer set of wheels on the downhill side and an
inner set on the uphill side. The tracks are designed so
that the car remains level at all times.
Mavis: From the road, the car looks like a monster. Not
something you would want to run into at night.
Mavis: The new railway was built in 1977. The old railway
is kept in operable shape as backup in case of problems
with the new railway
Mavis: Here is Bob riding up the old railway in 1974. I was
sure our boat was going to slip off the steep slope.
Mavis: On our first trip, back in 1972, our son Graham
caught his first big fish, a bowfin, as we waited on the dock
for the rail car.
Mavis: Guidebooks often feature photos of the Big Chute
whitewater rapids. This is what we saw on the walk down.
No audio.
Mavis: The blue line at the bottom of the railway is on a
long concrete dock.
Bob: We stayed on the overnight dock on the far side
where the old railway terminates. It is important to stay
away from the strong current flowing between the rocks.
The power station beside the dock is rather noisy. In
hindsight, I wish we had gone another two miles to Severn
Lodge to spend the night.
th
Bob: June 13 was our last day on the Trent Severn
Waterway. We headed for Beacon Bay Marina at
Penetanguishene.
Bob: Passing Dog Point, I wondered which came first, the
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Bob: The last lock is number 45 at Port Severn. There was
a strong current as we left the lock.
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Bob: The channel is very well marked under the Highway
400 bridges. Of course, that many buoys also means there
is a lot of danger on the outside of the buoys.
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Bob: It was raining off and on as we headed out to
Georgian bay and its many rocky shoals.
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Bob: Although there are rocks everywhere, the channel is
well marked. The best thing to do is to take it easy: this is
not a good place to get the carbon out of your engines.
Bob: Beacon Bay Marina is at Penetanguishene. The town
name can be shortened to Penetang. The marina is at the
end of a long bay, and it is owned by fellow Loopers Karen
and Bob. They had finished the Loop one month earlier.
Bob: In the morning, while Mavis went to town to do
laundry, I walked about the marina grounds and admired
the Lady Alexander, a 48 foot Ocean Alexander. I spent
several hours with Dennis, owner of the Christine Marie.
He was having new artificial teak decks installed, and
needed to hang around to check on the job as it
progressed. Dennis planned to start the Loop in 2006 and
had many questions for me. He also offered many
suggestions regarding the route we should take through
Georgian Bay and the North Channel of Lake Huron.
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Bob: At this point, the Katy Leigh was having a little smoke
at times, so I made arrangements at the marina for a
diesel mechanic to check our injectors the next day. We
had put over 1,500 hours on the engine since the injectors
were last checked. In the afternoon, we launched the
dinghy and motored over to the town dock, toured the local
museum, and had milkshakes at the World Famous Dock
Lunch. I suspect the signs said it had been "world famous"
since the day it opened back in 1957. In any event, the
milkshakes were very good. We got back before the
thunderstorm rolled in, and had dinner in town with Karen
and Bob at a really good Greek Restaurant, the Olympia
Gardens Mediterranean Grill.

Beacon Bay Marina,
Penetang, June 14
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Bob: The diesel mechanic, Ron, arrived on schedule the
next morning. He removed each injector and then drove to
Barrie to have them checked or rebuilt. It was interesting to
see the innards of our engine for the first time. I went to the
lunch meeting of the Midland Rotary Club. In talking with
one of the members, we discovered that his mother had
been a great friend of my mother. We were invited to visit
his cottage the next day.
Bob: That afternoon brought a thunderstorm with high
winds and torrents of rain. Just when it was over, I heard

Beacon Bay Marina,
Penetang, June 15
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Beacon Bay Marina,
Penetang, June 15
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this plane landing and taxiing to the dock. The pilot and his
young son had been up in Hudson’s Bay fishing and were
returning to Toronto when the ceiling kept lowering. They
decided to land on the bay and spend the night at the
marina rather than pushing on to airport in bad weather.
th
Bob: On June 16 ,we set out for Henry’s Fish camp on
Frying Pan Island.
Mavis: Our first stop was the Cognashene cottage of the
Rotarian Bob had met in Midland.
Mavis: The cottage was beautiful, with a classic Georgian
Bay interior. Most cottages like this one are handed down
from generation to generation. They are occupied only
from May to September, as they are accessible only by
water.
Mavis: We were served a sumptuous lunch in the newest
addition to the building, the dining room.
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Mavis: The weather was overcast, with occasional rain.
We left Cognashene just before 2 PM.
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Bob: We passed Red Rock Light at Bushby Point.
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Bob: Just north of the entrance to Go Home Bay, there is
small range on Kerr Island.
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Bob: On sunny days, the rocks, trees, and water are more
beautiful. This photo was taken in this area in 1972 during
a visit on our 18-foot Starcraft cuddy cabin cruiser.
Bob: We were attracted by the multicolor trim and doors on
this cottage, which we saw most likely on or near the
Moose Point Indian Reserve.
Bob: There is an open stretch of water 2 miles south of
Frying Pan Island. Double Island is in the center of this
stretch. In a west wind, it could be very rough in this area,
as the fetch could be as much as 150 miles or more.
Bob: We docked at Henry’s Fish Camp at 5:00 PM. We
were the only boat there that night, but the docks can hold
up to 50 boats and seaplanes. In July and August, they will
be jammed with visitors.
Bob: A large flock of Canada geese flew over around
dinnertime, heading north in v-formation. At 45 degrees
latitude, we were halfway to the North Pole. As we neared
June 21st, the days had become quite long, with night
coming around 10 PM.
Bob: The restaurant is beside the deck. As a result of the
longer days, we started eating later. We were first in the
dining room, but several local cottagers from Indianapolis
soon joined us and we learned a little about the history of
the area. We had a superb fish and chips dinner.
Bob: The following day, our plan was to get to the Franklin
Island Provincial Park, covering just 22 miles of winding
channels around the rocks.
Bob: It was another cloudy, unsettled day. According to the
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cottagers at Henry’s Fish Camp, this cottage on Wild
Goose Island had been built as a hotel.
MVO: Red Cs22 is at Duke Island in the Clarence
Channel. Note that red is on the right at this point as this is
a small craft channel marker.
MVO: The buoys change sides at the entrance to Parry
Sound. P27 is at the Spruce Island shoal. The tower has
been abandoned by the Coast Guard and is now occupied
by ospreys.
MVO: These islands are called the Pancakes. This is
another open water area that could be rough in a west
wind.
MVO: The Snug Island light is visible to the left of center.
MVO: This light is one part of a series of ranges from the
open water of Georgian Bay to the small craft channel.
Bob: Here, we dropped the anchor for the first time since
Melbourne, Florida.
Bob: The dock that appears on some charts looks like this.
Bob: Wild irises were blooming on the island.
Bob: While there is some sand on the shore, it is mostly
rock.
Bob: This view faces west to the mainland. The channel in
to the cove is well marked.
Bob: Just one other boat was in the cove. . .
Bob: …until these college kayakers arrived.
Bob: The sun finally went down after 9:30 PM.
Bob: Thanks to the transmission repair, we were behind
schedule, and we figured we had wound around enough
rocks. It was time to head into the open, and to go see the
Bustard Islands at the northeast corner of Georgian Bay.
Bob: The sun was out for the first time since Bolsover. This
summer home is in the Shawanaga area.
Bob: There is an easy-to-navigate channel to the open
water of Georgian Bay at Pointe Au Baril, or Barrel Point.
The lighthouse there is visible in the photo.
Bob: At the light, it was so quiet, but we could talk to the
lighthouse keepers, who were outside gardening. One was
dressed in white, the other red. The lighthouse is now a
museum open to visitors, and there is a dock just out of the
picture on the right side.
th
Bob: In the mid-17 century, the aids to navigation in the
area were merely piles of stones. The situation was
improved when someone devised a way to set a lantern on
top of a barrel on a pole. The sign reads, “Site of the
original barrel denoting safe passage through turbulent
waters.” The barrel is right beside the lighthouse.
Bob: This cottage is a half-mile past the lighthouse on
Minnie Rock, and it is constantly exposed to the wind and
storms that cross the lake. It reminded Mavis and me of
being terrified by the thunderstorms we endured years ago
at Go Home Bay. However, the beauties of the water,
rocks, windblown pines, and wilderness more than make
up for the occasional storm.
Bob: The Bustard Islands are at the end of the yellow
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track, but they do not show at this scale.
Bob: The wind was light on the open water and we had a
smooth crossing. Our course took us 2-3 miles away from
the shallow areas. I was amazed to find that cell phone
service worked perfectly out here. In this photo, there is a
barely visible range of mountains along the horizon. At
first, I thought these were the Bustard Islands, 10 miles
away, but they turned out to be the La Cloche Mountains,
which were 40 miles away.
Bob: There are many shoals south and east of the Bustard
Islands. I plotted a safe route through the shoals, starting
at buoy DK on the chart plotter. We arrived on the buoyed
channel between D62 and D64 without a problem. We
entered the Bustards through the channel between
Strawberry Island and Northeast Island.
Bob: The 1980 Canadian Coast Guard navaids tender
Cove Isle was tied up to Northeast Island. There is a small
cottage on one of the rocks, but otherwise we had the rest
of the channel to ourselves. We dropped the hook and
launched the dinghy to explore this remote place. I’ll let
some music accompany the photos I took that evening and
the next morning.
Music behind.
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Music behind.
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Bob: Our next destination was Killarney, via Collins Inlet.
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Bob: The Cove Isle left a little before us and headed up to
the French River. The La Cloche Mountains are visible in
the photo. Consisting of quartz, they appear in places as if
they were snow-covered. The weather was glorious.
Bob: Just west of the Bustard Islands are the Bustard
Rocks. They are marked with three white towers. The
center tower is lighted.
Bob: At these latitudes, the sun is lower in the sky, the
skies are a deeper blue, and the water really sparkles.
Bob: At buoy D82, it was time to turn a few degrees to
starboard and head 293º true for Beaverstone Bay and
Collins Inlet. We were now in the North Channel. There is
a 500 foot long shallow spot at the entrance where the
water at datum is 6 feet, so it is important for cruisers to be
sure they can handle this before deciding to take this
route.
Bob: In my case, I was ready for serious navigating, armed
with guidebooks, charts, dividers, calculator, binoculars,
GPS with chartplotter and radar. The depth sounder and
VHF radio are overhead. The autopilot was doing a great
job of keeping us on course, and the engine was set to
2000 rpm.
Bob: Just after buoy D90, the water is littered with shoals.
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Bob: There is a narrow channel between Toad Island and
Philip Edward Island.
Bob: At red buoy D96, there are two black day markers on
the rocks marking the west side of the channel.
Bob: A row of red and green buoys mark the six-foot
shallow spot at the entrance to Collins Inlet. The Inlet is
actually a fjord--a long narrow, deep inlet between steep
slopes. Let’s listen to some Collins Inlet music as we travel
the twelve-mile length of the fjord.
Music behind.
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MVO: When you leave the inlet, you will be much closer to
the La Cloche Mountains. The buoy is number 112.
MVO: This light is on Flat Rock.
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MVO: The entrance to the village of Killarney is marked
with this lighthouse on Red Rock Point. Killarney was
founded in 1820 and could only be reached by water until
1962, when a road was built. The nearest city is Sudbury,
some 60 miles away. Watch for seaplanes landing in this
area.
MVO: The mile-long Killarney Channel separates George
Island on the left from the mainland on the right.
MVO: Killarney Mountain Lodge is the first resort you will
pass.
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MVO: Pitfield’s General Store has groceries, magazines,
newspapers, a laundromat, and ice cream.
Bob: The LCBOs are stores that sell wine, beer and liquor
in Ontario. A fine dock had just been built for patrons of
this store. Herbert’s Fisheries is next to the LCBO.
MVO: Sportsman’s Inn is a busy place . . .
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MVO: …and right next to the outdoor Sunset Grill.
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Bob: We turned around in the channel and headed back to
our marina, the George Islanders. The docks on George
Island are provided for guests of the Sportsman’s Inn. A
pontoon boat runs back and forth continually, ferrying
boaters and seaplane pilots and crew.
Bob: We had planned to meet a friend from college at
George Islanders, but the Bolsover delay caused us to
miss the original date, and he was not able to reschedule.
However, we also shared college ties with the owner of the
marina, Ann, and she greeted us warmly. We were the first
boat to stay there overnight that season, and I learned that
the season is only six weeks long: businesses relying on
tourists have to make their entire year’s income in six
weeks.
Bob: Ann lives in this old schoolhouse on the property. The
schoolhouse was hauled across the ice from the town
many years ago.
Bob: A big attraction of the marina is the Crow’s Nest,
which overlooks all the action in the channel and town. It’s
the perfect place for cocktails.
Bob: We launched the dinghy and rowed across the
channel to town.
Bob: Dinghies can be tied up at the public dock beside
Herbert’s.
Bob: Whitefish are caught by commercial fishermen on the
Joey Giny, cleaned in the fish house, …
Bob: …and transformed into the fish and chips served out
of an old schoolbus. That night, the place was serving fish
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until 8 PM, and it was. I wish we could have tried them.
Bob: Instead of Herbert's, we walked along the main street
to the Killarney Mountain Lodge for dinner.
Bob: We passed Pitcairn’s General Store…
Bob: …and a marine graveyard.
Bob: The Killarney Mountain Lodge was built as a retreat
in the late 1940s and updated in the 1960s. We enjoyed
dinner.
Bob: I will always remember this mantelpiece trophy with
dad, mom, and baby clustered together on an oak leaf.
After dinner, we walked to the dock and rowed back across
the channel to the Katy Leigh.
Bob: Our original plan had been to spend a day at Baie
Fine and another day at Birch Lodge. However, as we
were still behind schedule, we decided to skip these two
destinations, heading directly over 20 miles to Little
Current on Manitoulin Island. The only road to this huge
island crosses at Little Current on a one lane swing bridge,
which opens only on the hour.
MVO: Unimin Corporation has operated this silica quarry
on Badgeley Island since 1970. Small utility boats are used
to ferry the workers from Killarney. Silica is the chemical
name for quartz, and it is used in making steel and
electronic components.
MVO: Silica is loaded onto ships at this port on Badgeley
Island.
MVO: The Lansdowne Channel separates Badgeley Island
from a long peninsula on the mainland. This is the view
looking west.
MVO: Rounding Creak Island, cruisers can head north to
Baie Fine or west to Little Current.
Bob: The view of the mountains over the stern, 1.5 miles
past Creak Island, is spectacular. It is almost like being on
a cruise to Alaska.
Bob: Entering the channel at Little Current, we made the
11:00 AM bridge opening.
Bob: The town dock offers power and water, and is located
just behind the community college. We tied up there.
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Bob: The town dock is almost 1000 feet long. During the
afternoon, two Canadian customs officers visited us and
launched a search. They quit after I told them that I had
counted over 110 storage locations on our Grand Banks,
even though that wasn't the smartest remark to make to a
customs officer. If we hadn't checked in with Customs and
Immigration in Rockport and gotten an entry number, we
would have had a big problem. The officers said that they
travel to each port on the island and check boats all
summer.

Little Current, June 20
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Bob: Little Current is a really neat town, with good
shopping and a Laundromat. As Mavis did the laundry, she

Water Street, Little
Current, June 20
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met a couple who owned a 42-foot Catalina sailboat. They
had cruised here for four summers and live in Burnt Store,
Florida, during the winter. They were planning to head
south and leave the boat in Cleveland.
Bob: I liked the old-fashioned look of the window in the
newspaper office.
Bob: The Old English Pantry on Water Street is a great
place for breakfast and lunch.
Bob We had dinner with our new friends from the Catalina
sailboat at the Anchor Grill. The owner is a boater, and
caters to the Michigan and Wisconsin boaters that fill the
harbor in the summer. He had just installed wi-fi.
Bob: It is 20 miles to the Benjamin Islands. My plan was to
anchor in the long cove on South Benjamin Island.
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Bob: Leaving Little Current, we passed these ruins. I
believe they were at Magazine Point on Goat Island.
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Bob: By noon, we were approaching the cove at South
Benjamin Island.
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Bob: This chart shows where we anchored, hiked, and
took the dinghy.
Bob: As we entered the cove, the waves settled down but
the wind continued blowing at about 10 mph.
Bob: There were two other boats in the bay. Mavis
dropped the anchor into 15 feet of water. The water was so
clear we could see the anchor on the bottom.
Bob: The rocks behind us looked inviting. Mavis wanted to
rest, so I rowed over alone. She still regrets not joining me.
Music behind.
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Mavis: When Bob returned, he showed me his snapshot of
a rare pink lady’s slipper growing wild. I could hardly
believe it, and I wanted to see it for myself.
Bob: We returned to a different place, farther in the bay
where the shore was sandy.
Bob: It was very rugged climbing through the rocks and up
to the open area. We watched another sailboat come in
from the lake.
Music behind.
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Bob: I was unable to find the patch of lady’s slippers,
however, and Mavis returned to the Katy Leigh
disappointed. That evening, I motored the dingy over to the
rocks at the point. It was incredible watching the sun set
over the North Channel.
Music behind.
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Bob: South Benjamin Island was one of our favorite places
on the Great Loop, with Cumberland Island in South
Carolina as the other. From here, we were to head back
nd
home to Kentucky Lake. On June 22 , our plan was to
reach Blind River, 40 miles west.
Bob: The weather was cooperating again as we said
goodbye to the Benjamins.
Bob: Our course passed the west side of South Benjamin
and North Benjamin Island. In this photo, parts of both
islands and the rocky strait between them are visible.
Bob: We cruised the Whaleback Channel. This is most
likely Parsons Island, where the channel narrows north of
John Island.
Bob: John Island is on the right side of the photo.
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Bob: There is an excellent town marina in Blind River with
a good small restaurant on the premises. We got a pumpout here.
Bob: It’s a 3/4 mile hike into town.
Bob: This bridge crosses the Trans-Canada Highway.
Traffic was light.
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09e43

Bob: There are a number of shops but no supermarket.
Many of the buildings are occupied by government and job
training offices.
Bob: At one time, Blind River was the white pine capital of
Canada, with a big mill. Now only this small operation next
to the marina remains.
Bob: A 1978 41-foot Chris Craft sedan cruiser, Sticky
Wicket, pulled in behind us. It was the only other transient
there that night. The boat had been completely rebuilt with
new everything, including the wiring. It was gorgeous. A
pair of Stidd chairs is at the lower helm.
rd
Bob: All the weather forecasts for the 23 were good. We
left Blind River at 8:00 AM under overcast skies. The
waves were soon at 3-5 feet and bouncing us around
pretty hard. Then the radio started talking about severe
thunderstorms for Northern Lake Michigan. We went five
miles extra to reduce the rolling as it was a southwest
wind. Finally, off the northern coast of Drummond, the
waves settled down and the sun came out.
Bob: The water off Drummond Island has a beautiful green
color.
Bob: Drummond Island is in the USA. The entrance to the
marina from the North Channel is tricky but well marked.
Bob: Conveniently, Drummond Island Yacht Haven is also
the US Customs port of entry. I had to provide our
Canadian entry number and the US Customs Sticker
number. The lady filled in a form and we were back in the
USA. We walked a mile to the grocery store but found it
was just being set up for the summer. We then went over
to the post office but found it closed as well.

Blind River, June 22

09f05

Bob: However, the historical museum was open and free.

09f06

Bob: The island was originally settled by Finnish people
around 1905. There were many interesting old pictures
and farm implements in the museum.
Bob: Back at the marina, we rented the marina's Ford
Expedition. The charge was $8 to go to the island’s family
restaurant or $15 to the gourmet restaurant. We chose the
$8 option and had a good meal at the Northwood. The
Expedition is a monster of a vehicle. We probably used up
$8 in gas alone. The sunset that night was gorgeous.
th
Bob: The plan for the 24 was to cruise 46 miles to
Mackinac Island.
Bob: We entered De Tour Passage and headed out into
open Lake Huron. The forecast called for 15 to 25 knot
winds. Within sight of the Detour light, it became so rough
that I decided to turn back and spend the day in Detour.
We had traveled just nine miles from Drummond Island.
Bob: We docked at Detour Harbor, which is one of the
Michigan DNR marinas. The harbor is right beside the
main shipping channel, between Lake Huron and Lake
Superior.
Bob: We met Mark and LuAnn, the owners of a beautiful
1980s 42-foott Gulfstar ketch laid up beside us. They
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09f21

taught Mavis a lot about varnishing, which should pay off
when we are home. Mark had just finished sailing from
Chicago to Mackinac on the boat in a single -handed race.
It had taken 60 hours as the winds had not been good.
Bob: We passed this Victorian-style home as we walked
into town.
Bob: The dock for the Drummond Island ferry is at the
bottom of this street.
Bob: The Linda Jean carries pilots out to the ships for the
narrow transit on the Saint Mary’s River to Lake Superior.
Bob: There is a small museum and maritime park at the
ferry dock.
Bob: The Detour Village Inn was not very inviting…
Bob: …but we enjoyed an excellent lunch at the dockside
café across the street. At a nearby shop, I bought a book
called Lighthouse Paradox and spent the rest of the day
reading it from cover to cover. Written by Ann and James
Kelley, the book is a mystery set on Drummond Island and
at the Detour light, and it was really fun to read it while we
were in the area.
Bob: The forecast for the 25th was for light winds, so we
expected to get to Mackinac island without difficulty.
Bob: Having reading the Lighthouse Paradox made it more
interesting when we passed the Detour light; I found
myself visualizing the mysterious events that had taken
place there in 1953. The light has been restored, and tours
are available to people who can safely climb a 22-foot
ladder.
Bob: The wind was from the west and the waves were
light, but it was also cool enough that we ran the boat from
the lower helm. The 66-foot Martin Reef Light was on the
horizon, 2 ½ miles away.
No audio.

09f22

Bob: This is the Martin Reef Light.

09f23

Bob: As we drew near to Mackinac, we passed a sailboat
with a colorful spinnaker taking advantage of the west
wind.
Bob: Mackinac Harbor is below the fort. The Windy II out of
Chicago was moored at the ferry dock.
No audio.
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Bob: We tied up at the public dock. This is a very popular
marina, and one of the few places on the Loop where a
reservation is really needed. When the Chicago to
Mackinac race is on, forget it. There are good alternate
marinas at Mackinaw City and St. Ignace. Frequent ferries
will take you over to Mackinac Island.
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Code

10a01

Voice Over

10a07

Bob: We were in Mackinac at noon. We had lots of time to visit
the fudge shops in town and the Grand Hotel for dinner. The
Windy II was taking people on cruises and passed by the aft
hatch as we were getting ready to go.
Mavis: We were about a week too late for the lilacs, but this
bunch was still in pretty good shape.
Mavis: Leaving the dock, we looked up at Fort Mackinac, which
we would visit the following day. Today was for fudge!
Bob: Many of the ferries dock at the Arnold Transit Company.
Out at the end of the pier, the Windy II was now under full sail.
Bob: Motorized vehicles are banned from the island, so
transportation is mainly by horse-drawn carts and carriages.
Small armies of cleanup men follow the horses with buckets
and shovels.
Bob: A row of cottages overlook the marina. We planned to
walk along there the following day.
Bob: This classic Chris Craft was finished in an usual color

10a08

Mavis: The fudge shops are everywhere on Huron Street.

10a09

Mavis: Most people stay overnight in hotels like the
Windermere.
Mavis: These alliums were blooming in a small park beside the
lake.
Mavis: Climbing hydrangeas surrounded this handsome gate
at this cottage on the water.
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10a04
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10a06

10a10
10a11

10a12
10a13

Mavis: Some well-kept gardens are in front of the cottages.
The Straits of Mackinac Bridge can be seen in the distance.
Mavis: The 1780 Biddle house is probably the oldest on the
island.

10a14

Mavis: Press “pause” to read the marker.

10a15

10a17

Mavis: This marker gives a short history of the island. Press
“pause” to read it.
Mavis: We went back to the boat, changed for dinner, and took
a taxi to the Grand Hotel.
No audio.

10a18

No audio.

10a19

Mavis: Press “pause” to read about the Grand.

10a16
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10a24

Mavis: We had made a reservation for dinner. Bob had a jacket
but had to borrow a tie from the hotel. It was a busy place with
weddings and a university reunion.
Mavis: The menu was very grand, with some exotic choices.
Each meal consisted of five courses.
Mavis: Dessert was incredible. We took another picture for our
collection of fancy dessert photos.
Mavis: Even at 8:30 PM it is still very light outside.

10a27

Mavis: After-dinner drinks and coffee are served on the famous
porch. One of our favorite romantic movies, Somewhere in
Time, was made in this hotel in 1980. It starred Christopher
Reeve and Jane Seymour
Mavis: We walked back to the boat to work off some of the
pounds gained during dinner. There is a horse-and-carriage
topiary on the grounds below the hotel in the lower left of the
photo.
Mavis: We passed the restaurant formerly known as the
French Outpost. It has been renamed the Gate House and is
operated by the Grand Hotel.
Mavis: What a great display of pansies.

10a28

No audio.

10a29

Mavis: Huron Street was quieter by this time, as most of the
day visitors had left on the ferries.
Bob: The Windy II was still in the harbor, but it left during the
night. Its home port is in Chicago.
Bob: The next day was Sunday. Breakfast was at a nearby inn
at the ferry dock just east of the marina.
Bob: We set out for Fort Mackinac, passing this line of
carriages waiting for fares across from the marina.
Bob: It was a long climb up to the fort . . .

10a25

10a26

10a30
10a31
10a32
10a33
10a34

10a37

Bob: …but well worth it. The view is spectacular. Round Island
is closest here, followed by Bois Blanc to the left.
Bob: At the top of the steps, we entered the fort through this
doorway.
Bob: These were our tour guides. We highly recommend the
tour, as the guides are very good. The top floor of the building
in this photo is a museum. It was here that I found the
information I had been looking for on three wealthy and
prominent Nashvillians who had been prisoners here during
the summer of 1862. They had been accused of “treasonous
inclinations” in supporting the Confederacy and refusing to
take an oath of loyalty to the union. Two of the three men
eventually signed the oath and were able to go home at the
end of the summer. Today, some Nashvillians own property on
the island. I wonder if their families learned about Mackinac
from these men?
No audio.
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No audio.
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10a39

10a41

Bob: The yellow umbrellas provide shade at the fort’s
restaurant.
Bob: We left by the rear entrance so we could walk along
Huron Road and see the summer homes of the wealthy
islanders.
Bob: It is a very pleasant walk along Huron Road . . .

10a42

Bob: …past the Victorian cottages.

10a43
10a44

Bob: This one, the summer home of the Dr. Putz family, is
named The Baby Grand. The next photo shows why.
No audio.

10a45

No audio.

10a46

No audio.

10a47

10a49

Bob: A steep staircase at the east end of the cottages will take
you down to the town.
Bob: Carriages like this one are privately owned. It was on its
way to . . .
Bob: ….Saint Anne’s Catholic Church.

10a50

MVO: Press “pause” to read the marker.

10a51

Bob: Brian’s BBQ was doing a brisk business on the lawn of a
B&B. We ate lunch on the front porch.
Bob: We returned to the boat after lunch and left for Mackinaw
City, 7 miles away on the mainland.
Bob: Leaving the harbor, we could see Saint Anne’s Church,
and the Baby Grand to the right of its steeple.
Bob: The Grand Hotel dominates the shoreline from this
vantage point.
Bob: The high-speed ferries run constantly and kick up a large
wake. The fountain of water makes the ferries more visible to
other boats.
Bob: This 53-foot tower with a flashing white light marks the
shoals at the end of Round Island.
Bob: Five miles away, Mackinac Island looks like this. The
hotel is just a white sliver.
Bob: After fueling up at Shepler’s Dock, and getting to our slip
at the Municipal Marina, we walked around town.
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10a61

Bob: This shopping plaza is right across the road from the
marina. It has a movie theater and ice cream.
Bob: Back at the marina, it was time to celebrate. We had
purchased the Katy Leigh in 1999 and taken it back to
Kentucky Lake by water. We had stayed at this same marina
on May 22, 1999. Accordingly, we had completed the Loop.
Bob: The announcement went out via email to Eva Stob at the
America’s Great Loop Cruisers’ Association, and soon we
received our BaccaLOOPerate Degree certificate.
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10b13

Bob: Although we had completed the Great Loop, we still had
to get back to our home port on Kentucky Lake. It would take
22 days. On the previous trip, I had wanted to see Beaver
Island, but had had to skip it due to the weather. We left early,
hoping for a smooth ride on Lake Michigan for the 44 miles to
Beaver Island.
MVO: The 50-year-old Mackinac Bridge crosses the Straits of
Mackinac and connects lower Michigan to the Upper
Peninsula.
MVO: As measured on radar, the bridge crosses four miles of
water. The length overall is 26,444 feet, or 44 feet more than
five miles.
No audio.

MVO: This 34-foot American Tug came up behind and passed
the Katy Leigh at high speed.
Bob: We were nearing Grey’s Reef, the graveyard of Lake
Michigan. The first light we saw was the candy-striped 125-foot
White Shoal light.
Bob: This is the Grey’s Reef light. There is buoyed channel
through the reefs here. In 1999, I got disoriented and couldn’t
find the buoys and wound up getting into a shallow area. Mavis
was fearful of a repeat, but with a plotted course on the chart
plotter, it was much easier to navigate this time, and we
passed through without incident.
Bob: The entrance to St. James Harbor is marked with a
lighthouse and clearly visible red-roofed building.
Bob: Once in the harbor, we rounded buoy 8 and headed for
the Beaver Island Marina. The white buildings are a restaurant
and a really great grocery.
Bob: It was windy coming in, and we were glad to get help.
However, when the dockhand looped the line around the cleat
and left it free, it made it much tougher. I would also
recommend the new Municipal Marina in St. James.
Bob: We walked a half mile to the center of town on sidewalks
and passed the King Strang Hotel. It’s a private club. In 1847,
James Strang set up a colony for his Mormon followers on
Beaver Island. Strang crowned himself “King James” in 1850.
In 1856, because of his authoritarian rule, some of his subjects
mortally wounded him.
MVO: Press “pause” to read this sign.

10b14

MVO: The ferries from Charlevoix dock beside the new
municipal dock.
MVO: The Beaver Island jail has not been used since 1931.

10b15

MVO: The public beach is near the ferry dock.

10b16

Bob: In the evening, we walked on the sidewalk to Sucker
Point, where the St. James light is located.
Bob: Brass compasses are embedded in the sidewalk at
intervals.
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Bob: Many boaters anchor in the harbor instead of using either
marina.
No audio.
Bob: A marine museum was under construction, providing a
roof for an old fishing boat.
MVO: Press “pause” to read this sign.

10b22

Bob: Note the red sector on the St. James light. As the light
rotates it is only visible for 72º.

10b23

Bob: A monument near the light honors the Beaver Islanders
who lost their lives on the Great Lakes between 1869 and
1984.
Bob: The Coast Guard built this station in 1875 but
discontinued using it in 1922.
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Bob: It is 34 miles from St. James to Charlevoix. It was a
beautiful day, but the winds were west 10 knots.
Bob: When we got out of the shelter of Beaver Island, I
changed course to the east for a while to lessen the rolling.
When the wind eased up a little, we continued straight for
Charlevoix with the wind on our starboard.
MVO: This is the entrance to Charlevoix Harbor. A lighthouse
marks the end of the breakwater
MVO: The harbor is on Round Lake, which is connected to
Lake Michigan via the short Pine River channel dug through
the sand dunes.
MVO: A low bascule bridge blocks the entrance to the Lake
Charlevoix. Although it operates 24 hours per day, it only
opens on the hour and half hour during the day before 6 AM.
You will need to give yourself lots of room until you see the
bridge open, as there can be strong currents and it will be
difficult to turn around in the canal. The building on the left is
the Weathervane Inn, converted from an old grist mill in 1954
by Earl Young. You will see more of his work in this segment.
Bob: The town marina is very crowded. Reservations are
needed unless you want to anchor in Round Lake instead.
Boats are moored two deep on the longer piers. Charlevoix
had been our favorite stopover during the 1999 trip, so we
signed in for two nights.
Bob: Round Lake is surrounded by boathouses. This is the
view from the marina. Many boats are anchored in the lake.
Bob: This large boat house has 13 slips. It is part of the
exclusive Chicago Club. The boat to the right is a floating BBQ
stand. You raft on to the stern quarter and the operator cooks
a meal for you on the grill.
Bob: Downtown is right beside the marina and full of galleries,
antique stores, and other interesting shops. There are
restaurants, a grocery store and a movie theater. There was no
laundry at the time, but there were also plans to rebuild the
marina and incorporate one. We took a taxi to a coin laundry
five miles south.
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MVO: Charlevoix is famous for its Smurf Houses. These were
designed and built by Earl Young in the 1920’s. Each is built
from gray and white boulders, or from sliced and stacked
quarry stones.
MVO: Each home was built to fit in with the existing trees and
landscape. The slate roofs are wavy, and the many of the
chimneys look as though they are dripping candle wax.
No audio.
Bob: This is the largest Earl Young home we saw. It overlooks
Lake Michigan.
MVO: There are 29 homes total. This one is located in a
subdivision that Young built called Boulder Park.
Bob: The next morning, as we left, we saw two more Earl
Young homes on the shore of Round Lake, just before the
bridge.
Bob: Our next port was Leland, 36 miles and 4 hours south
across Grand Traverse Bay. The National Weather Service
forecast for the morning was “south winds 10 to 20 knots with
waves building to 2 to 4 feet, showers and thunderstorms.” It
was not very encouraging, but we decided to go anyway. If it
was bad on the lake, we could turn around and come back.
Bob: It was windy and rough all the way, with 2-5 foot waves,
but since we took them head-on it was not too uncomfortable.
Getting into our slip at the Leland Town docks was difficult,
however, what with the wind blowing us away from the finger
pier.
MVO: The docks at Leland are on Lake Michigan but behind a
breakwater.
MVO: A few feet from the docks is the feature attraction,
“Fishtown,” which runs along the Leland River . All the old
sheds are shops selling gifts or food. One is a wine and
cheese shop.
MVO: Press “pause” to read the marker.
No audio.
MVO: The Leland River is dammed just above Fishtown and
controls the water level in Lake Leelanau. There is a restaurant
at the dam on the left side and an inn on the right side.
MVO: Looking back over the lake, we saw the charter fishing
boats all in the harbor due to the high winds.
Mavis: There are some interesting shops close to the harbor.
The Americana Collection is pictured here.
MVO: The ice cream shop is on the corner in this view of main
street. Across the street are two gourmet restaurants.
Mavis: This was a great place for groceries and wine. I really
liked their window-boxes.
Mavis: There a number of galleries and this custom jewelry
store.
Mavis: This is the town park.
st
Bob: The forecast for July 1 was for waves 5-7 feet, so we
decided to spend another day at Leland.
Bob: We relaxed on the boat and enjoyed watching the many
dock visitors watching us.
Bob: The sunset that night was spectacular.
No audio.
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No audio.
Bob: The weather forecast for the next day was good.
Manistee is 70 miles by water.
Bob: We left at 6:00 AM as the sun rose over Camp River
Point at Leland

10c22

Bob: Pyramid Point at 328 feet high is 9 miles south of Leland.

10c23

No audio.

10c24

No audio.

10c25

MVO: These 450-foot high sand dunes are at the Sleeping
Bear National Seashore.

10c26

MVO: The island on the right side of the photo is South
Manitou Island, which is also part of the Sleeping Bear
National Seashore

10c27

Bob: We had stayed overnight at Frankfort on our 1999 trip.
There is a good marina there and close-by shopping in the
town.
MVO: The #262 Point Betsie Coast Guard Station had been
built in 1875 and abandoned in 1946.
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MVO: When you head south on the east side of Lake
Michigan, you will cruise from headland to headland. You can
look ahead and see where you will be in an hour.
Bob: We arrived in Manistee at 1:20 PM.
Bob: You enter the Manistee River through a thousand-footlong breakwater that goes out into the lake. There is a catwalk
on the north side that was designed to give the lighthouse
keeper safe access to the lighthouse. In rough weather, waves
break over the top of the breakwater. While we were in
Manistee, the remains of a boy who had been washed off the
breakwater two years ago were found.
Bob: The Manistee Marina is on the south side of the river
close to downtown. We had no problem getting a slip even
though it was the Fourth of July weekend.
Bob: We walked along River Street. The town was quite a bit
larger than anything we had been in so far in Michigan.
Bob: The Ramsdell Inn is an interesting combination of stone
and brick . . .
Bob: …with fine carving in the stone.
Bob: Topos looked like a good restaurant: it has outdoor
seating overlooking the river. But, it wasn’t mealtime
Bob: The Bear North gift shop was a very interesting store . . .
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Bob: …offering a large ship model of the Edmund B Fitzgerald
for sale along with several others.
No audio.
Bob: It’s not every day one sees a used car lot with antique
cars on sale.
Bob: The town has a remarkable boardwalk beside the river
that goes a mile from downtown out to the breakwater and
lakeside park. It runs between private properties and their
docks on the river. At times it is elevated and clings to the bank
of the river. There are historic markers all along the way.
Bob: One of the most interesting told about the sand bank
“Creeping Joe.” In 1884, the Democrats had won the federal
election; to celebrate they lit a high bonfire on Joe and burned
off all the vegetation. The winds then slowly moved the sand
bank inland until the whole town was threatened. The problem
was solved when a railway was built beside the dune, and the
sand was shipped to Detroit for sand-casting and to make
glass.
Bob: It was a long day and we went to bed early. At 10:30 PM I
was awakened by a lot of noise and looked out the aft hatch to
this scene.
Movie goes here.
rd
Bob: We left early on July 3 and passed the docks on the
south side of the river.
Bob: On the charts, the lighthouse at Manistee is known as the
North Pierhead Light.
Bob: Our next stop was Pentwater, 38 miles south.
Bob: The shortest distance across Lake Michigan is the 60
miles from Ludington to Manitowoc, Wisconsin. The ferry path
is marked on the chart.
Bob: It was a beautiful day and the lake was smooth. This is
the light at Pentwater.
Bob: One of the best marinas we stayed at was the private
Snug Harbor marina in Pentwater. It has probably the best
laundry on the entire trip and a grocery directly across the
road.
Bob: I did not take very many photos in Pentwater, but we
enjoyed shopping at this marine supplies store. They had a
great collection of teak accessories. When I said I wasn’t sure
a bookshelf would fit, the proprietor said to just take it and try it
out. We ended up buying two, as well as a handhold to put
above the doorway. Grand Banks hadn’t thought to put one
there, but in rough weather, running from below, you need
something to hang onto.
Bob: The weather forecast for July 4 was dead on, having
promised 10-15 knot winds and 2-4 foot waves with a chance
of rain and thunderstorms. It was supposed to end later in the
morning. Accordingly, we waited until 11 to leave, after doing
laundry. It is 44 miles to Muskegon.
Bob: It got rough as we rounded Little Point Sable, 10 miles
south of Pentwater, with large swells but not
much wind. Then the radar showed rain squalls ahead and
soon we were in it
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Bob: The radio issued a severe thunderstorm warning but we
had little choice but to continue. There was a little lightning and
it was bouncy but no real problem.
No audio.
Bob: When we were 20 minutes from Muskegon,
there was another storm warning of 50-knot winds.
Bob: We were in the channel passing the NOAA field station
before there was any sign of that storm.
Bob: The channel connects Lake Michigan to Lake Muskegon.
A naval museum with this floating World War II submarine is
beside the channel.
Bob: We tied up at Harbour Towne Marina, which is just
th
around the corner from the channel. The forecast for July 5
was for rough water on the lake, so we decided to stay put for
th
the day. We had a good dinner on the 4 at the large
restaurant adjacent to the marina in the center of the photo.
Bob: This air boat belongs to NOAA and uses the boat ramp at
our marina.
Bob: We were glad we had not set out today as a fog bank
settled in on the lake.
Bob: We walked over to the naval museum.
MVO: The USS Silversides sank 30 ships and damaged 14 in
the Pacific, and ranks third highest among all World War II
submarines in ships sunk. It is now the most famous surviving
World War II submarine.
MVO: Guided tours of the submarine are provided.
MVO: The tour guide explained how the shower stalls were
filled with potatoes at the beginning of a mission and until they
were all eaten the crew could not take showers. Be sure to
take this tour.
MVO: In front of the Silversides is a tug and the McLane, a
1927 Coast Guard vessel.
MVO: The McLane had been built to intercept liquor smugglers
during prohibition.
MVO: This view from the bridge of the McLane looks over the
submarine and out to the lake.
Bob: We took the bus with its 25 cent fare from the naval
museum 6 miles to downtown Muskegon. This former factory is
now the Amazon Apartments.
MVO: The rail station is now the Muskegon Visitors Bureau.
MVO: This framed photo hangs in the station and shows
William Jennings Bryan, the Democratic presidential candidate,
campaigning at the station. Bryan lost to McKinley.
MVO: The Hackley & Hume Historic site preserves the 1880
wood frame homes of Muskegon's lumber baron, Charles H.
Hackley, and his business partner, Thomas Hume. The
carriage house is shown here.
th
MVO: The Hackley house is an example of the late 19
century Queen Anne style.
MVO: The Hume house is on the right. Both are open for tours.
MVO: Press “pause” to read the Hackley House marker
MVO: The roofs of the carriage house and portico have a
Moorish appearance.
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Mavis: Volunteers from the Michigan State University Master
Gardening program created this garden in a corner lot beside a
downtown home.
No audio.
Mavis: This pond and bridge scene is right out of the famous
Monet painting.
Bob: The fog bank was still over Lake Michigan at 8:00 that
night.
Bob: From Muskegon, we could cross Lake Michigan to
Chicago -- 115 miles in 13.5 hours – or, we could spend 3.75
hours heading south, covering 32 miles to Holland, and then
96 miles in 11.25 hours in crossing to Chicago. The second
option would require an extra 13 miles, but we would save 2.25
hours on the crossing.
th
Bob: As we did not have to be in Chicago until the 8 , we had
time to spare, so we elected to go to Holland.
Bob: It was a beautiful day, and we passed the Muskegon
Harbor lighthouse at 8:45 AM.
Bob: The lake was very calm.

10d37

Bob: This is the entrance to Lake Macatawa at Holland.
Bob: Known as “Big Red,” the 1907 Holland Harbor South
Pierhead Lighthouse has a gabled roof that reflects the Dutch
influence in the area.
MVO: The Eldean Shipyard harbor can accommodate 300
boats. There is a clubhouse with swimming pool
MVO: There is a marine store…

10d38

MVO: …and restaurant.

10d39

MVO: Two World Cup-class racers were being polished for the
Chicago to Mackinac race the following weekend. The Beau
Geste from Hong Kong is in the foreground, and the American
Denali in the rear. The long keels require 12 feet of water.
Mavis: We walked from the marina out to the Big Red
lighthouse, passing this elegant condo unit on the Eldean
property . .
Mavis: and past this enormous rose bush.
Mavis: A parking lot serves the homes on the point that do not
have roads.
Mavis: The trail to Big Red is well marked.
Mavis: It winds between these summer homes . . .
Mavis: …and across the sandy beach.
No audio.
MVO: Press “pause” to read the Holland Harbor marker.
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Bob: The weather forecast for the 96-mile crossing was good.
We would be out of sight of land for six hours.
Bob: We left the Eldean Shipyard at 5:49 AM, at first light…

10d50

Bob: …and were well out into the lake before the sun rose.
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Bob: The waves were 2-3 feet on our starboard quarter. I was
glad I had installed the handhold beside the lower helm. It was
a lonely crossing: this is the only freighter we saw the entire
time. We didn’t even see a single seagull.
Bob: Mavis made the first sighting of the Sears Tower at 1:15,
when we were 29 miles out. Theoretically it should have been
visible at 47 miles, but there was a lot of haze.
Bob: The waves had built to 3-4 feet when we neared the city.
At 4:20, we passed the 82-foot Chicago light and reached the
calmer water inside the breakwater.
Bob: Avoiding the numerous tour boats required this wiggly
course to Burnham Harbor. We would have preferred to stay at
DuSable Harbor at the Chicago River, but there were no slips
available for the weekend.
Bob: Burnham Harbor is just north of the McCormick Place
Convention Center on the right side of the photo.
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Voice Over

Photo Caption

Bob: With the open water portions of the Loop over, we slept well
th
that night. On Friday, July 8 , we had time to shop for groceries
and meet our neighbors on the dock. It wasn’t hard to guess what
the owner of Fire Escape did for a living. Not only was he a
Chicago Fire Department captain, he was also dock captain as
well. We were invited to a dock party Saturday night.
Bob: When word got around that we were doing the Loop, we
were approached by several other boaters who hoped to embark
on the same adventure someday in the future.

11a06

To the north, the Chicago skyline is spectacular.
Bob: Burnham Harbor is beside Soldier Field. A new stadium has
been built over the old one.
Mavis: Our son Graham and his boys arrived from St. Paul that
afternoon. We all went to dinner downtown at a great restaurant,
the Grand Lux.
Mavis: After dinner, we walked around and gawked at the
buildings.
Music.

11a07

Music.
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Music.
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Music.
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Music.
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Mavis: On Saturday, the boys came to the boat. We had a good
game of Scrabble . . .
Mavis: …and watched the Canada geese. Note, I said watched;
the worst thing you can do is to feed them, as they will end up
roosting on your swim platform.
Mavis: We took a trip to the Field Museum.
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Mavis: It’s a good idea to take one of the guided tours. Otherwise,
it can be hard to be sure what you are looking at.
Mavis: The kids loved the dinosaurs.
Mavis: Millennium Park was new to us. The two towers have
moving images on both sides.
Mavis: A stream of water periodically comes out of the face’s
mouth . . .
Mavis: . . . and then a cascade of water travels down the surface.
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Mavis: There are fine gardens and colossal sculptures. We had
dinner in the park. The stainless steel sculpture forms a roof over
the stage of the Jay Pritzker Pavilion.
Mavis: The Cloud Gate sculpture was undergoing repairs and
was covered up.
Mavis: That night, we watched the fireworks at Navy Pier from the
boat. It was the fourth display we had seen within a week.
Bob: I had asked our grandsons earlier if they wanted to sleep on
the boat, but they had said “no” – they wanted to stay in the hotel
and watch TV. Instead, Graham brought them to the boat early
Sunday morning. Then he and I dropped off the car at Crowley’s
Yacht Yard and took a taxi back to Burnham Harbor so that we
could all cruise together up the Chicago River.
Bob: By 9:30 a.m., we were on our way out of the harbor. The
day was cloudless and perfect as we passed the McCormick
Center.
Bob: The Chicago skyline was gorgeous and the lake was calm.
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No audio.
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No audio.
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No audio.
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No audio.
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No audio.
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Bob: The drop at the Chicago lock is so small that the staff will
simply open and close the gates while you transit through the
lock. There is no need to tie up.
No audio.
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Bob: A replica of a 1920s presidential yacht is available at Navy
Pier for tours.
No audio.
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No audio.
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No audio.
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Bob: The Sun Times building is dead ahead, with the white
Wrigley Building on the right side. Marina City is to the left of the
Sun Times building.
Bob: The Michigan Avenue Bridge is a double decker. With our
mast down, we had no problem getting under the bridges.
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No audio.
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Bob: The 1926 Jeweler’s Building is just right of center.
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Bob: The Marina City towers are just past the State Street Bridge
...
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Bob: . . .and not only provide car parking for the residents but
boat slips as well.
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Bob: The clock tower on the 1913 Reid, Murdock & Co.
warehouse building hides a water tank.
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Bob: Fulton’s Restaurant is in the warehouse building and
provides docking. To the left is the control tower for the LaSalle
Street bascule bridge.
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Bob: The Merchandise Mart, which opened in 1930, is just past
the Wells Street Bridge.
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Bob: The Luxe Home Center is a 95,000 square foot furniture
display in the 4.2 million square foot Merchandise Mart.
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Bob: The river turns south in front of this building at 333 Wacker
Drive.
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Bob: The Civic Opera building is nestled between two towers at
20 North Wacker Drive.
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No audio.
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Bob: The river opens up here with the River City complex ahead.
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Bob: Past River City, there is a great view of the Sears Tower.
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Bob: At Chinatown Park, just before Crowley’s, we had our first
crisis.
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Bob: The Amtrak railway bridge was down, and with 10.5 feet
clearance, it was too low to get under. The bridge master said
that, due to the high temperatures, the bridge was stuck and
would not open. A crew was coming to fix it, but he had no idea
how long they would need. We decided to call a taxi for Graham
and the boys, so they could pick up their car and drive back to St.
Paul. To let them out, we tied up to the trees on the east side of
Chinatown Park. As soon as we did so, the horn sounded and the
bridge went up.
No audio.
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Bob: It was a mile to Crowley’s Yacht Yard. We dropped them off
on the dock at 11:30.
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Bob: To reach Harborside Marina at Wilmington before dark, we
needed to travel across 48 miles and through 2 locks.
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Bob: This is the infamous 17-foot clearance railway bridge at mile
320.5. It does not open. The Katy Leigh can clear 15 feet with its
bimini top down. If your boat cannot get under 17 feet, you will
have to use the Calumet River route, where the 92nd Street
bridge clearance is 18.4 feet. If your boat can’t clear this bridge,
you will have to forget about doing the Loop. Some people will
flood the bilge to lower a boat in the water and gain a few inches.
Bob: The river is now very industrial and crowded with barges
and towboats.
No audio.
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Bob: The Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal is narrow. We passed
without having to wait for any towboats.
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Bob: At mile 303.5, the Calumet Sag Channel joins the canal.
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No audio.
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Bob: There is not much room to pass when barges are stacked
two deep…
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Bob: …and no room at all if a towboat is also in the channel. You
will need to use your radio to let the towboats know you are
coming.
Bob: Even pipelines cross the canal.
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Bob: A $9 million dollar electric fish barrier has been erected to
keep the Asian carp from getting into the Great Lakes. Two rows
of electrodes 220 feet apart pulse DC current into the water,
causing the fish to turn back. They offer no threat to humans, but
there are also many signs along this stretch of the river that warn
of pollution, emphasizing that no human bodily contact should be
made with the water.
Bob: We got through the Lockport Lock without delay. The
Brandon Road lock is just below Joliet. We were now on the Des
Plaines River.
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Bob: The lock was closed and we had to wait about an hour for a
tow. We tied up to a boatyard a few hundred yards above the
lock. We were behind . . .
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Bob: …this fixer-upper. A man appeared to be living on it. It was
after 6 when we cleared the lock, with 13 miles to go to
Wilmington.

11a69

Bob: At 7, we passed under the Interstate 55 bridge at mile 278.
The river was now much wider. At 7:30, we finally tied up to the
fuel dock at Harborside Marina. It had been a long day.
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Bob: Our destination the next day was Henry, 76 miles and 3
locks away. The Des Plaines River becomes the Illinois River 5
miles below Wilmington at the junction with the Kankakee River.
We had enjoyed staying in Henry on the 1999 trip.
MVO: The Illinois River is wide, with barges stacked on the shore
from time to time. The current runs about 1-2 mph.
MVO: This houseboat looks right at home in a trailer park near
Morris.
MVO: The Katie Hooper is a restored 1920s river towboat used
as a restaurant. It is part of the Hiddencove Marina at Seneca, on
the south side of the river.
MVO: Spring Brook Marina is also at Seneca, half a mile
downstream from Hiddencove.
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MVO: There is a small marina just above the Marseilles Lock.
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MVO: This photo shows the approach to the Marseilles Lock.
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MVO: Here, the Katy Leigh is now at Ottawa, with 9 miles
remaining to the next lock at Starved Rock.
MVO: Four Star Marina is at mile 242, just above Ottawa.
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MVO: Grain was being loaded onto this barge at Ottawa.
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MVO: The prospects of mooring near downtown Ottawa were not
very good. The mouth of the Fox River is on the right, and the
road bridge serves highway 23.
MVO: The pilot houses on Illinois River towboats can be lowered
to clear low-hanging bridges.
MVO: The Starved Rock Lock caters to tourists with a deck
overlooking the lock.
MVO: The view from the lock to the south shows the gorge cut by
the river below the dam.
MVO: This rock is just below the lock.
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MVO: The town of Peru is right beside the river. This plant
belongs to the Peru Municipal Electric Department.
MVO: There are a few shops on Water Street.
MVO: Peru’s South Shore Boat Club is on the north shore of the
river.
Bob: We got to Henry and tried to dock where we had stayed in
1999. The water was too shallow, however, and we had to tie up
to the old lock wall. Don’t try to get into the lock from the
upstream side. The entrance can be shallow.
Bob: There were no cleats, so we had to tie up to a tree.

Bob: The power came from the board on the pole on the right. We
had to try several outlets to find one that worked.
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Bob: In 1999, we had reached Henry on Memorial Day weekend.
There had been a band on the deck of the restaurant, and the
place was jumping.
Bob: This time, on Monday, July 11, the town was very quiet, with
almost everything closed.
No audio.
Bob: However, the ice cream shop was open.
Bob: In the morning, we tried to leave via the upstream end of the
lock but found it was too shallow. We had to turn around and exit
the way we had come in.
Bob: The Illinois Valley Yacht Club is known as the IVY Club. I
had heard good reports about it and decided to stay there. It was
just 28 miles to Peoria Heights, where the Club is located, so this
would be an easy day.
Bob: At Chillicothe, Bananas Restaurant has a long floating dock.
It was raining and cold, however, so we didn't stop there.

Bob: The river widens at Chillicothe to form Peoria Lake. The
Chillicothe Island light and daymark at mile 179 can be seen just
over the anchor.
Bob: Hamm’s Holiday Harbor Marina is just below Chillicothe, on
the west side of the lake. There were piles of scrap iron along the
road in front of the marina.
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Bob: It looked like this side-wheeler was being cut up for scrap.
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Bob: We arrived at the IVY Club before noon and docked just as
the rain started in earnest. The harbor is very tight, so it is wise to
line up instructions and help before entering the harbor.
Bob: The IVY Club is very attractive, and it was one of the best
places we stayed anywhere on the Loop. The staff and members
are very friendly, the facilities are excellent, and the dining room
is very good. The bar is in the round room on the point.
Bob: On July 13, I wanted to cruise 48 miles to Havana and to tie
up at the Tall Timbers Marina. When I phoned the harbormaster,
however, I was advised not to attempt it, as the depth at the
entrance to the marina was probably less than 4 feet. The only
other place to tie up would be Beardstown, 80 miles and 1 lock
away.
Bob: It was another grey, dull day as we left the IVY Club. This
bridge takes US Route 24 across Peoria Lake.
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Bob: Peoria is the home of Caterpillar. The headquarters building
is to the right of the Spirit of Peoria paddlewheel cruise ship. The
ship was built in Paducah in 1988 and uses a diesel electric drive
system powered by twin Caterpillar 3412 engines. There are
overnight excursions to Starved Rock and St. Louis.
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11c04

Bob: This massive plant is just above the Peoria Lock.

11c05

Bob: It looked like a scene from Dante’s Inferno, with hot water
pouring into the river. There were no signs to indicate what was
going on in the plant.
Bob: A floating dry dock was servicing this towboat. There were
two men working under the stern deck.

11c06

11c07

Bob: We were out of the Peoria Lock at 9:42 a.m.

11c08

MVO: The 19 century paddlewheel dinner boat Belle of the Night
was up-river at Pekin from its home port in Havana.

11c09

MVO: This commercial dock facility below Pekin had suffered
heavy damage, probably from a tree trunk during a flood.

11c10

MVO: This stretch of the river has a number of wrecked barges.

11c11

MVO: A large mill is at Kingston Mines at mile 146.

11c12

MVO: The Katy Leigh reached Havana at 1:30.

11c13

Bob: The entrance to Tall Timbers Marina at Havana was not only
shallow but narrow as well, and we continued on to Beardstown.

11c14

Bob: Havana is a major center for shipping grain, with five
elevators shown on the chart. The ADM Growmark grain elevator
and wharf is beside the Havana highway bridge.
Bob: The buoy on the right has grounded on the bottom. This is a
good illustration of how shallow the water was around mile 107.

11c15

th

11c16

Bob: There is a fuel depot around mile 97. It is not shown on the
Illinois River chart.

11c17

Bob: We were now within 10 miles of Beardstown.

11c18

Bob: There is a municipal dock at Beardstown, but it was too
shallow to use, so we went a little farther to Logsdon’s Tug
Service.
Bob: Logsdon’s is described in the Waterway Guide as providing
rudimentary dockage.

11c19
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11c20

11c21

11c22

11c23

Bob: "Rudimentary" is a good description. The docks consist of
two barges and an old tug tied to the shore below a flood wall.
While there was space on the second barge behind the tug being
repaired and another cruiser, the current was so swift that I was
afraid to attempt docking there.
Bob: We were given permission to tie up to the Dorothy-A, as it
was not going to be going anywhere soon. The barge blocked the
current and any floating trash. We were in a good, safe place. Of
course, there was no power or water, but that was not a problem
for us with the generator.
Bob: The route to town involves going over piles of logs and other
stuff, up the red catwalk, and over the flood wall. The people at
Logsdon’s are very nice and accommodating and the price for
docking reflects the rudimentary facility. Without Logsdon’s, there
is really no place to tie up or anchor for over 150 miles when the
water is low.
Bob: Logsdon’s recommended the nearby Riverview Restaurant
at the blue sign on the left, but we elected to eat on board.

11c24

Bob: This is the town side of the municipal dock.

11c25

Bob: After dinner, we walked a mile or so to the supermarket and
stocked up on a few items we needed. It was hot outside, with the
temperature at 87 degrees.
Bob: The Princess Movie Theater had been boarded up for a long
time.
Bob: There is a central square with some war memorials.

11c26
11c27
11c28

11c29

11c30

11c31

Bob: The Riverside Memorial company is in this well- maintained
building near Logsdon’s.
We went back to the boat and hit the sack early.
Bob: Our next destination was Alton on the Mississippi, 102 miles
and 1 lock away. Fortunately, the current runs about 1 mile per
hour, so we could expect to average 9.5 mph over the bottom.
Bob: We left at 5:26 a.m. and got to the La Grange Lock at 6:00,
only to find we would have to wait ¾ of an hour for two barges to
come up river. We dropped the anchor for the wait.
Bob. At 7:14, we got the call to proceed, and Mavis used the
windlass to haul the anchor up.

11c32

Bob: There is a very large grain elevator at Meredosia.

11c33

No audio.

11c34

Bob: Seeing this railway bridge at mile 61.3 brought back an
nd
unpleasant memory. On June 2 ,1999, the water had been about
10 feet above pool and the bridge was down. There are no water
depth markers on Illinois River bridges, and the 32.4 foot
clearance at pool actually allowed only 22.4 feet. I had thought
we could make it without raising the bridge. As we slowed down, I
realized it was going to be tight -- and at the last minute, the
current dragged us under the bridge, causing the top of the mast
to hit the bridge, which bent it over to port.
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11c35
11c36
11c37
11c38

Mavis: We spotted this white pelican standing on a shoal. They
are fairly common on the prairies during the summer.
MVO: The homes along the river are on stilts to withstand the
frequent flooding.
MVO: The Illinois River and Mississippi run in parallel in this area.

11c39

MVO: 35 miles from the Mississippi, the river widens and the
banks are much higher.
MVO: Watch for the Kampsville ferry crossing at mile 32.

11c40

MVO: The Mississippi and Illinois Rivers join at Grafton.

11c41

Bob: After our 1999 experience, clearance at bridges is always a
concern. This is the Hardin highway bridge.
Bob: We didn’t have to worry, however, as a tow requested the
bridge be raised. During this day, we passed only one northbound
cruiser, but we did meet 5 barges and passed 3.
MVO: The Illinois Riverdock Restaurant at mile 21 at Hardin has
a long dock which is often used overnight by Loopers.
MVO: The Riverdock Restaurant is above the boat ramp.

11c42

11c43
11c44
11c45

MVO: There is a harbor at Pere Marquette State Park. It did not
appear to be open at the time we cruised by.

11c46

Bob: Approaching Grafton, we looked out and down the
Mississippi River.
Bob: We were now on the Mississippi. This bluff home must have
a magnificent view.
Bob: A marina has been planned for Grafton, but it was not ready
for use in 2005.
Bob: The Mississippi above Alton is beautiful. This is one of my
favorite photos.
No audio.

11c47
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11c50
11c51

Bob: The 50-foot high Our Lady of the River Shrine at Portage
Des Sioux was built after the 1951 Kansas floods, in thanks for
the water not inundating the town.

11c52

Bob: It was time to use the Upper Mississippi River Navigation
Charts book. I was surprised to discover that there are no latitude
and longitude scales on it. The only way to verify your position is
by the markers on the shore. The red marker in the center photo
is the U.S. Power Squadrons Point Light and Daymark at mile
207.1
Bob: Alton is a busy port. There are riverboat casinos there, and
in 1999 we had a good dinner in one of them.
Bob: The Alton Marina is one of the finest in the USA. It was built
in a lock that was replaced by the Mel Price Lock a short distance
down the river. The entrance is at the lower end under a bridge.
The ZaZu is a 95 foot Feadship.
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11c55

11d01

Bob: We arrived at Alton at 7:00 p.m., after a 13.5 hour day on
the boat. The marina has great showers and even a floating
swimming pool. It was important to enjoy Alton, as there would be
only one other marina in the next 275 miles.
Bob: The next day was an easy day, in which we covered 42
miles and 2 locks to reach Hoppies Marine Service at Kimmswick.

11d02

Bob: We cleared the Mel Price Lock without delay. Nine miles
from the lock, you will enter the 8-mile long Chain of Rocks
Canal. The canal is on the east side and . . .

11d03

Bob: …there is a large sign on the point. Don’t miss it and do
what it says to do.

11d04

Bob: The Chain of Rocks canal is wide and straight. Expect lots
of barge traffic

11d05

Bob: Lock 27 is at the lower end of the canal. This lock and the
Mel Price are twined. Small boats will usually be directed to the
one on the right. By the time we reached the lock, the green light
was on and we went right in.

11d06

MVO: When you leave the canal, you will get your first view of St.
Louis. The current will become very strong, running 4-5 knots.

11d07

MVO: This is a view of St. Louis from the river. Here, you can see
some of its bridges, a casino riverboat, and the Arch.

11d08

Bob: James Eads, a 19 century American engineer, designed
and built this bridge in 1874. The book to read at this point is
Rising Tide, by John M. Barry. It starts with the battles between
Eads and the Corps of Engineers over how to tame the river. It
ends with the Great Flood of 1927, during which the Mississippi
was 50 miles wide at times. This flood was a disaster that can be
compared to Hurricane Katrina, and the book describes how New
Orleans dealt with the 1927
flood.
Bob: The Gateway Arch was designed by Eero Saarinen in 1947.
th
Honoring the westward expansion of the country in the 19
century, it takes the shape of an inverted catenary curve. The
monument is 630 feet high and spans 630 feet. It is built of
concrete and stainless steel. Unfortunately, there is nowhere to
stop and visit the Arch from the river.
MVO: Three miles below the Arch is the massive AnheuserBusch brewery, parts of which date back to 1852.

11d09

11d10

11d11

th

MVO: Kimmswick is 22 miles south of the Arch, on the west bank.
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11d14

11d15

11d16

11d17

11d18

11d19

11d20
11d21

MVO: This is a view of a wing dam exposed due to low water.
Wing dams are designed to force the water flow to the center of
the river so that the silt is carried along by the current rather than
settling to the bottom.
MVO: As the water depth drops, huge piles of trash collect on the
wing dams. This trash will be released during the next high water
period. In high water, it is important to stay in the channel, well
away from the wing dams.
MVO: The town of Kimmswick is beside the riverboat on the
shore in the center of the photo.
Bob: Hoppies Marine Service is about a ½ mile below
Kimmswick. Of course, just as we approached, it had to start
raining.
Bob: The rain did not last, however. Due to the strong 5 knot
current, we needed Hoppie's help to tie up safely. Minutes later, a
young man came running down the catwalk with a wheelbarrow
full of pumps, and headed over to the next barge, which was
sinking. I asked Mrs. Hoppie how they fix the leaks, and she
informed me that asphalt shingles are rolled up and shoved in the
holes. The Hoppies are the leading experts on conditions on the
Mississippi River and should be consulted before heading south.
Remember, this is the only marina facility in the 275 miles from
Alton to Kentucky Lake.
Bob: We walked up the catwalk and took this panoramic photo of
the facility. There is apparently a Civil War-era anchor that holds
the four barges in place.
Bob: It is a pleasant half-mile walk to town. Just before this
estate, there is a fence with an 8-foot-high board fence. I peeked
through a crack and saw a whole field of expensive 1950s cars,
arranged by manufacturer, with trees growing out of some of
them. Later, Hoppie explained that the owner had gone through a
bitter divorce and declared that, until hell and high water, his
former wife would not get her hands on his cars. Since then, the
field has been flooded twice.
Bob: The 23-acre estate was donated by Fred and Mabel
Anheuser to the town of Kimmswick. The "Ride On St. Louis"
Equine Assisted Therapy riding facility is located on part of the
estate. An eagle is at the center of the Anheuser-Busch logo.
Bob: As we walked, we passed this estate. The owners must
have had a hobby of building stuff from stones.
Bob: This iron bridge over Rock Creek is located just outside of
town. It is listed as a National Historic Site.

11d22
11d23

No audio
MVO: Press “pause” to read the marker.

11d24

Bob: Kimmswick is a charming small town with many restaurants
and shops. Since it is so close to St. Louis, the streets and stores
were crowded.
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11d25

No audio.

11d26

No audio.

11d27

Bob: We had a superb dinner at the Old House Restaurant,
complete with a roving violinist. The teepees out in the front were
available for private dinners, but there were no takers the night
we were there.
Bob: On our return to the dock, this 65-foot Malahide trawler
named Tesoro had pulled in behind us. Todd and Sandra had
come upstream from New Orleans via the Tombigbee on their
way to their home in Chicago. In August, they planned to cruise to
Blakely Island, Washington, via the Panama Canal.

11d28

11d29

11d30

Bob: Todd is able to work for his business while on the water,
even though his satellite connection to the Internet seems to be
as trouble-prone as my cell phone system. I showed him and
Sandra our photos from the North Channel; they hoped to travel
through there as well, but their boat will require 8 feet of water.
Malahides were built in Ireland up to 1983. They were made of a
rare Brazilian wood. Todd believes that the wood in his boat is
now worth more than the boat itself.
Bob: The next day, we were up at sunrise for a 105-mile cruise to
the Little River Diversion Channel at Cape Girardeau.

11d31

Bob: We took one more look at Tesoro . . .

11d32

Bob: …and headed downstream. For some reason, our GPS did
not record a track file for this day.

11d33

Bob: There are some interesting homes on the west bank. This
one is at Bushberg at mile 154

11d34

Bob: This home is situated near mile 147.

11d35

Bob: The current was close to 4 mph and we were averaging 12.3
mph over the bottom. The strong current in this part of the
Mississippi and the lack of facilities and anchorages for long
distances are two of the main reasons why slow trawlers cruise
the Loop counter-clockwise.
Bob: The Tower Rock Stone Company operates the enormous
Bussen Quarry at about mile 127.

11d36

11d37

Bob: It was sad passing St. Genevieve. We had stayed there six
years before, when the water had been 20 feet higher. The
restaurant on the point had burned down. The fuel dock we had
tied up to was now high and dry.
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11d43

Bob: This is a photo of the same fuel dock back in 1999. We had
had to haul ourselves across in the john boat to get to the dock.
Bob: St. Genevieve, our favorite river town in 1999, had been
settled by the French in 1735 and has many stone and brick
buildings. It is the only original French colonial village left in the
USA.
Bob: There were signs on its telephone poles showing the water
levels during the 1993 flood.
Bob: Kaskaskia was the next point of interest.

Bob: The mouth of the Kaskaskia River is on the Illinois side at
mile 117.5. It is possible to anchor here with permission from the
lockmaster. When the Tesoro went up the Kaskaskia and stopped
at a town there, Todd and Sandra were warmly welcomed by the
local politicians, who were engaged in persuading federal officials
to keep the lock in operation.
MVO: The Menard State Prison is at Chester, Illinois. It dates
back to 1878.

11d44

MVO: The Chester Highway Bridge is at mile 109.9.

11d45

MVO: At mile 86.3, the Shawnee National Forest is straight
ahead and the river bends to the right.

11d46

MVO: Near sharp bends in the river, there are often whirlpools.
The depth of the water will suddenly climb by 30 feet or more.
These whirlpools are around mile 82.

11d47

MVO: The remainder of the route passes Grand Tower and Cape
Girardeau on its way to the Diversion Channel.

11d48

11d49

MVO: Grand Tower Rock is at mile 80 on the west side of the
river, across from the village of Grand Tower. The 80 foot high
limestone rock is capped with scrub oak and cedar. Explorers
Jolliet and Marquette recorded the rock in their journals in 1673.It
was saved from being blown to bits by President Ulysses S.
Grant in 1871.
Bob: At mile 67, it began to rain. We were passing. . .

11d50

Bob: …a high bluff on the west side.
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11d51

Bob: Cape Rock Park at mile 54.1, just before Cape Girardeau.

11d52

Bob: A new suspension bridge at Cape Girardeau has replaced
the old iron bridge shown on the Upper Mississippi chart.

11d53

Bob: Kidd River City Fuel is at this dock. It is the only fuel source
between Hoppies and Kentucky Lake. It is necessary to make a
reservation in advance in order for a truck to meet you there. It is
not a good place to tie up. A Blue Water yacht was badly
damaged in 2005 here by the wake from a passing tow. It had to
be towed 120 miles to Kentucky Lake for repairs. It is better to go
three more miles to the Little River Diversion Channel, which,
while not close to town, is much safer.
Bob: This elaborate mural welcomes boaters to town, but there is
no place to stop.

11d54

11d55

Bob: Campers in small boats can set themselves up on sand bars
-- in this case, on Marquette Island.

11d56

Bob: At 3:30, we arrived at the Little River Diversion Channel. It is
not a place of great beauty, but it was about 10 feet deep in low
water, out of the current, and safe from towboats.
Bob: At 7:30, this wheel--complete with tire--floated out to the
Mississippi River behind us. We passed it again the next day.

11d57
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11e01
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11e03
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Bob: It is important to keep to the middle of the channel so the
fishermen can get to the boat ramp up the channel. One of the
fishermen told me hat this was once a huge area of cypress
wetland. The diversion channel drained it to create farmland.
They are only now starting to replant the cypress trees.
Bob: My plan for July 17 was to take it easy and go 47 miles to
Cairo, where there is a well-used anchorage behind the Angelo
Towhead. A towhead is an island in the river with a channel that
can’t be used by towboats. At this anchorage, we could then
dinghy over to the shore and walk into Cairo.
Bob: We were underway at 6:47, and at 11:03 we caught up to
the wheel that had floated past us the previous night in the
Diversion Channel. I calculated that the wheel had cruised along
at 2.5 mph, whereas we had averaged 9.1 mph. The bridge
ahead takes Interstate 57 across the Mississippi.
Bob: At mile 5.0, the channel at Angelo Towhead is completely
dammed across. The only way in is at the lower end.
Bob: We arrived on schedule at Angelo Towhead at 11:30 and
tried to get in where Mrs. Hoppie and the guide books had
advised us to go, but it started to get very shallow, so we had to
back out. We then ended up on the wrong side of the last
Mississippi buoy, where it too was shallow. Fortunately, we didn’t
run aground, and we got back onto the river.
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Bob: Our alternate plan was to cruise to the Olmstead lock and
anchor in the Ohio. This would save 3 hours in reaching Kentucky
Lake the next day. On such a dull day, Cairo looked pretty bleak
from the river.
Bob: On the Ohio, we were going upstream, so the current
slowed us down. Our speed over the bottom dropped to 7.5 mph.
The Olmstead lock is a massive Corps of Engineers project that
when finished will eliminate two locks farther upstream.
Bob: The design of the lock is made difficult by the 45 to 50 foot
water fluctuations in the area and the dam's proximity to the
Madrid fault. The project was started in 1992, and it is not
expected to be finished until 2013, 21 years later.
Bob: I called the lockmaster at lock 53 and he told us exactly
where to anchor between the Olmsted Lock and his lock on the
south side. We dropped the hook in about 15 feet of water. The
water in the Ohio was much cleaner that the Mississippi, and
there is no swirling water, so it was very pleasant.
Bob: The sky cleared up, and we enjoyed the rest of the day.

Bob: I got out my little-used portable satellite dish and hooked it
up so we could see the weather and the Nashville news. It
worked well except when there were large swells.
Bob: I took this photo of the TV screen in the aft cabin as proof
that the dish worked.

11e12

Bob: We ended the day barbequing the last of our chicken on the
Magma stove.

11e13

Bob: Our plans for our last day on the Loop required some
thought, there being two ways to get to Kenlake Marina from
Paducah. We could take the 17-mile Tennessee River route
through Kentucky Dam Lock . . .
Bob: or we could go farther up the Ohio and take the 41- mile
Cumberland River route through the Barkley Lock. The
Tennessee River route carries far more barge traffic than the
Cumberland, so delays at the lock can run 2-4 hours or longer.
However, there is barge traffic on the Cumberland as well, so
there was no guarantee that we wouldn’t have to wait at Barkley
Lock. The Cumberland route is 19 miles longer, and at our speed
would have taken almost 3 hours more. Also, there is no place to
anchor below the Barkley Lock, so when there is a wait, it is very
uncomfortable.

11e14

11e15
11e16

11e17

Thus, I made the decision to take the Tennessee. Even if night
fell before we got through, it would not be a problem, as I had
cruised Kentucky Lake at night many times.
Bob: This was our last day on the Loop. We had 71 miles of
upstream cruising and 3 locks to clear, so we left at 5:30 a.m.
Bob: The lights in this photo are towboats waiting to head
upstream. The Ohio was shallow and a tow had run aground. In
response, the Coast Guard ordered the river to become one-way
only, so the tows were forced into waiting.
Bob: Lock 53 was a breeze. The wickets were down and we just
went right over the dam.
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Bob: We soon came to the grounded barge. A drag line was
being used to remove part of the load to allow the barge to float.
The operation was going to take a long time. With our radio on
channel 13, we heard that another tow had run hard aground a
mile or two further up the river. It had hit so hard that its strings of
barges had nearly split apart.
MVO: At Metropolis, there is a riverboat casino . . .

MVO: …and a restoration of Fort Massac as it had been in 1802.
Fortifications existed on this site as early as 1540, when the
Spanish explorer Hernando Desoto was here.
Bob: At lock 52, I could see what wickets look like. In the photo,
the ones on the left are up and holding back water, and the group
in the middle have been lowered. A barge-mounted crane moves
along on the high side, lowering the door like wickets to the dam
sill one by one.
Bob: The lockmaster advised us not to anchor, as our wait would
only be 20 minutes. An hour and a half later, a towboat finally
moved out and we moved in.
Bob: It seemed that two guys had just bought the towboat. The
engine had stalled in the lock, and it had taken quite a while to
get it going again. Being new to the boat, its owners had been
extra cautious about every move. Lock 52 was very old and
crumbling, and it was past time for it to be replaced by the new
lock at Olmsted.
Bob: It was 1:00 when we neared Paducah. We still had 44 miles
and one lock on our way to Kenlake Marina.
Bob: US Highway 45 crosses the Ohio just west of Paducah.

Bob: There is no place to fuel up or stay overnight in Paducah.
This is a real shame, as the downtown is very interesting and
there is lots to do. There had been a marina at the Executive Inn
shown in this photo, but it was destroyed in a flood.
Bob: As the guidebooks would say, the marina had been
"rudimentary". . .

11e28

Bob: …and it had been both exciting and strenuous climbing the
catwalk to the hotel high above.

11e29

Bob: We hope there will soon be a dock here, so that travelers on
pleasure boats are truly welcome to visit.

11e30

MVO: There is a barge dock in front of the new performing arts
center, but it is not available to the public.

11e31

MVO: There are also facilities for towboats in Paducah, and the
town is a major staging area for the tows. There is even a school
for training towboat crews and captains.
MVO: The Tennessee River below the dam is wide and mostly
rural.

11e32
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Bob: This diving operation was probably harvesting washboard
mussels. The shells are shipped to Japan to supply the cultured
pearl industry there. You'll want to go slow past the dive boats
and stay clear of them.
MVO: A fake façade covers a towboat grocery supply operation
on the Tennessee at about mile 6.

11e35

MVO: A large chemical complex is located at Calvert City.

11e36

Bob: At 3:40, we were within sight of Kentucky Dam. The
lockmaster said we would have a two-hour wait. In 2002, I had
anchored under the Interstate 24. This time, I first dropped the
anchor just above the left side pier. It held, but we were swinging
close to the pier, so I decided to pull it up. We must have tried 6
more times in different places but could not get the anchor to
hold.
Bob: The lockmaster said we could tie up to a mooring cell but to
beware of the wash. Mavis got the line through one of the rings,
but the boat swung about in the strong current and would have hit
the cell, so we let the line go.
Bob: Finally, at 6:00 p.m., the lockmaster took pity on us and said
we could tie up to the approach wall until the upbound tow left the
lock and it could be emptied.
Bob: At 6:17, the gates opened and we were on our way.

11e37
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11e40

11e41

Bob: We had been in this lock before, and knew that the location
with the least turbulence is close to the far gate. Mavis has the
line around the floating bollard. It is important to have good
fenders front and stern. You can only reach one bollard here, so
the fenders get a real workout.
Bob: On the way up, the water swirls around violently in this lock.

11e42

Bob: At 6:43, we left the lock and we greeted by the glorious sight
of Kentucky Lake. We were almost home.

11e43

Bob: A canal connects Kentucky Lake to Barkley Lake. On these
two lakes, you can cruise as much as 280 miles without having to
go through a lock.
Bob: Kentucky Lake is over a mile wide above the dam, with
clean fresh water. A fifty-mile stretch of land on the east side
forms a national park called Land Between The Lakes. It has
been left in its natural state.
Bob: There are numerous coves for anchoring in the wild, and
trails through the woods accessible only by dingy.
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11e45

11e46

Bob: At 8:42 p.m., we were at the Highway 68 bridge.

11e47

Bob: The sun had set and the moon was out. It was a fitting
moment to end our 5,600 mile voyage.
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Bob: At 9:00 p.m., we were tied up in our covered slip and ready
to party.
th
Bob: On the 19 , we packed up and cleaned the boat. Our son
Andrew picked us up in the late afternoon and drove us to
Nashville. Press “pause” to read some trip statistics.

Kenlake Marina,
July 18
July 19

Cruising America’s Great Loop Script
Leg 11 Kentucky Lake to Demopolis

Code
12a01

12a02
12a03
12a04
12a05

12a06

12a07

Voice Over
Bob: Kenlake Marina is our home port. We provisioned the
boat the day before and had a friend drive our car back to
our home in Nashville. We left rather late around 11:00 for
Pebble Island 50 miles up-stream.
Bob: We left late because in October you can expect fog in
the morning.
Bob: Our dock friends were there to wish us bon voyage.
Bob: In this part of the south almost all marinas have
covered slips.
Bob: As we headed out the gap in the breakwater, the
rowing team from Murray State University was practicing. As
we headed out on the lake a 42 foot Grand Banks passed
us headed south. I called on the radio and found out they
were headed for Vero Beach and would be staying at
Pebble Island Marina that night. We could meet them there.
Bob: A flotilla of 5 other boats from Kenlake Marina came
with us for the first day. The Highway 68 bridge is in the
background. Kenlake Marina is just above this bridge.
Bob: We dropped the anchor and rafted together for lunch at
a cove just below the Highway 79 bridge at Paris Landing.

12a08

No audio

12a09

Bob: We were having a great time with our friends and It
was after 3:00 when we started up again and headed for the
Highway 79 bridge..
Bob: It was kind of late to cover 30 miles. It would be dark
when we got to Pebble Island at mile 95.6
MVO: When the Kentucky dam was built this concrete grain
warehouse became partially submerged. It is at at Mile 78
Bob: As the sun went down our good friends left us behind
in their fast boats. We had 3 miles to cover and arrived at
5:30pm.
Bob: That night a bon voyage party was held for us at the
marina.

12a10
12a11
12a12

12a13

12a14

Mavis: A cake with an edible photo of the Katy Leigh formed
the center piece of the celebration.

12a15

Bob: Next morning there was a little fog on the water.

12a16

Bob: We all had breakfast together and met with the folks,
Victor and Lee from Vero Beach on the 42 Grand Banks
named Meander. It was agreed we would travel together to
Mobile.
Bob: We bid our friends farewell and were underway at

12a17
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9:20am.
12a18

12a28

Bob: Our destination today was an anchorage Double
Island.
Bob: Pebble Island is deep in a cove. Here we are rejoining
the main channel. The crack in our starboard windshield
was fixed at Marlow Marine.
Bob: Meander was just ahead. Kentucky Lake is very
beautiful all the way to the Interstate 40 bridge with wild life
preserves and high banks.
Bob: Technically Kentucky Lake goes all the way to the
Pickwick Lock. But I prefer to call this next stretch the
Tennessee River. These homes are just below the I40
bridge on the west side.
Bob: The river has cut its way through limestone and
created these high bluffs.
Bob: While we would have preferred to get to the marina at
Clifton, it was under construction in 2003. It is now open.
Bob: We got to Double Island at mile 148.5 around 4:00PM
and dropped the hook. I launched the dingy to get this
picture and to row over to the beach on the island. Some
beach, it was mud up to my ankles. If you have pets you
have to be very careful that the ground is firm before you
drop them off on the river banks.
Bob: There was thick fog in the morning. I could barely see
Meander. We also found our selves touching bottom as the
river had dropped over night and the current was no longer
keeping us in the middle of the channel. We had anchored
too far upstream in the channel between the Island and the
mainland. We hauled ourselves into deeper water with the
anchor line.
Bob: Our destination today was Aqua Yacht Harbor on
Yellow Creek at the start of the Tombigbee Waterway.
Bob: The fog soon letup but remained in a few places
providing for some gorgeous photos.
No audio

12a29

No audio

12a30

No audio

12a31

Bob: Clifton has an interesting downtown and is well worth a
visit now that the new marina has opened.
Bob: But we had to pass by. We sighted an eagle on the
shore just 2 miles above Clifton near Eagle Nest Island.
Bob: Meander was behind us and Victor used the
opportunity to show me how to perform a slow pass. The
boat being overtaken requests a slow pass on the VHF and
then slows right down to just about idle speed. The
overtaking boat comes right up close behind and beside the
boat being overtaken and then slows down to pass. As soon
as it has passed the other boat it can speed up. The slower
boat can then turn into the wake. This maneuver takes very
little time and is much more comfortable than letting the
higher speed boat pass at cruising speed.
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12b01

12b02

MVO: There a new stilted summer home development at
about mile 165.
MVO: The Saltillo ferry was retired in 2003 after the new
bridge was built just above Clifton.
MVO: A dredge was working in the river beside the Chalk
Bluff at mile 182. It is a good idea to call a dredge on the
radio and check which side to pass. There are often long
floating pipes in the water that take the dredged material to
shore.
MVO: This dredge was putting the material into a barge.
MVO: Cherry Mansion at Savannah just before the US 64
bridge is built on an old Indian mound. The house was
General Ulysses S. Grant’s headquarters and a field
hospital during the battle of Shiloh. Two Union Generals
died here. We will have more about this battle after a few
more slides.
Bob: Meander at 42 feet cruises at 10.5 mph compared to
our 9.5 and was several miles ahead of us when we got to
Pickwick Dam. The extra speed didn’t help her as the lock
was closed. All the faster boats that had passed us had to
wait in the auxiliary lock. When we got there the lock was
open, the green light went on and we were first into the lock.
Bob: It was late in the day and beautiful cruising the 11
miles from Pickwick Lock to Yellow Creek. We followed
Meander, two other pleasure craft, and a tow.
Bob: Grand Harbor is a relatively new marina and condo
complex at the entrance to Yellow Creek. The well known
guidebook writer of the inland rivers, Fred Myers, keeps his
34 foot American Tug, “Liberty” at this marina.
Bob: There is a long transient dock at Aqua Yacht Harbor
that is easy to get to. Tinman, a 55 foot Sea Ray was behind
us and also doing the loop. We also met loopers Bob &
Ginny on “Oil and Water” at this marina and had dinner with
them at a restaurant in Red Sulphur Springs just north of the
marina. .
Bob: We rented an Enterprise car and drove 18 miles north
to the 4,000 acre Shiloh National Military Park. As we looked
out over the river where thousands of Union soldiers were
ferried across in steamboats long ago, a beautiful Cape
Horn passagemaker, Blythe Venture cruised by. We would
catch up to her at the Whitten Lock.
MVO: The Civil War battle of Shiloh was fought on April 6th
th
and 7 1862.
MVO: When the battle was over nearly 23,000 men were
dead, wounded or missing out of 109,000. The museum,
film and grounds are well worth a visit. Be sure to visit
Savannah on your way back to see the new Tennessee
River museum.
Bob: Our plan for today was to reach Midway Marina, 3
locks and 55 miles down the Tennessee-Tombigbee
waterway. It is 414 feet downhill from Aqua to Mobile Bay.
Bob: By 7:00AM we were in the 25 mile long dug canal
called the Divide Cut or more simply as the ditch.
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Bob: The only boat to pass in the Divide Cut was this 28 foot
Albin named Mary Ellen flying the America’s Great Loop
Cruisers’ Association flag.
MVO: The Tennessee-Tombigbee or Tenn-Tom was the
largest project ever undertaken by the Corps of Engineers.
Completed in 1985 more earth was dug out than was moved
during the construction of the Panama Canal. At this point
on the canal, hills 175 feet high were carved out. The canal
saves over 700 miles in transporting goods from Tennessee
ports to the Gulf of Mexico vs the Mississippi River route.
Bob: It seems that after the Corps of Engineers chart book
was published in 1991 the names of all the locks were
changed with the new names honoring various local
politicians or nearby towns. Using the old names when
calling a lockmaster by radio may get you no response. Be
sure you have a guidebook that shows the new names.
At the Whitten Lock we had to wait 2 hours wait for tow
boats to pass through.
Bob: We were lowered 84 feet and left the lock with 4 other
boats. A little farther on there was a pulp mill. Yet another
tow boat started up so we now had two tow boats ahead of
us.
Bob: At the Montgomery Lock we waited another 2 hours.

Bob: When we got to the Rankin Lock just 5 miles from
Midway Marina it became clear that we could not make it in
daylight. We would have to anchor and skip Midway. Getting
anchored with five boats around was hell. First we were too
close to the channel on the west side so we pulled up and
went over to the dam side but there were stumps there, and
anchors that wouldn't hold. We went farther up stream and
anchored again. However, the lockmaster said we were too
close to the channel again. It took about three more tries
until 9:30pm before we felt reasonably safe and could fall
asleep.
Bob: We did manage to get some sleep and were up before
dawn to go through the Rankin Lock. Our destination today
was Columbus 63 miles and 5 locks away.
Bob: Midway Marina is just around the point on the left.

Bob: I took this just before we saw Midway Marina. It is one
of my favorite photos as the fog on the water made it look
like a frozen lake.
Bob: At Fulton Lock, Blythe Venture and a 43 foot Krogen
followed us into the lock. Blythe Venture had bow and stern
thrusters and did an impressive job of moving sideways to
the lock wall. If only the Katy Leigh had even a bow
thruster.
Bob: From Aberdeen Lock it is 23 miles to Columbus. There
is a kind of contest between Aberdeen and Columbus as to
who has the best Victorian homes. I would have liked to see
the ones in Aberdeen but there was not time to stop.
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Bob: Cape Horn trawlers have an underwater bulb at the
bow to reduce drag. It is amazing how little wake this boat
leaves.
No audio

12b18

MVO: Logging is one of the major industries along the
Tombigbee River.
MVO: These fellows were taking a break.

12b19

No audio

12b20

Bob: We planned to spend a rest day at Columbus Marina to
see the town and visit the Waverly Mansion.
Bob: Columbus Marina was crowded but owner Chuck
Bigelow went out of his way to accommodate everyone.
Meander and the Katy Leigh tied up on the end of the
boathouse finger docks.
Bob: An enjoyable dinner was served in the restaurant on
the premises.
Mavis: Next morning, we borrowed the marina truck and
drove to town to get a rental car. The town was all decked
out with Halloween decorations.
Mavis: The handsome Lowndes County Courthouse is at the
center of the town.
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Mavis: There are a number of Victorian and antebellum
homes in Columbus.
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No audio
Mavis: The 1924 Princess Theater is still in operation
showing movies, concerts and plays. We had milkshakes at
the nearby Zachery's which was right out the 50's. The
server put about 6 scoops of ice cream in each small
milkshake.
Mavis: The first home of the famous southern playwright,
Tennessee Williams, now serves as the welcome center.
Did you know that Columbus was once named Possum
town?
Mavis: I think the highlight of our day in Columbus was the
visit to the nearby Waverly Mansion on the Tombigbee
River.
Mavis: The largest magnolia I have ever seen and the
largest in Missisippi is on the front lawn. The house sat
empty for 50 years yet was never damaged by vandals. The
house is believed to be haunted to this day by a little girl that
accidentally died during the civil war.
Mavis: This Greek Revival home is on the National Register
of Historic Places. Completed in 1852, its octagonal cupola
and self-supporting curved stairways make Waverley unique
among antebellum homes.
Mavis: The mansion was restored by the Snow family
starting in the 1960's. Mr Snow still lives in the house. The
interior and period furnishings acquired by the Snows must
been seen.
Mavis: There is a small shop in the original plantation office.
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Bob: It was 65 miles and 2 locks to our next stop, the
anchorage at Sumter Recreation Area.
Bob: We left at 7:00am in fog and cleared the Stennis Lock
by 7:30AM
Bob: I was surprised to see a telephone booth on the lawn
of this home on Aliceville Lake around mile 315.
Bob: Nearing Pickensville the trees were stripped by
cormorants. The weather was overcast and threatened rain.
Bob: The Tom Bevill visitor center is just above the Bevill
Lock. You will have to anchor with permission from the
lockmaster and then dingy in to the courtesy dock. The US
Snagboat Montgomery, a stern wheeler, is preserved here.
Snagboats are used to clear the fallen trees that pile up in
shallow spots on rivers.
Bob: The visitor center resembles Waverly Mansion.

12c07

Bob: Below the Bevill Lock the river is narrow and winding.

12c08

No audio

12c09

Bob: This was the first sign of autumn.

12c10

Bob: The Tombigbee becomes very winding in this area.
There are many places where the waterway has
straightened the river leaving cut offs. They look like ideal
places to anchor. Unfortunately the entrances are all silted
in. This bass boat has tilted its outboard engine and is
digging its way out of the cutoff.
Bob: The Sumter Recreation Area is just 4 miles above the
Heflin Lock.
Bob: The entrance to the cove at Sumter is a little shallow
(4-6 ft) but once inside there is lots of water in the totally
enclosed cove. We used our chain anchor after Victor taught
me how to make a snubber line out of a hook and length of
nylon line. The snubber line acts like a shock absorber with
a chain rode. Launching the dingy we went over to Meander
for drinks (Gentleman Jack) and barbequed turkey breast.
The weather forecast for the next day called for
thunderstorms so we stayed put for another day. We had
some rain but the storms went around us.
Bob: There is just one lock and 53 miles from Sumter to
Demopolis. We got up early and left quietly at 5:45 to avoid
th
wakening a Nordic tug that arrived late on the 27 . We
covered the 4 miles to the lock in less than half an hour. The
lockmaster was closing the gates when the Nordic came on
the radio and said they were just two miles away and could
he wait for them. Four boats waited 30 minutes. Meander
did a professional job of disciplining the Nordic captain but
he showed no remorse and said he had slept in.
Bob: At mile 250 you pass the White Cliffs of Epes.
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Bob: Another shot of the cliffs. We arrived at the Demopolis
Yacht Basin at noon. I did not take any photos at Demopolis.
We did laundry, took on diesel, and used the courtesy car to
shop and have dinner at a pizza place in town.
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Cruising America’s Great Loop Script
Leg 11 Demopolis to Carrabelle

Code
13a01

Voice Over

13a07

Bob: As we were now on standard time, we had to leave an
hour earlier in the morning. Our destination today was
Bobby’s Fish Camp at Mile 118.9, a distance of 97 miles
and one lock from Demopolis.
Bob: We left in fog at 5:30 a.m. with 8 other boats and were
in the Demopolis lock by 6:12. The locks have powerful
lights and are easy to see even in fog.
Bob: Coming out of the lock, the fog was thick. The Mary
Ellen, not having radar, requested a position behind a boat
with radar.
Bob: Radar really helps with keeping the boat in the middle
of the river. The VHF radio lets you know if there is a
towboat ahead, as most captains will issue periodic
announcements of their position. You do need to keep track
of your position at all times so you will know if a tow is near.
Bob: Around 7:30, the fog cleared and the fast boats all took
off for Bobby’s, arriving 4 hours ahead of us. The next series
of river photos were taken in the area shown on this map.
Bob: We were on the Lower Black Warrior-Tombigbee
Waterway. The weather was beautiful and there was almost
no traffic.
No audio.

13a08

No audio.

13a09

No audio.

13a10
13a11

No audio.
Bob: At 3:50, we arrived at Bobby’s Fish Camp. There were
11 boats on the 80-foot dock, with the front row rafted 4
deep.
Bob: The Mary Ellen was directing traffic and had figured
out how to accommodate everyone.
Bob: Meander took the remaining 18 feet or so of face dock
and we rafted to Meander. A 42-foot trawler from Quebec
rafted to us. By putting the Mary Ellen partially in the mud
beside the ramp, a new dock record of 14 boats was set.
Bob: We walked up the hill to the fish camp . . .
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Bob: …and met Bobby. Unfortunately, the restaurant was
closed on Wednesdays. We hit the sack at 8:30 to be ready
for another early morning run.
Bob: After much discussion over the best place to spend the
night, it was decided to head for Bates Lake, 54 miles down
river, rather than going all the way to Dog River on Mobile
Bay. Dog River is 98 miles away. Those that were
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concerned about the water depth at the entrance to Bates
Lake would go another 1.2 miles to the Alabama River
cutoff.
Bob: We were out of the Coffeeville lock at 6:40 a.m. and …
Bob: …at the US 84 bridge a few minutes later. As usual, it
was foggy in the early morning. We were now in tidal waters
and would not have another lock to deal with until the
Okeechobee Waterway.
Bob: By 8:00, the fog had cleared, and it was a beautiful
sunny day. We were following Meander.
Bob: The river really winds around above Bates Lake. Note
the figure 8.
Bob: This enlargement of the map shows that this was a
double horseshoe bend. There are no cut-thrus on this part
of the Tombigbee River like the ones we saw above
Demopolis.
MVO: This barge dock appears to have been abandoned.
MVO: A rare sight at this time of year is a pleasure boat
heading upstream.
MVO: This lumbering operation is at McIntosh Alabama.
McIntosh is the site of an Alabama Powers compressed air
energy storage plant. Air is compressed during off-peak
hours into an underground cavern. During peak power
demand, the compressed air is mixed with natural gas to
drive a conventional gas turbine..
Bob: We had no problem getting over the bar into Bates
Lake, but Meander didn’t want to risk grounding and went
on to the Alabama Cctoff. We rafted to the 45-ft Bayliner
pilot house cruiser named Barron. It was named after the
owners Barb and Ron. A little later, 2 more boats joined the
raftup.
Bob: I used the time to explore the lake in the dinghy. The
shore is lined with cypress trees and ramshackle floating
fishing huts.
Bob: I had thought this would be a great place to see
alligators but there were none. When I got back to the boat,
we put the dinghy on the cabin roof, as it would be a safer
place than the swim platform in the rough water we might
encounter on Mobile Bay.
Bob: Fourteen days after we set out, we would get to the
sea. The cruise would be 44 miles to Grand Mariner Marina
at Dog River.
Bob: At 5:45, we followed Barron over the bar and out onto
the river.
Bob: We picked up Meader at the Alabama River cutoff and
cruised together.
Bob: We passed this large wood-chipping facility.
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Bob: As we passed under the I-65 bridges, we knew we
were reaching civilization.
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Bob: Most of Mobile Bay is around 9 feet deep. The main
shipping channel was dredged to 42 feet so that oceangoing
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ships can come into the harbor at Mobile.
Bob: Below the I-65 bridge, we were into marshland.
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Bob: The bridge carries US 90 and 98 across the river, and
the city becomes visible below. During Hurricane Katrina, an
oil rig was trapped under this bridge.
Bob: Near the bridge, the Mobile River was alive with
commercial boats going in all directions. It was quite a
surprise to us after 2 weeks of nothing but a few towboats.
No audio.
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No audio.
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No audio.
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No audio.
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MVO: This is the Mobile convention center.
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No audio.
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MVO: The Coast Guard operates a training facility in Mobile
on Little Sand Island, using this beached vessel for
firefighting practice.
MVO: This colossal structure was loading barges with what
looks like coal.
Bob: Seeing this shrimp boat was an emotional moment; we
were out on the ocean for the first time ever on our own
boat. The salt air smelled great. Sea birds were everywhere
around the shrimp boat.
Bob: At Red Marker 2, we turned 126 degrees to starboard
and headed onto the Dog River channel. Every other marker
had either a pelican or a sea gull.
Bob: We docked at Grand Mariner Marina at about 2:00
p.m.
Bob: As we looked back to the bridge over Dog River, we
saw that a small panel truck was on fire. The fire department
soon arrived and put out the blaze.
Bob: That night, we celebrated with Victor and Lee from
Meander at the Grand Mariner restaurant on the top of the
green building on the right.
Bob: Meander left at 8:00 a.m. for Pensacola. We planned
to see them again in the spring, when we would dock at
their home in Vero Beach. We left at 9:00 a.m., surrounded
by tons of diving pelicans. The crossing to Fairhope was
pretty calm, with the east winds staying below 10 mph. I had
plotted a course for the GPS that worked perfectly, bringing
us to the exact point of Fly Creek at Fairhope.
Bob: We went to Fairhope to participate in an America's
Great Loop Cruisers Association Rendezvous. They are
very well organized, with activities each day. A dinghy was
sent out to escort us to our dock at Eastern Shore Marina.
Bob: The Fairhope Yacht Club is across Fly Creek. It was
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used for meetings, training sessions, and dinners.
Bob: We had incredible views of the sunsets during the 5
days we stayed at this marina.
Bob: At night, the shrimp boats would head out to sea. The
Crimson Tide returned and tied up at a marina dock. We
bought fresh shrimp right off the boat.
Bob: Fairhope is one of top 10 retirement communities in
America. There are lots of fancy shops catering to
grandparents.
Bob: This fine park is on the bay.
MVO: A long fishing pier is in the park. There is a restaurant
and a small harbor at the end of the pier.
Mavis: We rented a car and drove to Fort Morgan. The
Grand Hotel is at Point Clear on the way. Press “pause” to
read the marker.
Mavis: This view looks north from a point near Fort Morgan.
MVO: Fort Morgan was built to protect Mobile in 1834. It
saw action during the Civil War in August 1864 when
Admiral Farragut was ordered to seize Mobile Bay from the
Confederates. When he entered the bay across a line of
underwater mines, Farragut reportedly said, “Damn the
torpedoes! Full speed ahead!”
MVO: Fort Morgan is star-shaped and built of brick. It was
named after Revolutionary War general Daniel Morgan.
Mavis: I was really impressed with these brick arches.
Mavis: This large lonely beach house is just east of the fort,
on the Gulf of Mexico side of the peninsula.
Bob: On November 4th, we rented a car. With another
couple attending the rendezvous, we drove out to visit the
battleship Alabama, which is preserved at the top end of
Mobile Bay.
No audio.
Bob: We climbed all over both the outside and inside of the
ship on a self-guided tour.
No audio.
Bob: In the pilot house, I was surprised to see such a small
and insignificant wheel. The Katy Leigh’s wheel is much
more impressive.
Bob: These bins are just for storing the signal flags. It’s no
wonder signal flags are not used on small craft.
Bob: We finally saw our first alligator in an unlikely place at
the stern of the Alabama. It’s in the lower right corner of the
photo.
Bob: The Rendezvous was a lot of fun, and we learned a
great deal about the Loop from the excellent speakers and
the other boaters.
Mavis: The sunsets were really spectacular.
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Mavis: I think this is Bob’s best sunset shot.
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Bob: Being on the ocean for the first time was nerve
wracking. Would we be able to make a safe port without
being bounced around too much? How reliable are the
weather forecasts? One woman claimed NOAA reports
wave heights from the center to the peak, rather than the
trough to peak, and that we needed to double the numbers
NOAA broadcasts. She was wrong.
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The forecast for November 5 was not great but we didn’t
have far to go in the open. We would be on the Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway to Little Sabine Bay at Pensacola.
Bob: It was raining at 5:30 when we got up, but by 7:00 a.m.
it was looking better. I decided we would go out, and if it
was too rough, we would turn around and come back in. We
left at 8:00 a.m. when the sun started to show. There were
10 mph winds with 2 foot waves.
Bob: Red #4 keeps you from getting into the shallows of
Great Point Clear. It is 1 ¼ miles off the point.
Bob: ¾ of hour after passing Point Clear, it began to rain
and looked threatening. We still had 12 miles to go to the
ICW.
Bob: At 11:00 a.m., we were in the ICW and soon passed
this project boat.
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Bob: Our destination was Little Sabine Bay.
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Bob: The ICW opens up at Wolf Bay
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Bob: Condos are being constructed just about everywhere.
These colorful units are on Perdido Key just before the highlevel State 182 Bridge.
Bob: At green marker #17, we were beside the Gulf Islands
National Seashore. At times we were able to look out to the
open water.
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Bob: The water was clear and the shoals easy to see on a
sunny day. This photo is at the Caucus Channel that takes
ships into Pensacola.
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Bob: This is the huge Naval Base at Pensacola.
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Bob: We stopped at the Beach Marina in Little Sabine Bay.
It is primarily a charter boat dock but transients are allowed.
A large university research vessel docked in front of us.
They were working on the problem of how the land at New
Orleans is gradually settling into the sea.
Bob: We had dinner at the Market Restaurant beside the
harbor.
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Bob: Breakfast on the 6 was at the Market a few yards
from the dock. There was a USA Today box outside. It was
great to be able to have newspapers again.
Mavis: This was a really great market. It had all kinds of
fresh foods and good wines, and I had stocked up here the
day before.
Bob: Our next destination was Baytowne Marina at
Sandestin 52 miles along the ICW.
Bob: As we headed out the narrow inlet to Little Sabine Bay,
we passed this colorful water tank.
Bob: This tower is on Santa Rosa Island at Fort Walton
Beach. Its purpose remains a mystery to me.
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Bob: Santa Rosa Sound narrows at Fort Walton Beach. This
handsome home is on the north side of the sound.
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Bob: Choctawhatchee Bay is large and open and can be
rough. When that happens, one option is to wait at Fort
Walton until things settle down.
Bob: The large condominium building at Baytowne is easy
to see from the bay.
Bob: The docks are fixed and most require a back-in
landing. This is where a bow thruster would have been
great.
MVO: At the marina store, there is a live, talkative parrot.
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MVO: A boardwalk goes through the marsh to the Village at
Baytowne Wharf.
MVO: Along the way, there are good views of the docks and
breakwater.
MVO: A tree house along the walk is a great attraction to
children.
MVO: At the end of the boardwalk, there is a village with all
kinds of shops and restaurants.
Bob: There is a good ice cream shop, of course, but it
doesn’t appear in this photo.
Bob: Part of the village surrounds a small pond. Baytowne is
a very attractive and fun place to stay on the Loop.
Bob: We had friends planning to join us for the Gulf
th
crossing. They were to meet us in Carrabelle on the 11
th
and we would cross on the 12 , providing the weather was
th
good. Accordingly, we had to get to Carrabelle by the 11 .
Bob: As we left Baytowne, we passed this classic tour boat,
the Micco Mazie.
Bob: It was overcast but not cold and we ran from the
flybridge. We followed a trawler named No Clew. “Clew” is
spelled C-L-E-W and means the lower corner of a sail. The
owner was a former sailor. This is a good example of where
having such a clever name can backfire, because whenever
he was called on the radio, “No Clew” sounded derogatory.
Bob: We passed under the US-331 bridge, one we had
crossed many times in years past on our way to Panama
City Beach.
Bob: At the end of the bay, we entered a canal that took us
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to West Bay.
Bob: The canal had been dug out of the sand banks. With
the erosion that has occurred, it looked like the Dakota
Badlands.
Bob: We overtook this long fuel barge. The towboat
operators are all very helpful on the Gulf Coast. We passed
on the “one toot”--our port to his starboard. The easiest way
to remember which side to pass --whether you are meeting
a tow or overtaking a tow -- is that a “one” always means
move to your right and a “two” means move left.
No audio
Bob: The US 98 bridge was being twined. The old bridge
was a big bottleneck in the late 70’s when we would drive
down from Nashville every summer.
Bob: I was told that a new bridge-building technique was
being tried here for the first time in the US.
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Bob: We followed No Clew into St. Andrew Bay . . .
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Bob: …and separated from it when we tied up at Treasure
Island Marina. This marina is mainly a charter boat
operation. In hindsight, we should have stayed at the nearby
Bay Point Marina. Our Panama City Beach friends picked us
up and gave us a tour of the beaches. At the time of our
visit, beachfront property was selling at 1 million dollars for a
37-foot-wide lot. Reservations for a new 100-suite planned
development had been bought out in 4 hours by speculators
who then hoped to resell the reservations at large profits.
Bob: The next day we decided to cross St. Andrew Bay and
change to the downtown Panama City Marina.
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Bob: Dredging was underway at entrance to the Grand
Lagoon. The sign read “Warning, Submerged Pipeline
Crossing.” The channel went between the sign and the
shoal on the left.
Bob: A sailboat had sunk in a recent hurricane and was not
being removed. A new buoy was anchored beside the
wreck.
Bob: It took just 30 minutes to reach the Panama City
Marina downtown.
Bob: We took advantage of the laundry at the marina . .
Bob: …and walked around the downtown, where much is
being done to restore the area. However, there were a lot of
empty stores that need to be filled. Our friends picked us up
afterwards for dinner at Captain Anderson's, where Florida
lobster was on sale for $12.95. It was the last day the
restaurant would be open that year, as it closes for the
winter until early February. Captain Anderson’s is probably
the most popular restaurant in the Panama City area, and
it’s very good.
Bob: The cruise on November 9 was to Apalachicola, a
distance of 55 miles. It takes place mostly inland, over
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canals and narrow rivers.
Bob: The route is along one of the best hurricane holes in
the area, and we passed several fishing boats tucked away
in coves.
No audio.

Bob: Just before Highway 71, we passed the 5 ¼ mile Gulf
Coast Canal that runs straight to Port Saint Joe on the gulf.
We decided to continue on the Gulf ICW
Bob: The canal runs through a huge, largely uninhabited
cypress swamp roughly 50 miles wide.
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No audio.
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Bob: Just before Lake Wimico, at mile 334.5. there is a loop
on the north side that has an anchorage. Your guidebook
should advise as to which side of the loop to enter.
Bob: Lake Wimico has a very narrow channel that runs
straight down the middle. It is very shallow on either side, so
cruisers must take extreme care to stay in the channel.
Bob: These ducks looked like a shoal from a distance.
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No audio.
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Bob: This still-running project boat was on the Apalachicola
River just above the town.
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Bob: We docked at Scipio Creek Marina. We were really
impressed with the plastic pipes that covered the piles and
protected our boat.
MVO: The marina is across the road from the historic
Orman House . . .
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MVO: …that had been built in 1840 by Thomas Orman, a
cotton merchant and businessman in Apalachicola from
1840 to the 1870s. He helped the town become an
important cotton-exporting port during the 19th century. The
antebellum Greek revival-style home overlooks the
Apalachicola River.
MVO: The downtown is a short walk from the marina.
MVO: On the way downtown, you may pass Wefing’s
marine supplies near the public docks.
MVO: It has served the industry since 1909.
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MVO: The 1912 Dixie theater has been nicely renovated. It
now hosts live theatre.
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MVO: This building is the original sponge exchange that
was first located in Apalachicola.
MVO: The sign reads, “First sponge exchange 1836,
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relocated in Cedar Key, then Carrabelle, presently in Tarpon
Springs.”
MVO: This sponge boat is displayed nearby.
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MVO: The 1907 Gibson Inn and Restaurant is near the end
of Market Street.
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Bob: Our destination today was Carrabelle, the best place to
set out for a Gulf crossing to Tarpon Springs.
Bob: It took 3.5 hours to reach Carrabelle. The weather was
partly cloudy, and the winds in St. George Sound were 1015 knots, with waves reaching 3 feet high at times.
Bob: There is a range that will guide you along the channel
into the Carrabelle River.
Bob: There is a Coast Guard station and commercial docks
all along the river.
No audio.
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No audio.
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Bob: We tied up at the Moorings Marina. It is one of the best
on the Loop, with an IGA and hardware store right across
the street. There is a lounge with internet access, too. We
fueled up for the crossing here. The dockmaster is an expert
on the Gulf of Mexico and will provide all kinds of good
advice on when there is likely to be a weather window and
what your choices are for the crossing.
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Leg 12 Carrabelle to Stuart
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Voice Over

Photo Caption

Bob: Crossing the Gulf of Mexico invokes more fear than any
other part of the Loop. You hear horror stories from people
who have done it about how rough it can get. Nevertheless,
most cruisers manage it without incident.
Bob: The shortest crossing consists of 168 miles between
Carrabelle and Tarpon Springs. Most of the way, you will be
50 miles from shore.
Bob: If you have a slow boat that cruises at 9.3 miles per hour,
the trip will take 18 hours. You must arrive in daylight, as there
are crab pots everywhere in the Gulf where the water depth is
less than 40 feet. In mid-November, when there may be only
12 hours of daylight, you will have to travel overnight to make
a direct crossing cross in a slow. Sailboats at 5 knots will need
to make their own calculations.
Bob: Faster boats have the option of anchoring off Dog Island
and leaving before daylight, as there are lighted buoys and no
crab pots. This choice reduces the distance of the crossing to
162 miles. A fast boat that leaves Dog Island at 4 a.m. and
cruises at 13.5 mph will arrive two hours before dark at
Tarpon Springs.
Bob: Some boaters prefer to travel only in daylight and will
follow the big bend, taking two or more days to do the loop
and stopping overnight at Steinhatchee and Cedar Key. The
downsides to this choice are that it will require two or three
good-weather days in a row and you will have to factor in the
winds and tides, as the waters in these parts of the Gulf can
be very shallow. A northeast wind will blow water out of the
Gulf reducing depth yet further. This route also adds 42 miles
to the crossing.
Bob: A third option is to anchor on the east end of Dog Island
and then leave at sunrise to travel the 104 miles to Cedar Key.
A couple of boats that had docked with us at the Moorings
took this route. They spent a sleepless night at Dog Island
bouncing around at anchor in the east wind, and they also had
to wait out a day at Cedar Key due to bad weather on
th
November 13 .
Bob: We had decided to cross the gulf directly and recruited
two boating friends from Nashville to help with the overnight
crossing. Michael and LaWanda flew to Jacksonville and
drove a rental car to Tallahassee. The Moorings arranged for
a driver to pick them up at the Tallahassee rental car drop-off.
Their plane was late and they did not arrive until 10:30 p.m. on
th
the 10 .
th
Bob: On the morning of the 11 , Michael plotted the route on
the paper chart. I had already loaded up the Garmin
Chartplotter. The dockmaster predicted a good weather
window. After we used the phone access to check the wave
height on the Gulf buoy, we made the decision to go.
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Bob: We left at 2:30 p.m. on a beautiful, sunny, calm day.
Here, we are past the restaurant we had visited the night
before. We had been joined by several other boaters waiting
at the Moorings.
Bob: We headed through the cut at Dog Island…
Bob: …putting ourselves out on the open Gulf in pretty smooth
waters. There were swells, and the ladies enjoyed the ride on
the bow seat.
Bob: At 5:45 p.m., the sun dropped below the horizon…
Bob: …and it was dark, although we did have moonlight. At
one point, a school of phosphorescent fish swam past. An
east wind started to build, and at 10 p.m. I ordered everyone
below. At midnight, we were rolling uncomfortably and the
autopilot would not hold a course, so I decided to slow down
and head east to Cedar Key, such that we would be taking the
waves head on. The worst wave came right over the bowsprit
and I estimated it to be 8 feet high.
Bob: It felt so good when the sun came up. No one had slept a
wink. We all just wedged ourselves into a corner and hoped it
would let up. The autopilot did a great job so only one of us
had to maintain a watch. At 5 a.m., the waves settled down,
and we changed course for Tarpon Springs.
Bob: Michael plotted our position every hour throughout the
night.
Bob: Then the waves flattened out completely and it was
gorgeous. As we were in less than 40 feet, we kept a constant
watch for crab pots.
Bob: A dolphin led the way and at one point we passed a large
sea turtle.
Bob: We found the Anclote River without difficulty. This picture
was taken at green marker #21. Front range marker C is
visible near the shore.
Bob: At 2:30 we docked in Tarpon Springs at Belle Harbor
Marina, which is at the end of this inlet. Our teak decks had
been blackened by the saltwater and I thought they would
never look good again. Miraculously, after a wash the next
day, they cleaned right up.
Bob: I downloaded the track file from the Garmin Chartplotter
and was able to plot our actual route. We had taken exactly 24
hours and cruised 25 extra miles due to the weather.
Bob: We all walked about a mile into town and visited the
sponge docks.
Bob: A bronze statue honors the sponge divers that first came
to the town in 1905.
Bob: There are several sponge shops. I bought a natural
sponge and have found that using it with boat soap is by far
the easiest way to wash the salt off the boat windows
Bob: We had dinner at the Santorini Seafood and Grill.
Bob: It tasted like the best meal we had ever eaten. It had
been over 28 hours since our last meal, and it felt so good to
have the crossing behind us.
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14b01

14b02

14b03

Bob: The next morning, our friends Doc and Eileen drove
Michael and LaWanda to the Tampa airport for the flight back
to Nashville. Doc and Eileen live in Bradenton but we know
them from Kenlake Marina. Mavis and I spent the day washing
the boat and touring the town on the tour trolley. The
downtown area is well worth a visit.
Bob: The plan for November 14th was an easy 26-mile cruise
to Indian Rocks Beach, just south of Clearwater.
Bob: We left Belle Harbor Marina at 8:30 a.m. and passed this
large dive boat being reconditioned. It flipped over in a storm
in Belize with 22 souls lost. It wound up on a beach and was
towed back to Tarpon Springs where it had originally been
built.
Bob: This collection of rafted boats at the boatyard reminded
me of the three bears.

14b04

Bob: These grand homes are on the southwest side of the
river.

14b05

MVO: Port Tarpon Marina is large and on the northeast side of
the Anclote River at red marker 42. It is a mile and three
quarters from the sponge docks.

14b06

Bob: It was another beautiful day with light winds. At green
marker #13, when the tide is out, it is readily apparent why you
don’t want to enter Tarpon Springs at night: miss a marker and
you are on the bottom.
MVO: You will rejoin the Gulf ICW at Anclote Key. At
Clearwater, there are many high-rise condos and a high- level
bridge over the Clearwater Pass.
MVO: The ICW is built up solidly on both sides from
Clearwater south.

14b07

14b08

14b09

Bob: We arriving at Harborsides Marina at 1:00 p.m. This was
the toughest docking we had yet encountered. The current ran
at 1.5 mph and the wind at 10 mph, and we were supposed to
back in. The piles were about 20 feet apart. Finally, I gave up
trying and just went bow in. That got us out of the wind.
Getting the lines around the piles was also a challenge. The
tide is about 2 feet, so we had to be careful how we tied up,
being sure to leave enough slack in the lines.

14b10

Bob: As we ate lunch aboard, an egret joined us, perching on
the adjacent boat.

14b11

Bob: The marina is attached to the Holiday Inn Harborsides.
This deck with an attached restaurant was right above our slip.

14b12

Bob: Not too many people believe me when I say I caught
these fish. They were on the deck.

14b13

Bob: An atrium off the deck provides access to the restaurants
and rooms in the hotel.
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14b14

Bob: There is a beautiful pool beside the hotel.

14b15

14b17

Mavis: But, what I wanted to see was a beach. It had been
tough being in Florida for over two weeks and not being able
to get to a beach because we were always on the ICW.
Mavis: Indian Rocks Beach was just 4 short blocks away with
lots of public access points.
No audio.
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No audio.
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No audio.

14b20

14b25

Mavis: This was such a nice place that we decided to stay
another day. We took the city bus along Gulf Boulevard to St.
Petersburg. On the way back, we shopped at the Narrows for
a new toaster and coffee pot. Crabby Bills was across the
road on Gulf Boulevard.
Mavis: We walked another block north and came upon PJ’s
Oyster Bar. We knew it had to be pretty good because the
parking lot was full at 5:00.
Mavis: We were not disappointed. It was a great place and
lots of fun. When we had finished, there was a long line of
people waiting to get in.
Bob: We were scheduled to have the boat hauled for womter
storage at Marlow Marine on Snead Island on Tuesday,
th
November 18 . With two days left, we decided to cruise 40
miles to the Riveria Dunes Marina at Bradenton on the
Manatee River. Other Loopers had told us that the marina was
new and they were spending the winter there.
Bob: The ICW has many low bridges in this stretch. If you
require an opening, you will need to keep track of your
position and get the names straight. Otherwise, the
bridgemasters won’t answer your calls.
Bob: Condos and homes line the banks for miles.

14b26

No audio.

14b27

Bob: At times, the ICW will widen for a stretch, but then you
will see another bridge in the distance. A couple of dolphins
were just ahead.
Bob: Solace was carrying two large golden retrievers. That’s a
lot of dog for such a small boat. We had planned to take our
pet collie along with us on the Loop, but he had died several
months before the trip. We realize now how difficult it would
have been to take a large dog on the Loop.
Bob: There is a long stretch where the ICW crosses Tampa
Bay and runs beside the Sunshine Skyway. These islands are
on the west side of the ICW.
Bob: It was Sunday and there was a lot of traffic.
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Bob: The Sunshine Skyway is a spectacular bridge.

14b32

Bob: That Sunday, heading up the Manatee River, we
encountered the worst-behaved boaters of the entire trip. It
was one fast boat after another, every man for himself.

14b33

MVO: The Caroline was moored in front of Regatta Pointe
Marina, on the north side of the river just before the US 41
bridge.
MVO: Twin Dolphin Marina is on south side at the same point
on the Manatee River.
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14b35

Bob: We tied up at the Riviera Dunes Marina. It was still under
construction and the dining facilities were not yet open.

14b36

Bob: We spent a quiet night.

14b37

Bob: In the morning, I studied the charts for the trip to Marlow
Marine through the Snead Island Cutoff and discovered our
route would take us to a fixed bridge with only 13 feet
clearance, with the water only 3 feet deep. We would have to
go 16 miles around the island instead. We needed to be there
th
early to catch our ride on the 18 , so I decided we had better
get there today and spend the night at Marlow.
Bob: We took on fuel, got a pump-out, and were underway by
11:30. This photo shows how large the marina is.
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14b39

Bob: We tied up at Marlow’s courtesy dock, which supplied us
both with water and power.

14b40

Bob: Nearby was a brand new Marlow Explorer. In my opinion,
it's one of the most beautiful boat designs ever.

14b41

Bob: Another Explorer was being readied for a customer in the
shed.

14b42

Bob: On the 18 , the Katy Leigh was hauled for the winter. I
was able to inspect the bottom and running gear. It was as
good as new. Six months before we left Kenlake Marina, the
bottom had been shaved, epoxyed and painted with
antifouling paint at Green Turtle Bay Marina.
Bob: During the winter, Marlow’s Grand Banks experts would
replace a couple of cracked windows and completely scrape
and varnish all the bright work. We would return in April to
resume the Loop. Our friend Ria who keeps a boat at
Charlotte Harbor was driving back to Nashville and picked us
up at Marlow.
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Bob: Four months later, we returned to the Katy Leigh. The
new varnish was spectacular. I found out that it had taken 3
people three weeks to complete the work. We were picked up
at the Tampa airport by Doc and Eileen. We took them to a
seafood restaurant on the Manatee River called Leverocks. It
was very popular with the older set, as entrees were half-price
for customers seated before 5:30 p.m. We spent the night at
Marlow Marine in one of the sales slips.
Bob: Our plan for the next day was to cruise 85 miles to Burnt
Store at Punta Gorda.
Bob: We left at dawn. I was able to get some more photos of a
Marlow Explorer at the courtesy dock.

14c04

No audio.

14c05

Bob: The weather remained calm as we passed the Sunshine
Skyway for the second time.
Bob: At 7:40, we were at Cortez, waiting for the bascule bridge
to open

14c06

14c07
14c08

MVO: This view looks north at Red buoy 32 beside the Sister
Keys
MVO: There are many high-rise condos north of Sarasota on
the mainland.

14c09

MVO: The Ringlin Bridge carries traffic across the ICW from
Sarasota to Long Boat Key.

14c10

MVO: Downtown Sarasota on the ICW is solid with high- rise
buildings.

14c11

MVO: Three miles south of the Ringling Bridge, this waterfront
property was white with egrets.
Bob: At 11:00, the Katy Leigh was at Venice with 41 miles to
go.
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Bob: The water changes color to a beautiful green at Venice in
Roberts Bay.

14c14

Bob: This bright red Royal Ponciana tree is beside the ICW
just before . . . .

14c15

Bob: …this 5 mile stretch of narrow dug canal.

14c16

Bob: The original plan had to anchor at Boca Grande on
Gasparila Island with sailing friends, but they thought the
weather might not hold and wanted us to come to their marina
at Burnt Store. It meant we ran an extra 11 miles Charlotte
Harbor, and we visited Boca Grande by car the next day.
MVO: The pelicans at the Tom Adams bascule bridge ignored
the sign.
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MVO: The green water continues at Grove City at Green Buoy
19 and Red 20 about mile 41.8. This photo looks back toward
the Tom Adams bascule bridge that crosses to Punta Gorda
Beach.
MVO: This area at Whidden Key is very shallow. Use caution
when following other boats in areas like this.
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MVO: The ICW gets very close to this shoal around buoys 10
and 9 in Lemon Bay.
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MVO: This dredged channel is called the cutoff. It is near
Rotonda, an abandoned property development enclosed by a
canal that forms a perfect circle 3 miles in diameter. The
development is clearly visible in satellite photos.
Bob: An hour after the cutoff, we entered Charlotte Harbor
with Gasparilla Island to our starboard, ready to turn east for
the 11 mile run to Burnt Store Marina.
Bob: The high-rise condos at Burnt Store form an easy-to-find
landmark.
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Bob: At 4:15, we tied up at the Marina, right in front of the
Porto Bello Restaurant.
Bob: Ria and Hans took us to the Snook Inn, located at
Matlacha on the road to Pine Island.
Bob: The seafood buffet was remarkable. Sadly, we have
learned since that Hurricane Charley destroyed the Snook Inn.
Bob: The next day, we drove over to Boca Grande on
Gasparilla Island and saw the anchorage. It is surrounded by
mangroves and crowded. You drop the hook in the channel
and tie the stern to a mangrove tree.
Bob: There are small docks on the other side where you can
tie up your dinghy.
Bob: From the dinghy dock, you can walk west beside the golf
course . . .
Bob: …to the Gasparilla Inn and Cottages.

14c31

Bob: This inn is a favorite of President Bush and his family.

14c32

Bob: A railway used to carry the rich and famous to the inn
and to the homes on the island. The station has been
preserved and has a great ice cream shop.
Mavis: We had an excellent lunch at the South Beach Bar &
Grill, which is on the Gulfside beach. It is over 2.4 miles from
the anchorage.
Mavis: Sea grape grows beside the beach.
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Mavis: The beach here is beautiful, with the soft sand found
on the Gulfside coast of Florida.

14c36

Mavis: The Port Boca Grande lighthouse has been restored
and guides ships through the pass into Charlotte Harbor. The
pass was full of boats fishing for tarpon.
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Bob: Our destination on March 29th was La Belle on the
Caloosahatchee River, 86 miles and one lock away. We
needed to be at Hutchison Island by April 1st in order to attend
the Marlow Marine Spring Rendezvous at Stuart on the east
coast of Florida. We would be crossing Lake Okeechobee,
which can be very nasty, so we wanted at least one spare
weather day.
Bob: The tarpon fishermen were still out on the 29th as we
headed south to Fort Myers.
MVO: There is a very popular anchorage among the islands at
Cabbage Key at marker 65.
MVO: Pine Island Sound is used as a proving ground by
Mercury Marine. High-speed boats like this one go back and
forth putting hours on the engines. Useppa Island is in the
background.
Bob: We sighted a small pod of dolphins near Captiva Island.
One objective I had on the Loop was to get a picture of a trio
of dolphins in the air. This was the best I could do on that day.
Bob: The day before, Hans had warned me repeatedly about
the dangers of the Miserable Mile. This is a very narrow
channel through a shallow area at the entrance to the
Caloosahatchee River. What makes it miserable is not the
shallow water but the boat traffic that keeps you bouncing
about.
Bob: A 44 foot Krogen was heading out from Cape Coral at
Redfish point. The Cape Coral bridge is in the distance on the
right and is the first bridge you will come to. We were now on
the Okeechobee Waterway.
Bob: Nine miles upstream, there are three high-level road
bridges at Fort Myers. Sea Holm is a wood Trumpy Yacht.
Trumpies were built in Gloucester City, New Jersey, and
Annapolis, Maryland, from 1909 to 1973.
Bob: This is Sea Holm as it approached us.

14d10

MVO: This Florida Power & Light gas turbine power station is
beside the river at about mile 130.
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MVO: At mile 125, there are several small islands in the
Caloosahatchee River. This one contains several homes and
is connected to the mainland by a bridge.
Bob: After the Franklin lock, we needed to cover 21 miles to
reach Port La Belle Marina.
Bob: The Franklin lock is the first of five on the Okeechobee
Waterway and is at mile 124.
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Bob: There was very little delay at the lock, and by 2:30 we
were at about mile 114
Bob: Some interesting boats were tied up at Denaud. The
Ocean Star appeared to be a deep-sea fishing boat.
Bob: I was unable even to guess at the role of the Eleutheran
Queen.
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Bob: We arrived at the Port La Belle Marina at 4:00 p.m..
There was only one transient slip, so when a second boat
came looking for a spot, we invited them to raft against us.
Bob: The marina owner had no love of PWCs.
Bob: I had hoped to see an alligator, but there was no sign of
any. A bougainvillea was blooming beside the dock.
Bob: We all walked up the road, planning to have dinner at the
restaurant. It was in this nameless hotel or condo building.
There appeared to be no one there, however, and the prices
were high, so we headed back and had dinner on the boat
instead.
Bob: We really did not have a fixed destination for the
following day. It would all depend on the weather. If the winds
were fair, we could cross the lake and reach Port Mayaca. If
not, we would stay at Clewiston or continue around the rim to
the Belle Glade Marina.
Bob: We left around 7:30 in beautiful weather. The river is
quite wild here.

14d23

No audio.
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Bob: The Ortona lock is at mile 93.7. The locks on the
Okeechobee Waterway are very unusual. The gates are
opened just a foot or so and the water allowed to pour in. All
other locks on the Loop have underwater tunnels with valves
that are used to let the water enter or leave the lock.
Bob: There are dangling ropes to hang on to.
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Bob: We were now in the Caloosahatchee Canal, in an
agricultural area of central Florida.
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No audio.
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No audio.
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Bob: Glades Boat Storage is at mile 89.5. This is a very
popular storage yard that is well inland and 16 feet above sea
level. Owners are allowed to work on their boats here, and
some will camp here for the duration in motor homes.
Bob: This picture was taken just past Glades. The windows in
this house are very unusual.
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Bob: This palm tree at Moore Haven caught my eye. There
are places along the sea wall at the city docks to tie up.
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Bob: The Moore Haven lock is at mile 78.2. just before the
lake. The water was being let out of the lock so we had a short
wait.
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Bob: As we waited, we saw an alligator at last. He is the white
blob swimming in the canal behind the facing.

14d34

No audio.
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Bob: As we left the lock, the sight of Lake Okeechobee was
remarkable. There is a vast area of dead trees on the lake
side and a levee on the other.
No audio.
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Bob: This may look like a nuclear explosion beside the levee,
but it was actually burning sugar cane. The soot dropped
down and got all over the boat.
Bob: It was a strange and wild yet beautiful place. The route
took us 12 miles past the dead trees to Clewiston. The trees
are full of eagles and their nests.
No audio.
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No audio.
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Bob: At Clewiston, the power poles were decorated with neon
fish. At this point you have to decide whether to continue on
the rim route or head across the lake. It was a nice da, and we
figured the rest of the rim route would be about the same as
what we had already seen, so we elected to cross.
Bob: Lake Okeechobee is the biggest freshwater lake in the
USA outside of the Great Lakes. It is the source of water for
much of Florida. The 26-mile route across follows the buoyed
channel.
Bob: We turned 90 degrees to port and headed out the 4 mile
long dredged channel to the open lake.
Mavis: A flock of white pelicans were resting on a sand bar as
we entered the open water.
Bob: It was a beautiful day with light winds. The starboard flag
is the US Power Squadron’s retired lieutenant commander
flag.
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Bob: Listening to the VHF, we learned there were two other
boats going to the Marlow Rendezvous at Stuart behind us.
The 46-foot Grand Banks Europa, Voyageur, asked us to take
a photo as it passed at 17 knots. We shared the photos when
we got to Stuart.
Bob: We arrived at the Port Mayaca lock at 3:30. If the gates
are closed, you will have to wait out in the open lake until
given the signal to enter. In a west wind, it could be very
uncomfortable. We had to wait but not for long.
Bob: We were now in the St. Lucie Canal. We were passed
byTiger Eyes, a 57 foot Nordhavn and the second boat
attending the rendezvous. The only marina in the area is at
Indiantown. They were not taking any more reservations but
we decided to take a chance there would be a slip available.
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Bob: Some trees along the canal looked like this.
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Bob: Other trees were snow white with bird droppings.

14d51

Bob: Our gamble paid off. Many people don’t bother to cancel
reservations, and others decide to anchor in the canal outside
the Indiantown Marina. A 50-foot new cruiser came in behind
us. The sun mattress looked to be about 20 x 12 feet. We had
dinner aboard.
Bob: From Indiantown, it is 31.5 miles and one lock to Stuart
and Hutchison Island.
Bob: We just made it in time for the St. Lucie lock opening,
saving ourselves a couple of hours of waiting. As we left the
lock. a Marlow Explorer and several other boats were waiting
to go up.
Bob: This lock drops about 10 feet and has the highest lift of
any of the locks on the Okechobee Waterway. The current
inside the lock is strong, so you will have to really hang on as
the water drops. You won't want to cleat the lines down, as
that could leave you hanging on the side of the lock as the
water level drops.
Bob: A pair of dolphins followed us in the St. Lucie River as
we passed by downtown Stuart. We arrived at the Marriot
Hutchison Island Marina around noon. We were a day ahead
of schedule.
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St. Lucie Canal,
March 30
St. Lucie Canal,
March 30
Indiantown Marina,
March 30

Cruising to Stuart,
March 31
St. Lucie Lock,
Cruising to Stuart,
March 31
St. Lucie Lock,
Cruising to Stuart,
March 31

St. Lucie River,
Cruising to Stuart,
March 31

